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Introduction

The full title of Brother Miguel Campos's doctoral thesis is
L'ITINERAlRE EVANGELIQUE DE SAINT JEAN-BAPTISTE
DE LA SALLE ET LE RECOURS A L'ECRITURE DANS SES
"MEDITATIONS POURLE TEMPS DE LA RETRAITE". It has
been published in two volumes as Nos 45 and 46 of the o.hierr
Lasalliens series. The two volumes correspond to the two elements of
the title and, coincidentally, both have the same number of pages,
389. At first glance, the relationship between the two parts of the
title is not self-evident, but, in fact, a perusal of the two volumes
leaves the reader in no doubt that the interdependence is complete.
The Meditatinns pour Ie Temps de Ia Retraite are, in Campos's
understanding, the thematic treatment by John Baptist de La Salle,
writing towards the end of his laborious life, of the spiritual itinerary
by which God had led him to found and consolidate the Institute of
the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The charting of this itinerary is
the task Brother Miguel set himself for the first part of his thesis, and
the present book is a modest attempt to convey something of the
richness of chronicle and commentary to be found in the first
volume. The Campos treatment of the MTR, and specifically of the
scriptural content of those Meditations, WQuld be material for
another attempt to make some of his findings available to Englishspeaking readers: it would be a task most congenial to the prescnt
writer if time were to permit.
It should be mentioned also that Brorher Miguel gives a sub-title
to his work, calling it a Contribution a l'etr«k sur les f01«km£1lt:r
evangtliques de Ia vU r<ligieuse. In the course of a lengthy Imroduetion
GCnim/e Campos presents a summary of current research into this
aspect of the religious life, research that has been carried out since the
Second Vatican Council. In fifty-five densely-packed pages the
author surveys the impact of the Council documents, especially
Lumen G£1ltium and Perftctae o.ritatis, on the theology of the
religious life and on the profession by vow of the evangelical
counsels. He concludes with an application of his survey to one of
the Institutes of consecrated life in rhe Church, rhat of the Brothers
of the Christian Schools.

Again, the present work offcrs nothing of this rich discussion, thc
intention of the writer bcing only to draw upon that parr of the
thesis which relates to Campos's 'reading' of the life of Saint John
Baptist de La Salle. And it is in keeping with this intention that we
select for discussion from his gencral Introduction that part of it
which considers the Institute's knowledge of its Founder's life, with
particular reference to the primary sources of that information.
The survey has its starting-point in the conccrn ofthc first Superior
General, Brother Barthelemy Truffet, to gathcr, soon after the death
of M. de La Salle, written reminiscences and testimonials which
might serve towards the composition ofa biography of the Founder.
Our knowledge of the life of John Baptist de La Salle derives from
the work of the first threc men to make use of the resulting material,
aJi of them writing from the vantage-point of having known
personally the subject of their biographies.
The first in timc of these was Jean Dauge, who was born at
Fribourg, Switzerland, on 24th June 1697, and entered the Institute
in March 1713, receiving the name of Frere Bernard. Very sO,on after
the death of the Founder, Bernard was given the task of writing the
biography, and to facilitate his work he was handed the collection of
statements and tributes that had been received together with, and
more significantly than the rest, a document in M. de La Salle's own
handwriting. But judging these materials insufficient for his purpose,
the young biographer (still in his early twenties) sought to
supplement them by interviewing one or two members of the De La
Salle family and also some Sisters of Nicolas Roland's Community of
the Holy Child Jesus; he consulted also the superior of the seminary
of Saint-Sulpice. Having completed a f,rst draft of the biography he
sent it to Canon Louis de La Salle, John Baptist's brother, for his
observations and corrections. The Canon, however, held on to the
manuscript for so long that Bernard decided to make a new start and
produce a second draft. But all that has come down to us from this
activity on Bernard's part is a short manuscript of eighty-six exercisebook pages, relating to the period 1651-1688 in the Founder's life.
In a preface, Bernard informed his readers that the work would be
divided into fouf sections, the first comprising six chapters and the
second, nine. We have no information about the third and fourth
parts, and the second part has not reached us complete. The
manuscript that has survived is not Bernard's original but a
handwritten l copy of it. Brother Maurice-Auguste Hermans has
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identified the copyist as a certain Frere Romain, Charles Plansson,
who was born in 1671 but did not enter the Institute until 1719, the
year of M. de La Salle's death. The copy can be dated from the
inscription 1723 on the title-page. The literary qualiry of the
manuscript is of minor interest, and Bernard's chronology is shaky,
especially with regard to facts not directly related to the foundation
of the Institute. The author admits the stylistic limitations of the
work but claims that these were present in the testimonials he had
received and which he had wished to use conscientiously.
The particular interest of Bernard's modest effort, then, is not at all
literary. Its significance rather is that it is the first attempt to present
a biography of]ohn Baptist de La Salle and it is the work of one who
had known the Founder personally and was writing shortly after his
death. It retains, even with all its lite ray shortcomings, a quality of
sincerity and spontaneous emotion not present in the other early
biographies. But, over and above this, two important data are
implicit in the lowly work. The first of these is contained in the
wording of Bernard's title which, translated literally, is: The admimbk
conduct ofdivine Providence in the person of the Venerabk Serrane of God,
John Baptist de La Salk, Priest, Doctor of Theo0!Jy, fonner Canon of the
Cathedml of Rheims and Founder of the Brothers ofthe Christian Schools,
presented in four parts. It is a veritable fanfare of a title and it tells us
that Bernard, who had known the Founder personally for six'years
and had conversed with others who had known him, and had read
many eye-witness testimonials, saw the life of John Baptist de La
SaIJc as a scarcely perceptible summons of divine Providence to
which his hero responded with total trust. Alas, it must be added
that the author's limited ability prevented him from living up to the
promise of this title, and the specific originality of M. de La Salle's
response hardly comes through in the text.
The second contribution that Bernard's work has made to
subsequent study of the Founder consists in his information about a
certain autograph document, in the hand of De La Salle, which had
been made available to him for his biographer's task. He refers to this
document in these words: ((Here then is the way in which the Institute of
the Brother of the Christian Schools came intv bei,,!!. The servant of God
himself goo us the information in summary form in a handwritten
document whi£h he kept undisclosed for more than twenty years but whi£h
was fortunately discuvered (during his absence in Provence)." The
significance of this document wiU be discussed later.
3

The second of the Founder's biographers was a nephew of his,
Dom Fran~ois Elie Maillefcr, a Maunsr Benedictine, Librarian for
many years at the monastery ofSaint-Remi in Rheims. He produced

two versions of his biography of his uncle, the first in 1723 (an
implicit challenge, therefore, to the modest "commissioned" Life by
Frere Bernard) and the second in 1740. The eircumstances which led
him to foUow his first version of La Vie de M. Jean-BaptirlZ de La Salle
prim, docteur en theolqjie, amien chanoine de In cathedmle de &i,m et
lnstitttteur des Fri:ns des Beoles Chritien1~es with a second version fifteen
years later arc outlined by him in his foreword to the second draft.
He says that the idea of writing the life in the first place had come
fi-om ((several learned persons)} and that these had expressed satisfaction
with the version he had produced in 1723, to such effect that plans
were put in hand for its publication. The death, however, of the
admirer who had undertaken to bear the expense of the printing
prevented these plans from succeeding and the author himself had
made no further efforts to have the work published.
In 1724 (continues the Foreword) the Brothers of the Christian
Schools learned that Dom Elie had written a life of their Founder
and they made rcpeated requests for a copy, at first without success.
But ((one of their 1lUmber,») says the biographer, ({called Brother
Thomas, was so insistent that Ifinallygave him my manuscript on condition
that ifit were decided to publish it, no change must be made i" it without my
coment. He bas ,wt kept his wtml. The manuscript was setlt w Saint-Yon in

Rin,en, ami theregiven w tbe Superibr Geneml who onIinarily resides there.
The Int/Zr therupon commissioned a clergyman ofRDuen to compose a new Iif!:
and this has bem published in two volumes. These have only to be read to
co,/Vime anyone of the poor tnslZ and lnek of discerntmnt possessed by their
authllY. The grearzr portion ofthe facts he relntes in this work are drowned,
so to speak, in a confUsed mass of poorly distributzd personal reflectiom. His
style is careless, and although he has not scrupled to copy me wtml fllY wonl in
some plnees, he has "at judged fit w acknowledge his source. "
The ({clergyman of Rouen» referred to in these unflattering terms
was Canon Blain, whose two volumes appeared simultaneously in
1733. Maillefer's complaint that he had been plagiarised without
acknowledgement by Blain is offset by the probability that for his
1740 version Maillefer made use of Blain's work (likewise without
acknowledgement!) .
The original manuscript of Maillefer's 1723 draft has not come
down to us, but two handwritten copies of it, made two or three
4

decades later, are preserved in the Institute archives at Rome. The
Benedictine's 1740 version, likewise an unpublished manuscript, is
preserved in the municipal Library ofRheims. Both drafts, 1723 and
1740, have been published in the Cahiers Lasaltiens series, with a
comparative study by Bro. Maurice Hermans.
MaiJlefers two biographies present, in Miguel Campos)s view, "a
first-hand witness account of the De La Salle event, offered in a
historical form certainly more technically accomplished than that of
Bernard, and without the sometimes naive comments of the latter.
Writing as a member of the De La Salle family, and bdonging to a
Jansenist milieu, Maillefer omits all polemical references, preferring
to stress the spiritual qualitics of his unclc. Because of his own
proximity to the events he describes and to the family and social
circle in which M. de La Salle was born and brought up, Maillefer's
work has an inestimable value as a primary source. n
There remains the two-volume biography by Jean-Baptiste Blain, a
work which has enjoyed the widest diffusion in the Institute, though
its author has remained relatively unknown. Blain was a fellowstudent of Louis-Grignon de Montfort at the Jesuit College at
Rennes and aftcrwards in Paris at the scminary of Saint-Sulpice. His
spiritual director at the Paris seminary was Jacques Baiihin who had
also been a counsellor of M. de La Salle. Blain was ordained priest at
Noyon by Mgr. d'Aubigne who later became Archbishop of Rouen
and invited Blain to transfer to the archdiocese in 1710. The latter
became, in due course, ecclesiastical superior to several religious
congregations: he composed the Rules of the Ernemont Institute
taking as his inspiration the Brothers' R£gles Cammunes and the rules
drawn up by Perc Barre for his congregation of teaching sisters. In
1712, during M. de La Salle's prolonged absence in the south of
France, Blain was named ecclesiastical superior of the Brothers'
community at Saint-Yon. Apropos of this appointment, with
reference to Blain's role as biographer of the Founder, Br. Maurice
Hermans has this to say: "His title of ecclesiastical superior of the
Brothers had necessarily given him unrivalled access to the Institute's
mother house during the final years of his hero's life. As
representative of the Institute with the archdiocesan authorities, the
future biographer enjoyed the confidence of the saintly Founder: the
Brothers themselves were to be astonished at the way he was able to
take into account certain facts which were known only to himself
and to his revered friend . .. Some years later, in 1745, during an
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archdiocesan enquiry, more than one Brother recalled that Blain was
a man exceptionally well-informed on matters connected with their
Congregation. "
The biography appeared in two volumes at Rouen in 1733, under
the title La Vie de MOllsimr Jeall-Baptisu de La Sa/Ie, lmtituullr des
Fm-es des Ecoler Chritiemzes. It has been re-published in facsimile as
Nos. 7 and 8 of the Cahierr Lara//iem. An authoritative article on
Lasallian studies, written by Perc Andre Rayez S.). and published in
1952 in the Revue d'Ascetique et de Mystique, sums up both the faults
and the inestimable value of Canon Blain's achievement in the
following terms: "Blain is a biographer of the old school, too often
merely a long-winded panegyrist, sometimes a clumsy apologist; the
good Canon embellishes his own memories and improves on those
of others; he allows difficulties to disappear without trace and
demolishes with panache the adversaries of his hero, be they
Sulpicians, bishops or cardinals, or - a fortiori - ]ansenists or
Quietists. But my apologies to his memory! His biography, written
so soon after the death of the Saint, by one who was a contemporary
of his subject and a witness of his life and who, in addition,
questioned others who knew the Saint well, remains, whatever its
shortcomings, irreplaceably precious as a source.))
With reference to Blain's use of documents, another
commentator, Maurice Hermans, has this assessment: "One may
regret that he does not always identify his sources; or that, here and
therc, he curtails quotations which would be of much more value to
us than his own wordy commentaries. But one may not gratuitously
accuse him of lack of rigour in his use of his sources, nor may one feci
entitled to re-word his tcxt.)) The study of Blain's sources, though
still in its early stages, has produced a number of hypotheses. But
(says Miguel Campos, aner Rigault) one thing is certain: on the
origins and earliest years of the Institute and on the struggles which
the Founder had to sustain in consolidating his work, Blain provides
a mass of information impossible to find elsewhere.
A critical study of the references common to the three earliest
biographies would throw light on a number ofhistoricaJ data and on
the documents relating to those data. In this connection we are
indebted to the indefatigable General Editor of the Cahierr Lasa/liem,
Bro. Maurice Hermans~ for two invaluable tools of research,
published as Nos. 9 and 10 in that series: Bernard, Mai/1cfer et Blnill:
llldex mmu/ati[ des Noms de Lie/IX et des Noms de Perroll"es (1974) and
6

Bernard, Maillef"" et Blain: 1. Index an"lytique Cltmulatij JJ. JI£levi des
dits et des i"its attiibuis
Jean-Baptiste de La Salle, (1979). Bur
whatever the nature of the areas of contact relating each to the
others, these three biographers remain the premier witnesses for a
study of M. de La Salle's spiritual itinerary, as discernible in the
concrete data of his existence.
It remains true that all three considered the man they wrote about
to be a saint and because of this their works are marked by a priori
judgements. Furthermore, all the fuets of his life are interpreted
according to the religious climate of the period and to the personal
standpoint of each writer. Their reading of the "De la Salle event"
(Campos's term), while being undoubtedly valid and rich, has to be
viewed with a certain reserve. For the th rcc biographers, bu (
especially Blain, conformed to a particular mode of hagiography
having its own principles not clearly discernible now. Pere Rayez, in
the article mentioned above, while not at all questioning Blain's
integrity of purpose, enters this caveat about his work: "When
biographers dispense with documentary evidence and omit to make
explicit reference to authentic sources, the chapters they devote to
the spirit and virtues of their heroes risk becoming either collections
of stereotyped banalities or mere spiritual treatises ... But rhetorical
discourses ... can lay no claim to representing the mind of the
biographer's hero unless they are based on undisputed tacts or
documentary evidence. In the case of Blain there is always the
risk
rhat we may take the biographer's thought and reflections
for those of John Baptist de La Salle."
The indispensable need, if we are to draw nearer to knowing the
Founder as the man he really was, concludes Miguel Campos, is "not
only to present a chronological account of what happened in his Iifestory, but, still more, to make the effort to enter into that sequence
of occurrences with tbe same understandi1liJ as he had of their meaning
interpreted in faith.')

a
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1
ccParoles-Force)) and ccEvinements-Clefs))
The originality of Miguel Campos's approach to an understanding
of John Baptist de La Salle's inspiration and achievement imposed
the need [0 devise one or two technical terms, the usefulness of
which becomes increasingly apparent as rhe argument unfolds
throughout the thesis. An important example of this ad hoc
vocabulary is the expression fKlrole-force which Campos is at pains, in
an introductory chapter, to define and analyse at some length.
The author suggests that in every man's life there arc a limited
number ofoccasions when a particular combination of circumstances
obliges him to pause and take stock, to assess his motives, the
direction in which his life is moving, the value, greater or less, of
what he has so far accomplished, his relationships with other people,
his grasp of the multiform and ever changing reality of the world in
which his personal life-story is unfolding. And, having taken stock,
having reached conclusions about himself and about his life's
purpose, he will formulate his findings, perhaps only to himself in
the deep recesses of his conscience, but perhaps also in the tangible
terms of the written or spoken word. Such a formulation, made at a
critical moment in a person's life, is what (if the present writer has
understood him fairly correctly) Miguel Campos means by a paroleforce. The clement of -force in his invented term derives, as he points
out, from the analogy of kinetic energy in physics: the parole
(meaning the "Vlord", but understood in the ampler connotation of
the versatile French term) is expressed at the moment of pause when
the potential energy stored in the sequence of events leading to that
moment is about to be released in decisive action for the future.
Action, in fact, is the generating source of the paro/e-[rm:e, and action
is its product.
Campos's analysis of the tcrm is much more extensive and
thorough than the above summary would imply and the three pages
which he devotes to just this penetrating analysis reveal an impressive
expertise in the field of psychology. But the usc he makes of the term
for his purpose - which, briefly expressed, is to discover what was
John Baptist de La Salle's own understanding of his vocation - will
make good any insufliciencies left by the above synopsis.
8

Not that our author would claim to arrive at a total revelation of
the personal spiritual experience of the Founder. There is a limit to
such research, beyond which lies mystery. This is true for every
human being, but especially so in the case of a man like De La Salle
whose life was, so to speak, totally polarised by the sustained appeal
that God made to him to accomplish a work for which little in his
social origins, his training or his temperament seemed particularly to
equip him. But we shall find (claims Campos) that history has, in
fact, recorded certain paroles-force in the life of John Baptist de La
Salle, a careful examination of which, in their context, will enable us
to approach the point in his intimate spiritual experience and sclfunderstanding beyond which the secret was berween God and
himself.
Where then are we to locate these paroles-force which are to guide us
in the journey of discovery we are undertaking? First, naturally,
among the few but precious writings of the Founder which the
Institute happens to possess in their original manuscript; but then,
also, in certain other writings cited explicitly or implicitly in the
earliest biographies. Reference has already been made, in our
introductory chapter, to onc such document which was made
available to Frere Bernard when he was asked to write M. de La
Salle's biography. It seems at first sight to be merely a summary
account of how the Institute originated, but it is more than that: It
tells us much about the man who wrote it (and who, Bernard tells us,
kept it to himself for more than twenty years). It is, in fact, an
important parole-force in the Founder's life.
Blain, for his part, recognised that the biographer of a person who
has died with a reputation for holiness must utilise, in the first place,
any personal memoirs left by the subject of the biography. But he
affirms that for his life of John Baptist de La Salle he possessed no
such pcrsona] revelations. Blain asserts that the only way he could
interpret the Founder's mind and self-understanding - ((ce qui se
passait au dedans de lui», as he himself expresses it, was to study his
hero's actions. And for a knowledge of the Founder's actions he
declares that he was dependent on the written testimonials "carefully
fWembled by the late Brother Barthelemy as soon as the holy fou,uIer lvas
dead, and subsequently arranged by one of the Brothers".
The fact of the matter is that Blain was more concerned to edify his
readers than to enter into research on the psychology of the man
about whom he was writing, not even the psychology which would
9

throw light on the spiritual physiognomy of the saint. His fonnula
was to present a prolonged lesson in Christian perfection and to
illustrate the lesson with examples drawn from Dc La SaUe's lifcstory. He was, so to speak, into his particular biographical stride

when he was telling his readers that M. de La Salle was "a perfecr
model of regttlarity, of silence, of rrcolkceion, of patience, of obedience, of
httmility, ofdetaehmetlt from all things, ofabandonment to Providence, of
resignaeion to the orden of God, ofdisdain for the world, ofattnueion for the
cross and for httmiliaeiom. " (Vol. I. p. I 13). To demonstrate all these
virtues he drew upon the reminiscences of the eyewitnesses whose
testimonials he had at his disposal. But in point of fact it frequently
happens that the type of sanctity of which Blain proposes M. de La
Salle as a model is directly at variance with the Founder's manner of

acting - as described by Blain himself - and at variance also with the
writings of the Founder which the biographer transmits. Unfortunately we know too little about the laws of the particular genre of

hagiography practised by Blain, including, for example, the degree of
exactness which he felt obliged

[0

observe when quoting texts or

testimonials. There is always the possibility, as Fr. Rayez pointed
out, that the ideas and reflections which Blain attributes h' M. de La
Salle are Blain '5 own.
It remains true, nevertheless, that the language used by Blain (ant:
by the eye-witnesses whose testimonials he drew upon) has
undoubted affinities with the Founder's own manner of expression.
Once we come to terms with the style ofBlain's writing we can, with
good reason, hope to see beyond his "reading" of the Founder's life
and inspiration into the latter's own understanding of his spiritual
journey. Moreover, Blain's claim that he lacked personal memoirs

and self-revealing writings of M. de La Salle himself was only
relatively correct and that only from Blain's own point of view. The

irreplaceable value of his biography rests precisely on the fact that he
quotes personal correspondence and memoirs of the Saint which
would otherwise be unknown. For example, Blain is our only source
for a memorandum, The Ruks I have imposed ttPO" myself, which
certainly tells us much about the Founder's spiritual experience. He
also makes frequent reference to "a memoir which M. de La Salk

composed Iater'lm to inform the Brothers abOllt the "",am divine Providence
had ttsed to establish their Institttte". This is obviously the memoir
which had already been utilised by Bernard and which, it seems, was
passed on to Blain together with the other documents assembled
10

by Bernard. As we shall see, Blain's use of this manuscript is more
explicit than Bernard's.
Contrary, in fact, to what he thought, Blain had available an
invaluable documentation for an interpretation of the religious
experience oOohn Baptist de La Salle. Bur it is clear also that his use
of his source-material fell short of the standards of ptesent-day
historiography. He condensed or expanded his quotations,
modifying their content, introducing personal reflections in a
rhetorical style, and so on. But his less than adequate use of the
material does not, and cannot, alter the fact that it is to Blain above
all that subsequent knowledge of such material is owed. Therein, it is
fair to suggest, lies his claim to the lasting gratitude of the Institute.
Significantly, it is the Benedictine librarian, Dom Elie Maillefer,
who seems, among the source-biographers, to have perceived most
clearly the need for critical standards. In the foreword to the second
version of his life of the Founder, he wrote: ({The written testimonials
whuh were put at my disposal ami on whuh I have had to base this
biwaphy were not always as detailed as a conscientious wish for accuracy
would have liked them to be. Heme certain gaps, certain omissions, will be
foumi whuh a more ample treatment woul4 have to supply. I have moreover
kept in mimi the taste of our present age whuh has little liking for what
savours of the marvellous, ami have left out several incidents whuh woul4
have strained the credulity of my readers. Those of the sort whuh I have
included I havefoumi to be based on reliable evidence. " But even Majllefer
does not observe rigorous standards in his use of the testimonials.
His controlled style of writing, nevertheless, does serve to throw
into relief the religious experience of his uncle, John Baptist: the
Founder's spirit of penance, his poverty and his trust in Providence
are all to be discerned in the straightforward narrative of his career
presented by his nephew.
Unfortunately the notes on the Founder which Brother
Barthelemy had collected were lost after being utilised by Bernard,
Blain and, indirectly, by Maillefer. In the Revue d'Ascetique et de
Mystique article ofl952 (mentioned in our introductory chapter) the
Jesuit, Andre Rlyez, presented a summary of the available sourcematerial for a study of St. John Baptist de La Salle and added this
comment: "For a knowledge of the Saint's spiritual personality and
the characteristic features of his interior life we are without guides.
Almost no personal writings are available . . ." But this assertion of
Perc Rlyez seems to Miguel Campos to resemble Blain's own lament
II

about his lack of personal documentation. In each case the
implication is that in order to know John Baptist de La Salle's
interior life in its reality it would be indispensable to have autobiographical writings detailing the nature of his relarionship with God.
So, for example, the Founder's Memoir on the Habit is seen by Rayez
as documentary evidence relating to the foundation of the Institute
rather than to the Saint's personal spirituality. It is undoubtedly true
that this document teUs us much about the consolidation of the
enterprise of the Christian Schools at a particular stage of its
existence; but to limit its usefulness to that is to imply the belief that
only personal confidences are really valid source-material for the
study of a saint's spiritual life.
But, argues Campos, what has to be kept in mind, certainly in the
case of John Baptist de La Salle, is that his religious experience
cannot be isolated from his response to God's will as he perceived it
in the existential circumstances of his life. His relationship with God
developed in depth and definition certainly through his willing
submission to the guidance of his spiritual directors, but not only
through that. It developed no less surely from his initial engagement
with a group of schoolmasters, through the successive steps he took
to consolidate the Community, through his incorporating (or, to
use Miguel Campos's expressive French term "incarnating") himself
into the Community for what he preceived to be a divinely-ordained
mission, through his total commitment to an evangelical enterprise,
that of Christian Schools - a commitment unto death. To make a
distinction, says Campos persuasively, between "God's dealings with
John Baptist" (Blain's ace qui ,e passait entre Dieu et M. de La Salle")
and God's dealings with him wgether with his disciples in the
establishing of the Christian Schools is to "disincarnate" the
Founder's religious experience and therefore to distort and even
totally falsify it for our understanding.
Campos expresses this in another way by suggesting that the time
has come to re-orientate research into the nature of John Baptist de
La Salle's spirituality. Students of this have hitherto depended
habitually, ifnot exclusively, on Book Four of Blain's biography, the
part which we know as The Spirit and Virtue, ofM. de La Salle. What
future students must look at as well is the small but vitally significant
collection of attestations deriving from the Founder himself, seeing
these as documentary evidence relating to the origins of the Institute
at given stages of its evolution (which is what in the first place they
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are) but also as invaluable sources of information about the mind and
heart, the psychological and spiritual outlook, of the man who wrote
them.
It is at this point in his discussion that Miguel Campos introduces
another technical term which he has devised for the purpose of his
investigation. This is the term tfvenemmt-clef, an expression which
looks as if it might slip more easily into English (as "key-event") but
which, like parole-force, it seems better to leave in French so as to
retain more surely the precise significance which Campos attaches to
it. For we shall see that the term does not represent particular
concrete events in the life of the Founder but rather a sequence of
incidents, a combination of circumstances, marking a definable stage
in John Baptist's spiritual itinerary. The word ((tfvinemmt!) here
seems to bear the more specifically root sense of "outcome' rather
than the sense of a major occurrence suggested by the English term
I'event".
Remarking that not all the incidents recorded in M. de La Salle's
life by his first biographers can be verified with the scientific rigour
now expected of serious scholarly study, Campos asserts that many
of them can stand up to the closest examination. It is from these
verifiable incidents that our author formulates his theory that there
were occasions in the Founder's life when he was faced with the
necessity of making a determinative option in the course of his
spiritual journey. Antecedent occurrences led him to particular
points in that journey at which choices seemed available to him. One
of these choices was the one that God willed he should make; the
others would have led him away from the path which God had
marked out for him. Subsequent developments arising from each
such option proved that he had correctly discerned the choice God
willed for him and that his courage in making that choice rendered it
possible for God ro bring him ro high holiness and at the same time
to accomplish the divine salvific purpose which John Baptist was
called upon to mediate. It is such crucial moments in the Founder's
life which Campos designates by the term ivenements-clefi.
Campos chooses four such tfvenements-clefi for particular
consideration, and his choice of them is inspired by the existence of
corresponding paroles-force which interpret these occasions for us in
words written by the Founder himself or, in the exceptional case of
one, words written to the Founder by disciples whose mind and
spirit were so attuned to his own that, at a decisive moment in their
13

life and his, the)' spoke with the voice of the Saint himself.
Needless to say, there is no question of supposing that the life of
John Baptist de La Salle can be fragmented into four significant
episodes with little importance to be attached to the intervening
periods of his career. Every verifiable incident in the story of his life is
essential to the ultimate discovery of the kind of person he was and
the nature of his response to the God who summoned him to a task.
But it is Miguel Campos's claim that in De La Salle's life there were
four conjunctures in particular which not only marked major critical
stages in his spiritual pilgrimage, and which, in themselves, shed
especially revealing light on the man as he was (as contrasted with the
image of the man bequeathed ro us by the biographers, particularly
the admirable Canon Blain), but which arc immeasurably enhanced
as to the degree oflight they shed, by documents of unquestionable
authenticity written, not indeed as formal interpretations of those
episodes, but serving as such because of the providential temporal
and circumstantial relationship linking the documents with the
events.
What were these four mne11lentr-cleft and their related parvieI-forr:e?
First, there was the situation in which John Baptist accepted his
vocation as Founder ofa Society which would bring the gospel to the
poor through the channel of education. The document which
enlightens us on the circumstances which led to his recognition of
this vocation and his acceptance of what it entailed is a memoir of
which the manuscript is now lost but which, as we saw in our
introductory chapter, Bernard claims to have been his principal
source of information. This document, now conveniently referred to
as the Memoir of the Beginnings, gives us an insight into the
development of the Founder's thought as he passed from the role of
well-ro-do Canon of the distinguished Chapter of Rheims, giving
wise counsel and indeed protection and hospitality to a fortuitous
assemblage of would-be schoolmasters, to that of inspirer and
organiser of a Community of men who were to be religious as well as
schoolmasters and who were to have their muon d'em in the
educational service of the poor.
The second mne11lmt-clef is represented by the rich and complex
period of the Founder's move to Paris. The difficulties he
encountered there in the parish of Saint-Sulpice, the opposition
coming from the schoolmaster corporations, the defections within
the Community, and the rest - all constituted a sequence of tests
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which brought John Baptist to a further point of decision in his
spiritual journey. In Rheims he had discerned as the will of God that
he should establish a community of religious-schoolmasters for the
service of the poor. The Paris experience showed him that such an
enterprise could not succeed without suffering and struggle; that
since the redemption of mankind had been purchased by the passion
and death of the Son of God made man, it could be mediated to
successive generations of mankind only by participation in the
redemptive suffering and death. It was not sufficient for John Baptist
to make the first great option with which he was faced, much as that
had already cost him in abnegation and blind faith: he had to endorse
his acceptance in heroic fashion when the odds against his purpose
showed themselves daunting and discouraging.
Two documents shed light on this period for us: the Memoi1' on the
Habit and the Formula of Vows. The former was, in the first place, the
Founder's written defence of the kind of vestute he had given his layreligious schoolmasters. But its implications went much deeper: the
attempt to change the style of dress of the Brothets was seen by M.
de La Salle as a challenge ro the auronomy of the Community and, in
the longer term, a challenge to the Community's continued
existence. The vows formula, personally composed by the Founder
for the occasion in 1694 when he and twelve of his first disciples
pronounced a perpetual vow to live in association and under
obedience, constitutes, in Miguel Campos's words, "a privileged
document among the Founder's autobiographical writings, in that it
expresses a personal and communitarian religious option made at a
historic moment in the Community's development".
The thitd of the selected fvenements-c/eft is the sequence of
occurrences which led beYOI~d the decision to consolidate to the
further decision to extend. His faith now firm that the work he had
undertaken was God's work, John Baptist recognised in the calls that
began increasingly to come to him for the services of his Brothers
successive calls from God; and he opted to respond not only when
the human desiderata for such a response were present but also when
his main resource was his faith in a Providence that would not fail to
sustain a work which was c1ivinely willed. Yet another parok-force is
available to enlighten us on the intimate relationship which had
developed at this stage between John Baptist and the God who
continued, step by step, to beckon him and at the same time to
guide and strengthen him. It is an unassuming document with an
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unassuming heading, Rules J have imposed upon myself, a document
whose importance has been underestimated, partly because it is so
slight in form and partly because, as used by Blain, rhe lisr of Rules
fitted in so unobtrusively into the hagiographical context of the
biographer's discourse. Campos adds to his discussion of this
document some considerations on the correspondence of the
Founder which is likewise instructive on this period of the
Community's expansion.
Fourth and finally there is the period of escalating tension in Paris,
arising from pressures outside, but also within, the Community,
pressures exerred by persons who rhoughr thar rhe Society should be
governed in a different way from that which had evolved and which
the Founder believed to be right. The effect of these pressures was to
confront John Baptist with (as he saw it) another option crucial for
rhe future exisrence and welfare of rhe Communiry which he had
esrablished, consolidared and exrended. But only a man who had
reached a heroic degree of holiness and a roral detachment from all
that was not perceived to be God's will, could have come to see the
option in the terms in which the Founder saw it. He reached a
conviction that the prosperity of the enterprise of the schools
required his personal withdrawal from ir. He believed rhar his
continued presence in Paris was proving a hindrance to the work of
the Sociery and rhar rhe accumularing rensions would disappear ifhe
removed himself from the scene. It was a moment in the Founder's
spiritual itinerary which was full of significance not only for his own
intimate relationship with God but also for the relationship which
his disciples had learned from him to cultivate, individually and in
fraternal communion, with God who called them to holiness no less
rhan he called their Founder.
It is rhus nor roo surprising rhar the parole-force chosen by Miguel
Campos for this particular stage in the Saint's pilgrimage is a
document not written by John Baptist, but written to him by the
Brothers whom he had trained ro see rhings in thar spirir of fairh
which was his ro such a high degree. The wording of the lerrer which
a group of "principal Brothers" sent to him from Paris in his sclfimposed isolation in the south was so much a reflection of his own
understanding of his vocation and of theirs that it spoke directly to
his conscience and moved him to return to his disciples who had felt
themselves orphaned by his withdrawal. But rhere was a further
positive decision involved in his return: he must, he now realised
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more surely than ever, efface himself definitively, even though now
residing once more at the heart of his Society; he must do so in order
to ensure, before his death, such a consolidation of the "body of the
Society" (in the name of which the Brothers had "ordered" him to
return) as would enable it to assume firm responsibility for its future,
independently of his own presence or, after his death, of any need
for extraneously-imposed authority.
As a supplementary parole-ftrce for this final phase, Campos studies
cettain additions made by the Founder to the 1705 version of the
R£gles Communes when the members of the 1717 general assem bly
requested him to make a definitive revision of the text.

Such, in outline, is the programme proposed by Brother Miguel
for his study of St John Baptist de La Salle's "gospel-inspired
itinerary". An examination of the historical basis and substance of
each of the four chosen evcnements-cJejsJ together with a study of the
interpretation of each made possible by the related paroles-forre forms
the materials of the first of the two volumes which constitute the
Campos thesis. The end product of his scholarly investigation is a
new "reading" of the life of the Founder - new in the sense that it is
not the reading with which we are perforce familiar from the model
established by Blain and followed by subsequent biographets. This,
of course, is not to imply the absurd suggestion that Blain has been
in some sense discarded. As Campos says more than once in his
introductory pages, Blain's work remains the principal and
indispensable source for any study of]ohn Baptist de La Salle. And,
in fact, Blain's name appears, either in text or in foot-note, on-most
of the 389 pages of Volume One of the thesis.
But othcr names also appear quite frequently - tor, in the first
place, Campos must establish the historical authenticiry of the facts
reported by Blain, with reference particularly to the four erenementscleft which form the object of his enquiry. Thus, Bernard and
Maillefer, the two biographers who put pen to paper even before
Blain, arc frequently invoked to monitor statements made by the
latter and sometimes to supply information lacking from, or only
obliquely referred to, in his pages. The critical approach to the facts
of the Founder's life represented by the first Volume of Georges
Rigault's Histoire Ginirale de l'Imtitut des Fnm:s des Ecoles Chritiennes is
given due weight. Br. Leon de Marie Aroz's researches into
documentation relating to the Founder and hidden for nearly threc
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centuries in the Rheims and other municipal archives are likewise laid
under contribution. The historical background to many of Blain's
biographical details is filled in by reference to Br. Yves Poutees twovolume work Le XVI]e Sieck eC Ies Origi1les Lasallim1les. (1970). And
other Lasallian scholars against whose studies and interpretations the
statements of Blain are tested are Maurice-Auguste Hermans and
Michel Sauvage.
So much, then, for the mere historicity of Canon Blain's
information. Having established that, Miguel Campos seeks to
interpret the facts, not by an uncritical acceptance of Blain's edifying
conjectures but by examining the documents which Campos believes
are gllides to the Founder's own understanding of the events. What
emerges, then, from the thesis is a new comprehension of the life
and achievements ofSt John Baptist de La Salle - or, at any rate, of
certain salient episodes or periods in that life. Not, Campos
emphasises, a new biography, but a contribution, he would hope,
towards the eventual critical biography of the Founder which one
day must, and no doubt will, be written.
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2
Prelude to a Mission
It is basic to the Campos thesis that John Baptist de La Salle was a
man whose whole existence came to be dedicated to the service of
God, but that such dedication developed from a recognition of
God's will for him perceived, step by step, in the unfolding events of
his life. It was not, so to speak, the result ofa heavenly visitation or a
dramatic prevenience ofgrace. His zeal for God's glory belongs to the
same category as that of St Paul (whose life and letters became a
dominant influence in his life) but there was no Damascus experience
in John Baptisfs existence. A simple, and apparently fortuitous,
contact with a group of unlikely-looking schoolmasters was the
identifiable point from which he was led to founding a religious
institute which, certainly in quantitative terms, has been second to
none in bringing the good news of salvation to the young, especially
the impoverished and underprivileged young.
The progressive growth of John Baptist's realisation that this
momentous task was what God called him to constitutes the first of
the evenementJ-ckft we are to study and it will be the purpose of this
chapter to show that his mission was prepared for (without his being
aware of it at the time) by his recognition and acceptance of God's
will in the successive circumstances of his early life. He did not
(Campos shows) seek to be the founder of an Order - far from it.
What he did seek was to follow the beckoning finger of God's right
hand, and by the time he reached (if the term may be allowed) his
moment of truth, the moment, namely, of recognising his vocation
as Founder of the Christian Sch"ols, it was too late to draw back.
But there was, in any case, never ar.y question of his drawing back at
that watershed point in his life. He had become too habituated to
saying yes to whatever, small or great, he believed the Lord was
asking him for.
Miguel Campos begins by relating in outline the significant
historical data ascertainable about the Founder's life prior to his
moment of recognising what was to be his life's work. And
appropriately his starting point is John Baptist's birth and childhood,
since the influences of the family into which he was born and of the
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cultural ambience in which he was brought up had much to do with
the orientation of his mature and adult life. Leon de Marie Aroz has
discussed (in Cahier Ln.sallim No. 26) the doubts that have been put
forward regarding the traditional date and place of the Founder's
birth, but settles in favour of the tradition - 30 April 1651 at the
Hotel de la Cloche in Rheims. Aroz also amplifies with documentary
evidence the scant details which the early biographers provided
about the profession and personality of]ohn Baptist's father, Louis
de La SaUe. Campos is satisfied to refer his readers to the relevant
pages of Aroz's discussion, but in fuet the effect of following up this
cross-reference is to establish from the beginning of one's study the
principle which is to guide Campos throughour his lengthy thesis the principle that the realiry of]ohn Baptist de La Salle's discovery
and acceptance of his life's mission must be sought in the verifiable
circumstances that history, not hagiography, will reveal.
The Institute has cherished the tradition that its Founder was of
noble birth, not from any trivial motive ofsnobbery, but because the
measure of his heroic self-sacrifice is thereby accentuated. His
nobility, in fact, came from his mother, Nicole Moet, daughter of
Jean Moet, Seigneur de Brouillet, who was godfuther when John
Baptist was baptised on the day of his birth at the parish church of
Saint-Hilaire. On his father's side, John Baptist came from well-todo merchant stock. His lineal ancestry is traced by Aroz, with
genealogical charts and descriptive profiles, back to the merchant
draper, Menault de La Salle, conducting a thriving business at
Soissons in the 15th century. It was John Baptist's father, Louis,
who discontinued the family business and embarked upon a legal
career, eventually ranking as Counsellor of the King and functioning
as magistrate at the Presidial Court of Rheims. Blain speaks of Louis's
"tkep Christian spirit" and Bernard mentions his "great piety" while
Maillefer dwells on the assiduous care with which he fostered in his
eldest son, John Baptist, the vinuous disposition which manifested
itself from earliesr childhood. The general picture of Louis de La
Salle, thus derived from the first biographers of his son, has remained
sketchy and indistinct, but rhe researches of Brother Aroz have
amplified the historical data in abundant fashion. It would take us
too far from our theme even to try to summarise Aroz's findings, but
it can be said that nothing in them contradicts - but rather that all
confirms - the edifying impression the first biographers have left of
this wise, conscientious, cultured man of the world who was also
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devout in his religious practice and detached from the wealth he had
inherited.

John Baptist grew up in a sheltered family circle but at the same
time in contact with the social environment of his class. Of his very
earliest studies nothing is known. The first probable dare in this
connection is 10 Ocrober 1661 (he was already ten and a half years
old therefore) when he was enrolled at the College des Bons Enfants,
his futher's old school, at Rheims. From then until 1669 other places
than his home and other persons than his family were to contribute
their influence to the shaping of his mind and character. One such
person, emerging on the scene of John Baptist's life as early as 1662
was Pierre Dozer, a cousin of Louis, Vicar General of the
Archdiocese of Rheims and Chancellor of the University of that city,
who arranged for the II-year old boy to receive the tonsure from the
auxiliary Bishop of Clermont. It was Pierre Dozer also who, four
years later, resigned his canonry in favour of his young cousin whose
progress in srudies and marurity of character had greatly impressed
him. These two initiarives on Dozer's part suggest that he must have
had a significant influence on John Baptist's decision to be a priest,
but there is no documentary evidence to support this surmisal.
It is likewise difficult to specify the precise motives which induced
John Baptist'S family to encourage this aspiration. Bernard, Maillefer
and Blain all concur in attributing their consent to the deep fuith of
the parents. How their eldest son himself was led to perceive the
beginnings of a call to the priesthood can only be conjectured, but it
is a safe assumption that the Christian spirit inculcated in the boy by
his parents, the beneficent influence of the College des Bons Enfants
and the example of his distinguished relative, Pierre Dozet, were
potent factors.
Yet such influences do not alone suffice to explain the early
awakening of this vocation. Fc,: an eldest son to express an option
for the ecclesiastical state was to milke demands on a family's spirit of
self-sacrifice. And although in the young De La Salle's case, the solid
Christian basis of his upbringing favoured the development of his
vocation, paradoxicaUy the social ambience in which he grew up had
sufficient attractions to make it necessary for him to exert personal
efforts to persevere in his aspiration. His succession to a canonry of
Rheims at the age of not quite sixteen represented, in the words of
MaiHefer, a "stumbling-block)) for him, adolescent as he was and
beginning to ((breathe tbe air ofliberty>'. An unordained candidate for
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a canonry was required by the Chapter's regulations to express a
commitment to the ecclesiastical state and to manifest this
commitment by entering at least into minor orders. Maillefer meant
that the discipline of the capitular duties could have proved irksome
for the boy-canon and have turned him from his progress towards
the priesthood - but the biographer supposes this only to say that,
in fact, John Baptist easily surmounted the stumbling-block and
now "regarded himselfas one consecrated by his canonry tv public prayer"He certainly accepted the condition of minor orders, receiving all
four of these on 17 March 1668, a few weeks short of his
seventeenth birthday.
In contrast with Maillefer, Blain seems, in his first reference to
John Baptist's canonry, to see no attached problem at all: "The young
De La Salle," he says, "Iik£ another Samuel, seemed born for the sacred
ministry. He was made for the Church and already his whole ambitwn was
to dedicate himself to an ecclesiastital career. His vocation was c/ear to see i11
his every actWn, in all his inelinatWns, in the thiTlfJ5 whuh pleased and
attracted him - everything about him proclaimed that he was destined for
the s&n1Ue ofthe altar . .. JJ The canonry, in Blain's interpretation, was
an occasion for supreme joy, for John Baptist now "saw himselffree to
jOlhJw his virtuous inelinatWns". Nevertheless, as if impressed by
Maillefer's "stumbling-bhJck" inference (he had read rhe Maurist's first
drafi of the biography), Blain does expatiate apropos: "To shak£ off
the yok£ of authority is the desire of tbe young, hostile as they are tv all
control, all restraint; to be their own masters, to wganise their own lives and
jOlhJw their own opinwns. . . in a word, tv find their own way tv heaven
and to· jOlkiw it only wbere and how it pleases them to do so - all this
constitutes a subtle temptation, not easy to resist for a young man just
beginning to breathe the air of liberty". But such a temptation, Blain
adds, had scant hope ofsuccess with an adolescent ofJohn Baptist de
La Salle's calibre, veritable model as he was of piery, modesry,
assiduity in reciting the divine office, obedience to the rules of the
Chapter and industtious application to his stuclies.
The two biographers differ in their interpretation of the element of
risk presented by the early bestowal of the status of canon, but both
serve to document the point of immediate interest to us, namely
that John Baptist was already conscious of his call to the priesthood
and was generous in his response.
His application to study was proved shortly afterwards when on 10
July 1669, he gained the final school cliploma of maitrise-es-artr with
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the mention summa cum laude (the original document is preserved in
the Rome archives). Br. Clair Battersby, in his 1957 biography of the
Founder, provides a substantial description of the curriculum John
Baptist would have had to follow in his progress towards this success;
Br. Yves Pouret, in his 1970 study of the 17th century background,
presents a still more detailed account of the formidable programme
involved. One is left in no doubt that only a combination of mature
intelligence and disciplined application could have led to a first-class
result at the age of eighteen. It is a fair inference that the young De
La Salle's devotion to his studies was a manifestation of his singleminded response to the priestly vocation he sensed within himself,
since he proceeded directly to the faculty of theology of the
University of Rheims to continue his studies there. Both Maillefer
and Blain state that he went directly to Paris from the Bons Enfants,
but the Rome archives has two documents attesting John Baptist's
((assiduous attendance)) at courses of theology at the Rheims
university, both dated 15 July 1670 - a year, almost to the day, after
his graduation at the College des Bons Enfants.
Why he then transferred to Paris to continue his theology is nor
clear and seems somewhat surprising, considering the close family
environment in which he had been reared and also the fact that he
seems, from the two attestat.ions mentioned above, to have settled
well into the Rheims courscs. Battersby suggests that the seminary at
Rheims, from its proud beginnings as the first to be established in
France following the decrees of the Council ofTrenr, had declined, a
century later, in its standards of serious study and no longer
commanded general respect. Poutet, on the other hand, attributes
the decision to internal unrest existing at the University of Rheims
itselfat that time. The three source-biographers, making no mention
of the year at Rheims, concur in giving, as Louis de La Salle's motive
for sending his son to Paris, the high reputation both of the seminary
of Saint-Sulpice and that of the University of Paris where the
seminarians followed the courses in philosophy and theology. Blain
is panicularly emphatic on the point, describing Saint-Sulpice as (fa
schoolfertile in the productWn ofscholars and saints, an academyflourishing
in piety and in somuJ d<Jctrine". For Miguel Campos the interest in the
matter is the dociliry shown by the mature and intellectuallyendowed young De La Salle to his parents' wishes which, it is
reasonable to surmise, represented for him an expression of God's
will and an important ster forward in [he path of his priestly vocation.
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Yves Poutet devotes some 120 pages of his monumental study of
the 17th century backgtound to an account of the seminary of SaintSulpice as it was when John Baptist, aged nineteen and a half,
entered there on 18 October 1670. We are given a detailed account
of the regulations and daily timetable then in force and of the spirit
of exact obedience with which the seminarists were expected to
observe them. A description is also given by Pouter of the routine
and prevailing spirit of the Sorbonne Univer.;ity of the time, where
the serninarisrs studied for divinity degrees. ProfIle sketches are given
offellow-students ofJohn Baptist, four ofwhom, Colbert, De Btou,
De Noailles and Godet des Marais, were to become bishops, three of
them figuring importantly in the story of the future Institute of the
Christian Schools. The per.;onalities of the theology ptofessors of the
Sorbonne are brought to life, particularly two whose lectures John
Baptist certainly attended, J. Desperiers and G. de Lestocq, noted
opponents ofCartcsianism and ]anscnism. But it is to the staff of the
seminary itself that Pouter devotes most of his attention. The
Superior at the time of John Baptist's entry was Alexandre de
Breronvilliers, first successor of the founder of the Community and

Seminary ofSaint-Suipice. Olier had set the ideal of the seminarists as
the imitation of Christ carried as near as possible to the point of
identification. Conditions of entry were strict and it was
Bretonvillier.; who judged the young De La Salle to have the qualities
to aspire to that ideal. The deputy superior was Louis Tronson and
his influence on John Baptist is summarised by Poutet as a
conviction that "a regular life is a condition of priestly perfection,

that" fidelity to little things is more pleasing to God than occasional
acts of heroism, that recourse to a spiritual director is necessary for
anyone who wishes to advance in the spiritual life, that the grace of
priesthood imposes an obligation of ardent zeal for the salvation of
souls and that a truly Christian life will remain unattainable without
fervent mental prayer and frequent examinations of conscience".
The pervading spirit of the seminary was, in fact, one of prayer and
self-denial, but a strong apostolic current was present also in the
form of a catechetical revival, started by M. Olier when he came, in
1642, to take charge of the parish ofSaint-SuIpice. He had found the
parish in a spiritually run-down condition, thanks to the influence of
Calvinism and Jansenism, and he saw the chief hope of renewal in
ensuring catechctical instruction through the seminarists, for whose
use he provided two catechetical manuals. Though John Baptist
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cannot fail to have participated in this work, Miguel Campos is
cautious about its influence on the shape of his future career. The
available evidence for this, he says, is extremely tenuous.
Undoubtedly the contact it afforded with the world from which his
previous sheltered existence had kept him apart, alerted him to needs
hitherto unsuspected, especially perhaps the needs of the children of
the poor. But there is no evidence to suggest that this experience, as
catechist, of contact with the poor introduced any new clement to
his prospect of becoming a worthy priest in the cultural milieu of his
upbringing.
Maillefer, indeed, summarises the entire stay at Saint-Sulpicc with
the statement that John Baptist profited by it "to reflect ,eriol"ly on his
fUturt commitment and especially 011 the faet that the time lvas approaehi'rg
whet> he must take the irrevocable ,eep of the mb-diaconate". The precise
nature of the young seminarist's serious reflections must remain a
matter for conjecture but, says Campos, what Maillefer's phrase
suggests is not at all the incidence of any doubts about the path to be
followed, but rather the impression of a young man not given to
acting under the impulse of sentiment or youthful idealism. John
Baptist, approaching the point of a definitive option for the
priesthood - the sub-diaconate - pondered the implications and
made a deliberate choice.
And it was at this moment that news of his mother's death, on 19
July 1671, reached him. Maillefer reports the effect of this news
somewhat laconically in these terms:· uThe blow, severe as it was, did mt
interrupt his ,tudw" but it did cause him temporarily to 'uspend hi,
intentions)). And Blain takes up the latter part of this statement
verbatim. However, Maillefer does amplify his brief report with a
reflection to the effect that God thus permilled John Baptist to be
beset with disturbing doubts in order to accustom him at this early
stage in his life to be able to remain calm in the midst of tribulation,
of which he was to encounter so much in the course of his life. The
implication is that John Baptist did "remain calm" even in this first
confrontation with personal sorrow. And when we consider the
severity of the blow - the loving relationship that existed berween
such a mother and such a son, shattered when she was only thirtyeight, and so suddenly that there was no warning to enable him even
to pay a last visit - we are justified in concluding that he was already
seeing, and responding to, the events in his life as manifestations of
God's will, that he was not so precipitately attached to his desire to be
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a priest that he could not see that the unforeseen death of his mother
might perhaps be an indication that God had other plans for him.
Such self-questioning must have been intensified when, in less
than a year - nine months precisely - he learned of the death of his
father, whose claims to his respect and affection were no less well
founded than had been those of his mother. And Louis' death was
also poignantly premature: he was only forty-seven. John Baptist
had been at Saint-Sulpice only eighteen months. His progress there
had been attested by documents (dated 27 July 1671) certifying his
assiduous application to the Sorbonne theology courses on the
Blessed Trinity and on the 1ncarnation, and signed by the two
professors mentioned above. But if the death of his mother had
made him wonder if, after all, God was calling him to the
priesthood, that of his father must have brought him ncar to
seriously doubting that such was the case. He was the eldest son of a
large fumily and the weight of his responsibility must have descended
upon him with almost palpable pressure as he pondered, griefstricken, the implications of his double bereavement.

The attendance at Louis de La Salle's funeral reflected the respect
in which he and his family were held in the parochial and social
circles of Rheims. We owe our knowledge of the details to the
researches of Leon de Marie Aroz. The cottege was led from the
family residence in the rue Sainte-Marguerite (to which the De La
Salles had moved in 1655 from the Hotel de la Cloche) by eighteen
torch-bearing acolytes. The Presidial Court was present in strength
to matk their esteem of a distinguished colleague. The Cathedral
Canons likewise attended, marking the fact that the deceased was
related to more than one member of their Chapter. The clergy of
several other Rheims parishes were in attendance, as well as
representative members of the local communities of Augustinians,
Carmelites, Franciscans, Dominicans and Minims. The three naves
of the church were quite full of mourners. Absent was the new head
of the family, John Baptist, since the burial of his father took place,
according to the accepted custom, on the morning following the
decease. We may surmise that this heart-breaking circumstance was
accepted by the absent seminarist as a supplementaty sacrifice asked
of him by God (as had be.en also the similar impossibility ofattending
his mother's funeral for the same reason).
Louis de La Salle's death had occurred after only two days' illness.
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What the nature of the illness was is not known, though the names
of the three doctors who were successively summoned to his bedside
on the 8th and 9th April 1672 have come down in a relevant
document. The gravity of the attack was accurately diagnosed since
on the 8th Louis accepted advice to dictate his will, cancelling in the
process one which he had drawn up jointly with his wife twenty-one
years earlier. LCon Aroz has published the 1672 will in facsimile in
Cahier Lasallien No. 26 and a perusal of it is a moving experience not
least because it induces a sense of nearness to the Founder at an early
moment in his life which can be fairly described as critical. The
extract which is of immediate interest in this connection rcads as
follows in literal translation: ((Ljkewise~ the said Testator names as
guam;"n of his childr'" the venembk and discreet person, Master John
Baptist de La Salk, his son, O"wn ofthe Cathedral ofOur Lady ofRheims,
with the provision that he acts only with the advice and cons"'t ofMadame
Perrette Lespagnol, widow of the late John Moit . .. " The names of

three other relatives here follow who, together with Madame
Lespagnol, John Baptist's maternal grandmother, were to form a
kind of family council to whom the young guardian would turn for
advice and approval of the measures he would take.
Despite this clause about the advisory council (influenced no
doubt by the fact that at twenty-one John Baptist was still four years
below the legal majority age of twenty-five) the document bears
implicit testimony to the maturity of character already attained by
the young Dc La Salle. His father confidently leaves in his hands the
care of the other six children - Marie, aged 18, Rose-Marie 16,
Jacques-Joseph 14, Jean-Louis 8, Pierre 6 and Jean-Remy, a baby not
yet two years old. More significantly for our purpose, the will was
evidently seen by the appointed guardian as a directive of
Providence. His response was to take immediate measures for
terminating his studies at Saint-5ulpice whence he took his departure
on 19 April 1672.
The researchers of Br. Aroz have made it possible for us to
appreciate the conscientious exactitude and methodical efficiency the
young guardian brought to his task, both characteristics tempered by
down-to-earth good sense and an innate kindness of heart. The
unexpected load of responsibility cannot have been congenial to
him, absorbed as he had been in his studies and totally contented
with the sheltered life of the seminary. But a detailed account of
receipts and expenditure covering the first four years of his
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guardianship, and filting four volumes of the Cahiers Lasalliens series
(Compte de Tutelk: G.L. Nos. 28-31) bears unquestionable witness to
his wholehearted acceptance. One of his first tasks, expeditiously

completed, was to pay the bills arising from his father's illness and
from the funeral arrangements. Another was to draw up inventories

of the family possessions and of his father's papers. The financial
statements are what onc might expect from an accountant rather
than a theological student. But various entries manifest a warmth
and considerateness not at all corroborative of the impression one
might draw from the pages of Blain of a somewhat austere, youthful
martinet, running his household rather on the lines of a 17th
century seminary.
One would like to dwell more on this hitherto little-explored area
of De La Salle's life. The details provided by the Aroz documents are
fascinating in themselves and serve very weU to underpin Campos's
concept that John Baptist found his way to holiness and to his life's
work by a toral and generous response to God)s successive calls
perceived in the changing circumstances of his life. Campos reflects as
follows on the implications of the twenty-one year old seminarist's
new status as "chef de famillc": "He is revealed as a practical-minded
man ready to take up his new responsibilities with all that they
entailed. The suspension of his plans for the priesthood is not to be
interpreted as a doubt about where his vocation lay, but rather as a
proof that his dominant concern was to know and submit to the
Lord's will for him. The needs of his fumily now took priority over
the pursuit of his vocation because it seemed that that was how God
wanted it."
Yet, as Campos implies, John Baptist saw no compelling reason to
believe that God now wished him to abandon his aspirations to the
priesthood. The contentment and progress that had marked his brief
stay at the Paris seminary were for him signs which could not be
discounted without violence precisely to his openness to God's will.
In Maillefer's words: "The multipluity of his task.< as guardia" whuh
now divided his attentio" did not effiue from his mind the idM he had
formed at Saint SUlpice ofcommitting himselfirrevocably to the eccksiastical
state.}) And Blain conveys the same assurance, though in more
exalted terms: {{His own master now, owner ofhisfather's rich patrimony~
completely fiu still to choose between a career in the world and the service of
the almr, he was merely delighted to have to make his choice all over
again . . . He flit joy at beingfree only to savour the oppommity ofratifYing,
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new at a matun: age, the comecmtion he hlUi alr<fUiy made of himself to
God's scyvu:e from his boyhood. "
Nevertheless, the term "quandary" which Maillefcr uses to describe
John Baptist's new situation is appropriate. If God wished him to be

responsible for the care of his orphaned brothers and sisters but at
the same time wished him to persevere in his desire to become a
priest, how could the two calls be reconciled? His brief stay at Saint-

Sulpice had taught him the value of seeking advice from competent
guides, and he turned now, in his dilemma, to Nicolas Roland - a

choice which was to have consequences far beyond the reach of the
immediate problem which had occasioned his recourse to him.
Roland's part in Jahn Baptist de La Salle)s life and vocation was so

considerable that Leon de Marie Aroz has dedicated the whole of
Volume 38 of the Cahiers Lasalliem - a book of 386 pages - to a
study of the subject. The learned and zealous Canon Roland may
have become first acquainted with John Baptist when, as Canon

Theologian of the Rheims Chapter, he had the duty of instructing
any younger members of the Chapter not yet ordained priests. He
was well-known for his concern for the reform of the French clergy
and was at the forefront of this work in his native city ofRheims. He

knew the calibre of the young man who now approached him for
advice at what the biographers describe as a cross-roads in his life.
Roland's response was that John Baptist must by no means abandon
his purpose of becoming a priest, that he must somehow reconcile

this purpose with the duties that had befallen him as guardian. The
advice quite surely accorded with John Baptist's own deepest
aspirations and he, in Blain's words, ano lOllger postponed the decisive

step of engaging himself ill the ecclesiastical staCe by a perpetual bolUi".
Under Roland's guidance he set himself to prepare for the subdiaconate which, on the feast of Pentecost 1672, he received at

Cambrai.
With reference to this particular period in De La Salle's life, the
source-biographers stress especially their hero's docility in accepting

the advice of his spiritual director, but Miguel Campos believes that
their emphasis requires modification. John Baptist, in responding to
the advice he received, related it to his personal reflections on the
dual nature of God's summons to him. His deepest wish, it may be
taken as certain, was to return to Paris and continue his studies at the

Sorbonne, and he might have been tempted to see Canon Roland's
advice as approbation for such a step, leaving the aflairs of the family
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in the hands of the counsellors nominated for him in his father's will.
But such a facile solution would have been at variance with his
personal conviction that God's will was no less present in his duties
ofguardianship than in his wish to be a priest, a wish now reinforced
by rhe assurances of such a spirirual guide as Nicolas Roland.
The solution he adopted was to seek admission to the University of
Rheims where, within a few months, he gained his first degree in
theology. He combined these studies with continued meticulous
attention to the care of his brothers and sisters and this (as Campos
stresses) in the manner and style befitting the social status of the
family. In a word, his considered response to the seemingly
irreconcilable calls upon his energy and good-will was ro bring ro
both tasks the utmost effort and efficiency.
Evidence of this in relation to his guardianship is clearly to be seen
in documenrs arresring journeys made berween 1673 and 1676 to
Beaurieux, Guyencourt, La Neuville and Gueux, to Saint Quentin
(to recover arrears of a debt owed to the family by a convent of nuns
rhere) and to Villerre-pres-Fismes (to inspecr a mill rhere belonging
to rhe family). An unsuccessful legal case is arresred for rhis period
(13 March 1675) in a rerrirorial dispute wirh a monasrery ar
Charrreuve. And on 22 Augusr of rhe same year he acquired a house
in the rue Sainte-Marguerite, additional to the one he and his family
had occupied since 24 June 1665.
Evidence of his perseverance in his intention to be a priest is
provided by his ordinarion to rhe diaconare on 2] Mareh ]676. The
biographers place also at this point in his career an initiative, inspired
by Canon Roland, ro effect an exchange of his canonry for rhe furure
care of a parish. According ro Maillefer, Roland wished to have his
young disciple serve rhe Church in a more demanding way rhan rhe
shelrered life of a canon would require. John Baprisr apparenrly saw
in rhis suggestion ofRoland's a sign ofGod's will, and he co-operared
in the rather complex negotiations Roland put in hand. An
opportunity for such an exchange was provided by rhe wish of a
Rheims parish priest, Andre Clocquet, Cure of Saint-Pierre-Ie-Vieil,
ro exchange rhe burden of pasroral care for a more tranquil and
contemplative way of life. When the matter eventually came before
the Archbishop, Maurice Le Tellier, for his approval, it received a
negative response, with the advice to both applicants {(to remain in
the respective VOlations to which God had called them".
About rhis episode Blain says (without specifying derails) that
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certain relatives of John Baptist, alarmed at the proposed exchange,
had made approaches to the Atchbishop, predisposing him to
withhold approval. Both Maillefer and Blain report that, whatever
the reason for the refusal, John Baptist accepted it without demur
and that, in fact, it endorsed ((an- interior voice which told him that he
was not called to have chat;ge ofa parish)), Aroz devotes several pages to a
discussion of this episode in the early life of the Founder and, in the
light of documents he has unearthed, rectifies information and
perspectives which are faulty in the accounts ofall three biographers,
whilst endorsing the historicity of what in itself has seemed an
unlikely eventuality. Miguel Campos reports the facts in summaty,
seeing in them further confirmation of his theme that John Baptist
responded in all tranquillity to occurrences in his life which, however
unexpected, he read as God's will for him. When Nicolas Roland had
advised him to consider exchanging the easy life of a canon for that of
a parish priest, he acquiesced because he believed that the saintly
Roland was voicing God's will. When Archbishop Le Tellier (no
saint himself if Madame de SevignC's anecdote about him, quoted by
Battersby in his 1957 biography, is to be believed) withheld his
approval, John Baptist thought no more about the matter, believing
that such an insuperable obstacle proved that Roland's idea was not,
after all, in line with God's will. Campos reflects briefly on the
impressive qualities of John Baptist's character which emerge from
this episode: discretion, absence of precipitation, practical
commonsense - with, nevertheless, an openness to the interplay of
events, Roland's attitude seems, in contrast, to be marked by
impulsiveness: Aroz signalises more than one feature of his parr in
the affair suggesting a readiness to cut corners in getting his spiritual
protege (whose rich potential he had discerned) in charge of a parish
- not that any motive other than an excess of zeal for the good of
the Church can justly be adduced in the matter.
John Baptist was ordained priest on 9 April 1678, the eve of
Easter, just three weeks before his twenty-seventh birthday. The
early biographers note that his first Mass, the following day, was
offered "without so!£mniry" in the Lady Chapel of the Cathedral of
Rhcims. Ordination was, for him, a goal achieved, the most
momentous happening in his life so far. But events were soon to
show that, in God's longer view, it was only a stage in his journey
towards his life's work. Within eighteen days of the ordination,
Nicolas Roland was dead, prematurely at the age of thirty-five, worn
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out by his restless exertions in the cause ofgood and by his relentless
self-denial whieh left him an easy prey to an epidemic of purple fever.
This event was more than a tragic bereavement for John Baptist. It
introduced a new orientation into his life, scarcely perceived by him
as such at the time, but appreciated retrospectively in later years
when he set down his reflections on this period.
For in his will, Roland named John Baptist de La Salle and a certain
Nicolas Rogier as his executors, and among the tasks and
responsibilities this nomination imposed upon them was that they
should endeavour to bring about ((en son lieu et place, Petablissement de
fa maison et commmmute des Filles du Saint Enfant Jesus, .. jusqu'a ce
qu'il soit paifait et consomme", The Community of the Sisters of the
Holy Child Jesus, referred to here, was a foundation of Canon
Roland aimed at providing free elementary education for poor girls.
The reason why Roland had found it necessary to request that the
executors of his will should (in the terms quoted above) work for the
perfect and complete establishment of his community was that his
own efforts had failed to surmount the many obstacles that stood in
the way of gaining legal recognition for the foundation. (Leon Aroz,
in Cahier wallin! No. 38, has surveyed this area of Lasallian history
in greater detail and with ampler documentation than can be found
anywhere else, aod the story is deeply interesting.)
Discussing the implications for John Baptist of the new
responsibilities imposed upon him by Roland's will, Miguel Campos
quotes relevant passages ftom Maillefer and Blain and the resulting
contrast illustrates the general differences of approach noticeable in
the two biographers. The Maurist comments as follows: ((Whatever
difJu:ulty M. de La Salle filt in taking up a burden whi<h seemed so heavy
and whi<h, coupled with his domestic respo'lSibilities, would absorb time that
he would have preferred to devote to prayer, he believed that the wishes ofhis
deceased friend represented God's will for him. He overr:ame his repugnance
and showed by this act ofgetzerosity a clear sign of his getlerosity to M.
Roland. He put "II his trust in God "nd, jilll ofzea4 he applied himselfto
the task ofremoving the diffimlties whi<h were repeatedly hindering the work
of the Holy Child Sisters. "
The corresponding reflection from Blain reads as follows: "M. de
La Salle sought, during the closing moments ofM. Roland's life, togather
lip the edifYing last words ofhis spiritualfirther "nd to hearfrom his lips his
dying wishes. A nd, as always, he semed within himself neither" feeling of
repugnance nor o'IC ofeagerness, bllt only the disposition ofone who wishes for
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nothing and at the same time wishes for everything that God asks of
him . .. He accepted the responsibility of executor and the care of M.
Roland's community without seeing where the hand of God was leading
him. })
Campos's reason for quoting these two passages is not, however,
primarily to illustrate the contrasting reactions of Maillcfer and Blain,
but rather to show that the two biographers are at one in implying
that at this stage in his life John Baptist had no awareness of his
vocation as founder of a teaching congregation. His acceptance despite a feeling of repugnance (Maillefer) or with no such feeling at
all (Blain) - of the executorship was no more than the response of a
devout ecclesiastic loyal to the memory of his spiritual director and
grateful for the benefits he had received from him. But loyalty and
gratitude were sufficient grounds for believing that God's will was in
question and this was what concerned John Baptist yet again.
The thoroughness and savoir-faire with which the twenty-seven
year old executor addressed himself to his fresh responsibilities can be
assessed from documents assembled in Gahier Lasallien No. 38. (The
other executor, Nicolas Rogier, seems on the evidence to have left
the initiatives to his colleague, probably because he himself was, at
the age of twenty-four, legally still a minoL) Modern biographers,
like Battersby, have shown why the founding of any new religious
congregation in the Rheims of that time was a difficult and
frustrating task. And Aroz's study makes it clear that Roland had had
an uphill and inconclusive struggle to try to give reality to a dream
which had first captured his imagination in 1666, twelve years before
his death. Although at his death the tiny congregation did exist (the
names of its pioneer members are known) it was without legal status
of any kind.
Ironically, not until a fortnight after his death did Roland's efforts,
helped by an intervention of the Archbishop, bear fruit when a letere
dr cachet was despatched authorising the king's lieutenant in Rheims
to convoke an assembly of dignitaries representing the civic and
church interests to consider the case for granting full recognition, by
Letters Patent, to the Community of the Holy Child Jesus. This
assembly duly took place on 11 August 1678 in the municipal offices
of Rheims and (as a copy of the proch-verbal informs us) "Maistres
Jean-Baptiste dr La Salle, prestre, chanoine dr I'eglise Nostre-Dame, liceneit
en theologie de t>Universite de Reims) et Nicolas Rogier] diacre] chanoine et
thtokJgal en ladite eglise" duly appeared to present the cas~ for legal
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recognition of the Community founded by the "defunct Maistre
Nicolas RiJland prestre, docteur en thiologic, chanoine et thiobigal en ladite
(glise)). The authorities heard an account of the motives which had
led Monsieur Roland [Q make the foundation, and then studied a
full transcription of his will; they were presented with a detailed

inventory, drawn up by Monsieur de La Salle, of the goods and
property in possession of the Community, and an account afhow it
was proposed that such possessions would be disposed of if the
Community should ccase to exist; and finally a list was submitted, as

required, of the names ofall who had been benefactors of the Sisters.
It must have been a testing experience for the two executors, but
the result was a triumph for them: the proces-verbal concludes with
the information that the authorities concurred in the view that ({the
establishment ofthe said house and community ofthe Sisters, 'lOn-cloistered,
of the Holy Child jesus, fOr the instruction ofpoor girls and fOr bringing
them up in the fear of God, as well as fOr telUhing them to read and write,
would be to the public advantage". Six months later, in February 1679,
the long-desired Letters Patent were received; the original precious
document is preserved in the Sisters' Mother House in Rheims.

The way in which John Baptist addressed himself to the tasks
devolving upon him as executor of Roland's will receives due
consideration from Miguel Campos because it illustrates his basic

theme. The episode, like that of the guardianship, demonstrates the
total commitment with which De La Salle applied himself to any
undertaking which circumstances imposed upon him and which,
therefore, he interpreted as an expression of God's will. It also

illustrates

his capaciry

for swift

but

careful

collation

and

systematisation of factual information, as well as an assured abiliry, at
the age of twenty-seven, to conduct delicate negotiations with civic
and ecclesiastical officials, individually and in assembly. And it also, of
course, exemplifies what Frere Bernard, in the apt title he gave to the
first biography of the Founder, called "the admimble conduct ofdivine

Providence" towards John Baptist de La Salle - who did not know
that when he was carrying out his tasks as executor of Nicolas
Roland's will, and working with sureness of touch for the ((perftct and
complete establishment" of Roland's teaching congregation, he was, in
Providence's plan, serving a sort of apprenticeship for a greater
mission to come.
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3
How The Institute Began
Considering the strikingly effective role played by John Baptist de
La Salle in securing the legal recognition of Canon Roland's

congregation of teaching sisters, it must seem, at first glance,
surprising that it was not he who was appointed to succeed Roland as
ecclesiastical superior of the nuns, but one William Rogier, parish

priest of Mouzon, an elder brother of the Nicolas Rogier who was
co-executor \'lith John Baptist of Roland's will. But, in fact, the
Constitutions of the new Congregation stipulated that the Superior

should be at least thirty-five years of age, and William Rogier was just
that while Canon de La Salle was only twenty-eight. John Baptist
himself clearly saw nothing untoward in this appointment of
someone else: he remained in close touch with the Congregation,
often standing in for William Rogier whose duties, as parish priest of
distant Mauwn, limited his availability.
It was Canon de La Salle who said Mass for the Sisters each day at
their convent in the rue Barbarre and it was on one such visit that he
first met Adrien Nyel - a meeting which the biographers are at one
in signalising as an intervention of Providence setting John Baptist

on the path of his life's work. The association with the Sisters of the
Holy Child Jesus had been a preparation for this moment, though
John Baptist did not see it as such at the time - we have his own
word for that. The work he had had to do to win recognition for the
teaching apostolate of the Sisters had obliged him to study closely
the arguments favouring the establishment of free schools, had
provided the opportunity to meditate on the ideas of Roland
concerning this work, and had enabled him to take the measure of
the obstacles in the way of making such a foundation and of the
procedures most suitable for removing those obstacles.
Furthermore, the steps he had in fact successfully taken had brought
him into personal contact with the civic and ecclesiastical authorities
of Rheims. The moment for his meeting with Nyel was right.
Nyel)s presence in Rheims was due to the initiative of a charitable
widow of Rouen, Jeanne Dubois de Maillefer, herself a native of
Rhcims but resident for some years in the Normandy capital where
her husband had established a business concern. She greatly admired
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the zeaJous enterprise of a Minim priest, Nicolas Barre, who had
founded a congregation of Sisters to provide free education for girls
in Rouen, and had attempted, but with ill success, to do something
similar for the benefit of poor boys. It was Pere Barre's example
which inspired Madame de Maillefer with the wish to complement
for the underprivileged boys of her native city of Rheims the work
which she knew Canon Roland had done for the girls there.
It may be mentioned, in passing, that Leon de Marie Aroz, in
Cahier Lasallie11- No. 38, advises caution with regard to the historicity
of Blain's account of Madame de Maillefer as a frivolous, worldly
pleasure-seeker dramatically converted to a life of penance and
charity by the episode of the beggar whom she spurned ftom her
door and who then seemed, d)outre-tombe, to refuse the sheet which
she had grudgingly allowed to be used for his shroud. The st0ty, says
Aroz, lacks objectivity and critical insight: he suggests that a
"substitution de personnes" may have taken place in the origin ofthe
story, and refers his readers to the theory of a Frere Leuter who has
studied the question. It may perhaps be said in support of this
academic question-mark that neither of Blain's predecessors had
given an)' hint of awareness of such a conversion. Bernard's first
mention of Madame de Maillefer describes her as U a virtuous lady who
excelled in the jmUtice ofvirtue (the repetition is Bernard's) a,1Ii above all
in zeal for the i1lStrnctum of the you,W". Significantly, Dom Maillefer,
content in the first draft of his biography of his uncle to describe
Madame de Maillefer as a lady "bom at Rheit1lS of a rich and
distinguished family, who had kft het native city to accompany het husband
to Rollen .,here she applied herself IInn:mittingly to jmUtices ofpiety and
works of mercy", enlarges considerably in his second version (he had
read Blain's biography in the meantime) and Jeanne de Maillefer now
emerges as "a lady bom at Rheims of rich and pWus pan:nts, who had
acqllin:d in the bosom ofherfamily a virtwms disposition which prompted het
to 1I1uiertake good works wherever the 1leal arose . . . )) She was Utender_
hearted to the poor and Waked on them as het childn:n, making every effort to
provide them on·th whatever assistance, material and spiritual, lay within
her means . . . When her husband's Rouen venture obliged her to
leave Rheims, it was in her new domicile that she {(she devoted herself
still ",on: partU:r'larly" to the practice ofcharity, to such effect that she
was soon being referred to as "the mothet of the poor". Dom Elie
pursues this vein for some lines more and it seems possible that his
intention is to counter what he believes to be a libel on the memory
)J
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of a saintly lady who was, in fact, a glory of his own family.
Incidentally, Battersby makes no mention ofche "conversion" story;
but, as against that, it must be said that it is enshrined in the official
History of the Institute, retailed with verve by Georges Rigault on
page 89 of Tome I.
Madame de Maillefer's envoy, Adrien Nyel, is referred to by the
Founder's first biographer, Bernard, as one of whom ((it may be said
that God made use of him tlJ give rise tlJ the institute of the Brothers ofthe
Christian Schools, ill so far that it was he who cattsed M onsiettr de La Salle
tlJ ttndertake ami accomplish somethi'18 to whi<h he hadgivm ,w thottght at
all . . .". Nevertheless it seems fair to say that Nycl's image has come
down to us at something less than life-size. His eagerness to make
new foundations, his impatience with the constraining need for
consolidation, his self-satisfaction with the mere quantity, as
opposed to the qualiry, of his enterprises - such traits have tended
(not unnaturally in biographies of the man who provided their
counterpoise and supplied the remedial measures) to obscure the
sterling endowments which can self-evidently be claimed for him.
Bernard first used the word ubonhomme)) for him, and the
patronising term (defined in Larousse as "a simple-minded man" and
in Mansion as "a simple, good-natured man") has persisted down as
far as Rigault who uses it for Nyel on page 139 of his first Tome. The
true calibre of the man may be better judged, perhaps, by the
impression he made, at a first encounter, on a person of such proved
discernment and poise as John Baptist de La Salle - an impression
which time did not diminish, since we learn that when, six years
later, Nyel decided to leave everything in the hands of De La Salle
and return to Rouen) the latter implored him not to depart; and
when, less than two years after that, news reached the Founder of
the death of his friend and collaborator, he assembled the Rheims
communities and their pupils for a Requiem Mass at the Convent of
the Holy Child Jesus where he and Nyel had first met.
But even more palpable evidence of Nyel)s qualities is available in
what is known of his activities in Rouen before he was invited by the
wealthy Madame de Maillefer to extend his zeal to her native ciry of
Rheims. Born in Laon, he migrated to Rouen as a young man and
soon gained the friendship and confidence of one of the most
influential officials of the Normandy capital, Laurent Le Cornu,
seigneur de Bimorcl, whose functions included the administration of
the B,m:att des Paltvrn. The problem of providing instruction for the
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children in care at the HiJpitIJl General was one of Bimorel's concerns
and when Nyel offered his services as a teacher Bimorcl was
sufficiently impressed to appoint him in charge of a class for the
workhouse children, together with the duties of bursar. Nyel proved
to be a gifted teacher, a highly competent catechist and an energetic
worker who spontaneously added to his stipulated duties the
provision of lessons for the young apprentices and domestics still
dependent on the HiJpital. All this, however, was insufficient to
satisfy his enthusiasm, and when he suggested to Bimorel the reopening of certain charity schools which had once functioned in the
districts of Saint-Madou, Saint-Vivien, Beauvoisine and Saint-Eloi,
but which had closed for lack of teachers to staff them, Bimorel
readily made funds available for the enterprise. He was confident
that Nyel could and would recruit and train the needed teachers.
Nor was his confidence misplaced: the four charity schools were
soon flourishing.
For twenty years Adrien devoted himself to the poor children of
Rauen, directing his attention morc particularly to the needs of boys
since Phe Barre had founded his Sisters for the girls. When Jeanne de
Maillefer had the idea of doing something for the education of poor
boys in Rheims (where Canon Roland's Sisters were providing for the
girls) it was not surprising that she turned to Monsieur Nyel for help.
Considering the long and taxing labours already accomplished in
Rouen, it seems a fair measure of Nycl's quality that he offered to
travel to Rheims in person to inaugurate the good work. He was
fifty-five at the time, not an age for youthful idealism or the call of
adventure. He was well established in Rouen, accustomed to a
routine which had developed from his own initiatives and
procedures, and he was a respected consultant on matters
educational. Now he was undertaking to surrender this settled
situation to begin, so to speak, all over again in an unknown city.
When all allowance is made for the providential trait in his
temperament which conditioned him to welcome challenges, there
must have been a deeply apostolic motivation prompting his
willingness to further Madame de Maillefer's plan. There were poor
boys in Rheims lacking the boon of rudimentary education and here
was a devout lady willing to provide financial means towards
remedying this need. Of course he would uproot himself and go! He
did not realise that he was setting oUt to meet a saint in the making.
But Providence had judged him worthy of the privilege not merely of
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meeting a saint but ofguiding him, albeit unawares, into the path of
his life's work.
It was understood that Adrien's first call, on arriving in Rheims,
would be to the Convent of the Holy Child in the rue Barbatre. The
superior there, Fran~oise Duval, had herself been sent from Rouen
by Pere Barre with whom she had collaborated in the establishing of
a school in the northern city, becoming, in fact, the first superior of
the pioneer community of school-mistresses founded by Barre at
Sotteville. The Minim's choice of her, with Anne Lecoeur, to go to
Rheims to assist Canon Roland's enterprise, is convincing evidence of
his personal esteem for Roland and especially of his disinterested zeal
for the educational work the Rheims canon was struggling to
establish. Fran\oise knew Madame de Maillefer well. Sisters from the
SotteviJlc convent had staffed Perc Barn.~'s second foundation at
Darnetal whieh Madame de Maillefer had finaneed. And there were
other links between the two zones of apostolic activity, that of
Rouen and that of Rheims. Canon Roland had twice visited Rouen
and had become aequainted with the work of Pere Barre there.
Jeanne de Maillefcr knew about Roland's enterprise in Rheims and
also about the key part her relative, Canon de La Salle, had played
therein. The latter had had no occasion to visit Rouen but it is
reasonable to suppose that he had heard mueh, both from Roland
himself and subsequently from Soeur Duval, about the exeellent
work accomplished in the northern town by the devoted trio of
collaborators, Barn:, Madame de Maillefer and Nyel. And when
Madame de MaiJlefer was briefing Nyel for his mission to Rheims,
and handing him her letter for SoeUt Duval, it seems unlikely that
she made no mention of her cousin, Canon de La SalIc.
In view of such considerations, it may seem strange that when
Adrien and John Baptist happened to arrive at the same moment at
the door of the rue Barbatre convent on 15th March 1679, neither
seems to have had any inkling of the identity of the other. But all the
biographers signalise the element of coincidence in this encounter.
The first to record the meeting is Frere Bernard whose account runs
thus: "(Monsieur Nyel), having called on this sUperWress to speak to her
about the reason for his coming to this city, it happened, by an ifftet ofdivine
Providetlce that whetl Monsieur Nycl lVtJS about to etlter the house of the
Sisters, Monsieur de La Salle arrived at the same moment, neither being
tuquainted with the other, and so, without excba7!!Jing a wqn:f~ they went,
one to the parlour, the other to his aet:1tStomed part of the house .
»
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MaiUefer strikes the same note: "By an intetve11tion ((coup') of
Providen«, M. de La Salle who, in fUcorrian« with the intentums oj M.
Eo"'nd, took partieu"', care ojthis commtmity, found himselfac the tWor oj
the house just when M. Nyel was entering . . " Georges Rigault (who
however indicates on his previous page that Madame de MaiUefer's
instructions to Nyel included the advice to consult Canon de La
Salle) dramatises the incident in his attractive manner thus: "Le
bonhomme Nyel et son petit compagn011 courent, sans Ie savoir) verr Pun de
ceux qui auront pim de '" Joule. lis Ie rencontrent au seuil de '" maison
fondie par Ie chanoine Eo"'nd. M. de La Salle entre chez les Soeur:r en mime
temps que Ies d""x etmnger:r. Les saluts ont ite echa'Wi! ttl silence. Ni Ie
pritre ni k maitre d'ecole ne se connaissent. La minute s'ecoule, ina~lIe.
Et /a mid pourrant fixee dam Fhistoire.)) Providential chance in that
encounter is indeed built into Lasallian history and one is led to
conclude that when Nye1 arrived at the rue Barb:hre that March day
and handed his letter ofexplanation to Soeur Duval, his visit and the
information he brought were the first intimation the superior had of
the specific project for which her interest was now being solicited.
Miguel Campos (who, ir should be said, has no hesiration himself
in using the word "fortuitous" to describe the encounter in
question) notes that when Sister Duval introduced Nye1 to Canon de
La Salle, the dialogue, as reported by the biographers, assumed a
one-sided character. We are given little more of the conversation
than a resume of John Baptist's advice and suggestions to the visitor
from Rouen. But Yves Poutet, who devotes half a dozen pages to a
study of Nycl's work in Rouen, suggests, in synopsis, the content of
the conversation as it might have been in its earlier stage, and
Campos quotes the relevant passage from Poutet: UComing from
Rouen, Nyel obviously had the Rouen school situation in mind:
charity schools closely dependent on the HOpitalgbtiml, enjoying the
approval of the Archbishop of Rouen, the Cathedral Chapter, the
Aldermen, the Councillors . .. and the administrators of the social
services. In this first interview with De La Salle he began to realise
how different the situation was in Rheims. He learned that the
almshouses feared a reduction in contributions to themselves from
public funds as soon as any new charitable enterprise was put
forward. The aldermen and the officials of the presidial court,
defenders of the interests of the commercial middle-classes,
begrudged the emergence of any community likely to occupy
valuable business property ... Nyel's experience had been different:
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he had opened schools successively at the Hopitalgeneml and in the
fouf districts of the city, then in the nearby town of DarnetaI; he had
recruited, trained and organised schoolmasters . .."
In other words, John Baptist was able to derive from this first
conversation with Nyel a clear impression that the procedures which
had proved suitable in Rouen would have no hope of succeeding in

Rheims. He showed Nyel that his project called for the utmost
discretion and he demonstrated his conviction of this by
spontaneously offering the visitor the hospitality of his own home.
Madame de Maillefer's intention had been that Adrien should reside
with her brother, Monsieur Dubois, stil1living in Rheims. But John
Baptist pointed out that to go there would certainly raise questions
about the purpose of his presence in Rheims, considering the
discrepancy between his social status and that of M. Dubois. Clerics
passing through Rheims were sometimes accommodated at the De
La Salle home; Nyel's stay there would pass relatively unnoticed. The
offer of hospitality was enhanced also by an undertaking ro seek for
Nyel's project the interest ofinlluential people likely to be favourably
disposed.
Maillefer also says at this point that the young Canon felt that he
would have to consult certain "enlightened persons" on the matter,
this because of his humble mistrust of his own views. But Blain,
despite his ever-present purpose of edification, putS the stress on
John Baptist's personal conviction that Adrien Nycl's project must
not be allowed to fail. At the same time, however, the biographer
gives as the reason for this conviction the desire of Canon de La Salle
to honour the memory of his deceased friend Canon Roland, whose
zeal for the education of the poor would, he felt sure, have included
that of boys as well as girls if time had been granted him. Campos
quotes the passage from Blain: "Having read Madame de Maillefer's
letter, and having heard M. Nye"s explanation, M. de La Salle n:e'!J"ised

the importance, indeed the necessity ,and advantages, ofwhat was proposed.
He conceived a desin: for its smeess, thollgh he foresaw the difficllities and
fnlStrations that WOIIId be involved. Everything that M. Roland had wished
for would be achieved ifrhis mterprise were to SlIcceed. M. de La Salle ftlt ita
kind ofdllty to st<pport it. He owed it to the memory of his saintly deceased
frUnd to n:nder this service which, »Wre0Ptr, hisgood1ll:ss ofheart would 'lOt
let him· refuse. "
It is at this point in his thesis that Miguel Campos turns his
attention to the fitst of the parokslorce to which, as has been
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indicated in our first chapter, he attaches paramount importance as
indexes to the mind of the Founder at various stages of his spiritual
journey. In introducing his discussion of the lost document relating
specifically to the origins of the Institute (the one now referred to as
the Memoi,' of the Beginnings) he warns his readers that not all the
passages he will cite have the same critical value. Both Bernard and
Maillefer, he points out, dcscribe thc conversation betwccn De La
Salle and Nyel without claiming to quote a document. But the
information thc)' provide on the subject, so far as it goes, is
substantially of a piece with the more ample derails which Blain
represents as the actual words (or, more precisely, as almost the actual
words) used by De La Salle.
A first example of this latter usage of Blain is his presentation of the
counsel given to Nyel at the first meeting and cited by the biographer
in quotation marks as John Baptist'S own words:
"'It .,ill be in min,' said M. ik fA Salle in so many JVUYds (il pe" pres) to
M. Nyel, 'for yo" to have taken so many steps to come and establish free
Christian schools in Rheims if, as YOt<r final step, YOt< go to kJdge with
Madame ik Mailleftr's brother. If YO" d<J that YOt< .,ill make yo"r
fl"rpose p"blic and in so doing YO" will d<Jom it to jail"re. Ho., cOt<U JOlt
lodge with him and 'Wt arouse suspitWn as to your object itt comi'1!1 to
Rheims? To"r social conditWn and yo"r .,ork are so differentfrom those of
yo"r wo"U-be kind host that it wot<U be mre to be asked why YO" are
residi''8 with him, what »wtive JOt< had in comi,'8 . .. HOH'ever firnlly
JOt< keep JOllY wttnsel, people will pry into JOt<r bminess and ftllow JOt<
arot<nd and watch where YOt<go; and when they k".., .,hatYO" are abo"t
they will fl"t every obstacle in JOt<r .,ay. Let thc past be yo"r gt<ide to the
fUtllre. Qt<ite recently, a devo"t Canon, a theologian of rtfJItte, weft.
th""lfht of, revered even, in this city, established a comm""ity of
schoolmistresses. A t one stage it seemed likely to be H'rtcked almost at its
inceptW". It IV/lS abo"t to perish when only the a"thority ofM. Le Tellier
saved it from rni,,; all his inJltu.." IV/lS reqt<ired, and it was JUst
sufftcient, to counter the authority of the town council) or rather to win

the approval of that body. Will they give their approval to another
fOlmdatW.., this time for boys? The welfare ofthe poor ofthis city .,o,,/d
cerminly wanRnt it) but are not God's interests and those of the poor

almost always mbjtet to political consideratWns? To enable the former to
prevail 0" this occasio.. all the po.,er ofthe Archbishop .,o,,/d be req"ired,
but would he be willing to use it a second time} not to say put it at risk,

with the chance ofjail"re?'
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"'Come,' he added, in his gracious manner, 'Come and stay at my
home. The house often lodges 11/ml clergy or other clerienlfrimds ofmine.
It would be just right for you and would keep your purpose fivm public
notice. Y OIl have something ofthe look ofa country clergymau, and that's
what people will cake you for. A mJ anyway, beiug free to offer the
hospitality of my house to whomsoever 1 wish, I am not concerned about

what people will think, and auything they may say worries me not at all.
You may stay a week with me, resting and tmk,IOWll, with no one

bothering aboutyou. This wil/give you time to reflect atgreater length, to
plan what you have to do and to take measures to ensure mccess. A t the

end of that time you can make your desired pilgrimage to Our Lady of
Liesse ami then all your retuNI make a start on your first opening. ,,,
Blain further details (again placing the words in quotation-masks,
as ifactually spoken by John Baptist) the plan proposed by Canon de
La Salle to the group of clergy whom he consulted about Nyel's
project:
«{The n-trtst nJeallS, , he told them, {perhaps the only lneallS, to ensure a
sOllnd beginning fOr the mterprise offree Christian schools for boys is w
keep it clear ofobstrnetW1lS by placing it under the care ofa parish priest
zealous mough to aaept responsibility for it, discreet etIOugh to avoid
publicising it andgmerrJus etIOtl!Jh to mscain it. Since a parish priest has
the right to prooide i1lSt>1/ctWn for his parishi01lers, and has the
authority, as their pasWr, wgive them masters capable ofteaching them
Christian doctrine, 1W one will be in a position to himier him. '
'''The parish priest ofSaint-Symphori£1l, ' continued our piqus Canon,
'the first of the fOur who have bem suggested, wOllId be the man we are
Iooki'l!J for if he were in good standing with his superiors, but
unfortutll1tely they do not think well of him, and therefOre we ennnot
c01lsUUr him. The second is Iacki'l!J in judgment. The third is the nephew
ofM. l'Official w whom he owes his position and all else, and w whom he
is very devoted, and at a word fivm this benefacwr his u",le, he would
selul the schoolmasters packing; we must not therefore make him OU1'
choice. m
The consultative group, continues the biographer, saw the force of
these objections and readily agreed to the choice suggested by M. de
La Salle himself, nasncly the parish priest of Saint-Maurice, M.
Dorigny by name. We next sec the young Canon personally
approaching M. Dorigny and putting the proposal to him: Blain
again putports to give the words used by John Baptist:
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"(The only condition requested ofyou in this tra1lS1Ution, , added the pious
Cmwn, 'iJ to accept the role ofinitiator ofthiJ school and to place it nnder
)'014," own name. A [nwIt all your parishionerr are poor and you owe them
i'lStruetum that they an, incapable ofobtaining for thenlSelves. Yon will
prucide it by means of M. Nycl and hiJ yonng colleague whom we are
offeri'l!J yon as teachers for J,mr school. Take them as yonr own appoimees
and, shonld the need arne, claim that yon have put them to work for the
benefit ofyonr parnhionen. '"
Migucl Cam pos accepts that it is hazardous to pronounce
definitively on the authenticity of these quoted passages as corning
from the Memoir ofthe Beginnings. Maillefer is silent on the details of
what John Baptist is supposed to have said on these occasions.
Bernard reports the esscnce of the information but in the form of
narrative. Blain himself does not claim to be quoting from the
Menwir, but he does attribute the spoken words to M. de La Salle
himself, introducing from time to time a formula to that effect, as it
will have been noticcd. It is significant, however, that Blain seems to
disclaim verbatim transmission by his use of the introductory phrase
"... he said in so many words . .. (... dit-il it pen pris. .. '').
But if the quotcd discourses were merely inventions of Blain, two
facts would be difficult to explain. The first of these would be the
accuracy of the details of events which had taken place some forty
years before Blain began to record them and aboUl which he could
have had no othcr source of information than the Memoir (the vcry
earliest masters had long died or left the Institute before he began to
write). And in the second place, some of thc pcrsonal comments
attributed in the quoted passages to Dc La Salle arc not at aJ] in
keeping with the apologetic and edifying purpose of Blain's
biography as a whole - the comments, for example, about the
unhappy relationship between the parish priest of Saint-Symphorien
and his superiors, and thosc about the unnamcd cleric who was
«lacking in judgement)) and about the obsequious nephew of M.
l'Official.
It is true that these two othelWise puzzling facts do not of
themselves prove that Blain's quotations had their origin in the
Memoir of the Brginnings. For one thing, the style of the quoted
discourses seems hardly the same as that of other documents
authoritatively ascribed to De La Salle. The first of the passages
quoted above, for example, has rhetorical overtones uncharacteristic
of John Baptist's writings. Nor do the protestations that he cares
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little for what people will say about Nyel's presence in his home,
since he is free to invite whomsoever he wishes, ring authentic.
But such arguments are not conclusive and Campos states his
considered opinion that, in the quoted passages purporting to give
(approximately) John Baptist's words, Blain was utilising the
manuscript, penned by the Founder, first used by Frere Bernard,
and, in due course, passed on to Blain when the latter was
commissioned ro write the official biography. Campos is hopeful
that Lasallian studies still in the future will be able ro isolate Blain's
additions to and modifications of the original text, but considers
that, even without guarantees of the integrity of his quotations, it is
possible to draw certain conclusions from the passages.
One such is that the information contained in them derives from
the mind of someone who was convinced of the usefulness of free
Christian schools for the poor and who, moreover, was familiar with
the situation in the city of Rheims about the year 1678-79. His
knowledge of that situation was not abstract or speculative: he refers
to parishes and to individual persons like the parish priests, the
Archbishop, the civic authorities, with the assurance ofone who had
had persona) dealings with them. Such knowledge cannot have been
possessed by Canon Blain himself. John Baptisr had been able to
appreciate the value of Nicolas Roland's foundation from the unique
standpoint ofone who had been closely involved in the complex task
of obtaining official approval for it. He knew very well the men of
influence and authority in the city of Rheims, having had to
approach them personally. Blain's quotations are replete with
evidence of such intimate knowledge.
A second consideration arises from an examination of the quoted
passages. All three biographers reflect repeatedly on the virtues of
their hero, especially his charity, his humility and his piety. But the
quotations reveal something more about the spiritual physiognomy of
the Founder - something which is exemplified time and again in the
actions of his life. In the first place it is evident from the quoted
passages that John Baptisr had already, at rhat early srage, a clear
intuition of what was needed, an assured conviction of what had to
be done. He knew and appreciated the wisdom of consulting others,
but such consultation (suggests Campos) did not arise (as the
biographers tend to convey) from a mere distrust of his own views.
In the case we are considering he is seen assembling a group ofclerical
friends (a sort of "committee") to advise on Nyel's project, but we
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notice that these are content to ratifY the cogently expressed ideas of
Dc La Salle himself. The humility of the saint, so much insisted
upon by the biographers, has nothing of naivety about ir: it is thc
humility of one who has a discerning mind, who assesses from
personal knowledge the complexity of a situation and then commits
himself to fostering the success of a project. The charity shown here
goes much further than help given from a safe distance. It is the
charity of a man determined that the one he is helping shall not be
disappointed in his undertaking. It is a charity, moreover, which
does not deter him from raking a critical stance vis-a.-vis the parish
priests from whom a choice must be made to ensure the success of
the work.
In fact, concludes Campos, when the biographers evoke a certain
diffidence on the part of M. de La Salle, a certain fear of making a
blunder, they betray an inadequate perception of the real nature of
their hero's humility and charity. John Baptist concerned himself
with the success ofNycl's project because he believed it was just such
a project as his friend and spiritual director, Canon Roland, would
have ehetished. In offering Adrien Nyel the hospitality of his own
home he was doing something marc than making a magnanimous
gesture: he was taking what he saw to be a necessary measure for the
prosperity of the venture. So far from resulting in a depreciation of
the quality of John Baptist's virtues, their quality emerges in sharper
relief once it is realised that he was deeply concerned that Nycl's
undertaking should not fail.
Mib'1.lcl Campos makes a further point with particular reference to
the quoted words of M. de La Salle to M. Dorigny, requesting the
larrer to assume full responsibility for the opening of a first school in
his parish. This is not to be read as evidence either of John Baptist'S
humility or of a reluctance to become personally involved. Rathcr it
indicates that he did not want his own sponsorship of Nyel to
jeopardise the chances of succcss. It was inevitable, and Canon de La
Salle was aware of it, that he had aroused ccrtain antagonisms in
Rheims, by his own procedures on behalf of Roland's community of
Sisters. Moreover he well knew (and explicitly stated) that M.
Dorigny had the right to teach or arrange teaching lor his
parishioners, and his role in the business could not be challenged.
The three biographers all give us only the year, 1679, of the chance
meeting between Canon de La Salle and Adrien Nyel and of the
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subsequent opening of a school in the parish ofSaint-Maurice~ Leon
Aroz suggests 15 March for the first event and 15 April for the
second. M. Dorigny readily agreed to John Baptist's proposal, saying
that he had recently been pre-occupied about the need ofa school in
his parish; he spontaneously offered to house Nyel and his
companion in his presbytery and was grateful for the annual sum of
300 livres promised by Madame de Maillefer for their upkeep and
salary. Nyel's flair and experience ensured a successful beginning for
the venture and it was not long before word reached him that a
wealthy widow \ Madame l'Eveque de Croycres, a parishioner of
Saint-Jacques, wished to endow a school for the poor boys of her
parish. Nycl approached rhe lady, explained the purpose of his
presence in Rhcims, and offered his services for the charirable
undertaking which he understood she had at heart. Bur, says
Bernard, "fea,.ing that his offe,. might be ,.efused, he added that he had the
honou,.ofbeing known by M. de La Salle, Canon ofthe Cathedral ofNotre
Dame, who would be able to assist him in canyillg out Madame)s
intentions».
And, adds Bernard, the mention of that name settled the matter\
for Madame J'Evcque was not unaware of the young Canon's
growing reputation for virtue and competence. She requested Nyel
to ask M. de La Salle to call on her to discuss the matter. . A
natural sequence of events for the objective historian; a beckoning of
God's finger for John Baptist de La Salle. He had thought that his
response to Nyel's arrival in Rheims - his immediate offer of
hospitality and his approach to M. Dorigny - had sufficiently
satisfied his conviction that God's will was, to that extent, involved.
Now the euphoric report from Adrien that Madame I'Eveque
wished to discuss with him the possibility of a second school
confronted him with a comparable situation in which the motives
for assent were no less compelling than they had been in the previous
case. Little by little, comments Miguel Campos, John Baptist was,
without yet realising it, becoming directly involved in the provision
of free education.
Having taken the measures needed for the Saint-Jacques
foundation, he fclt justified once more in assuming a passive role.
The whole enterprise of the schools was Nycl's, and two foundations
within six months was not only a commendable achievement, but
was as much as even the dynamic Adrien could hope to cope with for
the present. Canon de La Salle would certainly maintain his interest
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in the progress of these two schools and in the welfare of Nyel and
his masters, but the direct administration of the schools, and the
organisation of the masters' way of life were, on any reckoning, the
responsibility of the man from Rauen.
But, says Bernard, ((il se trompait bien heureusement)): John Baptist
was - fortunately - mistaken if he thought that God required no
more of him in the matter of the schools. Miguel Campos cautions
us against a too-ready acceptance of the three biographers' stress, at
this point, on Adrien Nyel's volatile temperament, his inability to
"stay put". But he believes it must be admitted that Nyel's
administrative gifts were unequal to fostering, with success, two new
foundations in an ambience in which, both physically and
psychologically, he was still relatively a stranger. The demands of the
second foundation drew him away from the first and the staff of two
whom he left to take care of the Saint-Maurice school while he got
things started at Saint-Jacques, were still inexperienced. It says much
for Nyel's personal ability that it was when he became involved in the
second foundation that the first began to falter and the second to
develop so rapidly that he had very soon to recruit two assistants to
work with himself. M. Dorigny agreed to lodge all five teachers at
Saint-Maurice but stipulated a maintenance fcc of200 livres for each
of them. Madame de Maillefer's endowment accounted for 300 livres
a year, Madame J'Eveque's was 500; John Baptist agreed to make up
the deficit of 200. A passive role was not an easy one to maintain in
the developing state of affairs!
A growing cause for concern was the continuing deterioration at
the Saint-Maurice school, and before the end of 1679 Canon de La
Salle had responded to this by renting a house near his own to serve
as a residence for the group of schoolmasters. Bernard is the only
biographer to give the location of this rented house, saying rather
vaguely that it was "behind Saint-Symphorien near the rampart''', and
this has subsequently been identified as almost certainly the former
home of one Mathieu Ruynart in the rue de la Grue. A glance at a
contemporary map of Rheims shows that this was, in fact, no more
than a hundred yards from the De La Salle residence in the rue
Sainte-Marguerite (neither of the twO houses survived the
bombardments of Rheims during the 1914-1918 war).
By Christmas 1679 John Baptist had installed Nyel and his four
assistants in the Maison Ruynart and had thereby assumed
responsibility for their upkeep to which, however, the endowments
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of Madame de Maillefer and Madam l'Eveque continued to make a
substantial contribution. The parish priests of Saint-Maurice and
Saint-Jacques remained responsible for the maintenance of the
school premises in their respective parishes. But when, early in 1680,
Adrien Nyc! e'a very persuasipe ",mIl> comments Bernard at this point)
suggested that the new residence could well house a school for the
poor boys of the parish ofSaint-Symphorien, M. de La Salle gave his
consent, thereby undertaking to maintain the two additional masters
needed for this and speedily recruited by Nyc!. "'Fondateur' a ce
titre", comments Georges Rigault here (adding, however "mais non
pas encore maitre et chef"), and if we seek to isolate a moment in
time which explains the Institute's tradition of celebrating the
centenaries of its foundation in the eightieth year of the successive
centuries, this act of establishing a school in the house to which he
had brought Nyel's men would seem to be a worthy claimant.
The new opening was, according to Maillefer "in a short time
eaten1!!] for more pupils than the other two". (I By this time,)l comments
Battersby, "everybody in Rheims knew that Canon de La Salle was
the one sponsoring the charity schools, and he was left with the onus
of seeing that they were a success." Nevertheless, as Rigault
underlined, Dc La Salle was not «in charge". He was certainly not a
«superior" nor did Adrien Nycl's recruits constitute a "community".
They were a group of men without qualification or training, though
with just possibly sufficient sense of the usefulness of their work to
render service in return for their keep and a modest salary; but nOt a
community. John Baptist was quite ungrudging in contributing his
now considerable share to the subsistence of the group, and he
cerrainly had their spiritual welfare at heart in bringing them together
near his own home: he hoped thereby, says Maillefer, to sec them
more often and he even proposed, and obtained their agreement for,
a few rules to establish good order in the house. But he still believed
that the responsibility for their work as schoolmasters rested with
Nyc!. Most of his own time was still absorbed by his attendance in
choir, his domestic responsibilities and his personal studies:
significantly, 1680 was the year in which (according to Aroz, who
discusses the discrepancy regarding this date between Maillefer's
1680 and Blain's 1681) he received his Doctorate in Theology at the
University of Rhcims.
But, as Miguel Campos observes, the year 1680 heralded a great
change in John Baptist's life. Thus far neither the ideas of Canon
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Roland, nor John Baptist's personal convictions as to the utility of
the schools, nor his carly experience as a catechist during his student
days at Saint-Sulpicc, had put him in contact.with the real situation
of poor people. The narrowing of the distance between himself and
the schoolmasters by his renting a house for them brought the wellto-do Canon to the threshold of a world to which he was more or
less a stranger. The upper-class milieu in which he had grown up gave
him an instinctive antipathy for the uncultured group that Nyel had
recruited. On the other hand, he was quick to rccognise that this
small band represented a reality which he had known only in a
notional way from his studies and especially from his involvement in
Roland's work. Now his direct contact with Nycl's schoolmasters
introduced him to a first-hand experiencc of the social miseries of his
natiyc city: it enabled him to begin to realise, as never before, the
urgent need of the poor of Rheims for well-run schools and
compctcnt teachers. Unfamiliar mcntal attitudes and their unfamiliar
formulation in words began to shape a change in his own way of
viewing things, and thc alchemy of Christian faith ensured that thc
transmutation took place at a spiritual level and came to be fclt by
John Baptist as a personal vocation, a call to associate himself with a
particular group of men for a particular mission.
Blain (observes Campos) is the biographer who analyses most
perceptively the interior process whereby this crystallisation of an
option took place - or rather the way in which the exterior sequence
of events began to converge with the inner responses of John
Baptist's spirit to bring about this option. Nyel fell short in the
matter of directing his company of tyro-schoolmasters. A gifted
pedagogue himself, he yet lacked the patience to share his skills with
others. He had himsdfJearned his art by doing, and he assumed that
his recruits would do the same: the important thing was that there
should be a building full of boys; experience and common-sense
would do the rest. And how the masters spent their rime outside of
school seemed to be only marginally rdevant.
Inevitably the schools suffered, and the need to check the decline
pressed upon Canon de La Salle with growing utgency. His name
was associated with the enterprise. Merely human considerations
imposed a need for action: the financial involvement of the two
benefactresses; the co-operation that had been readily given by the
parish priests of Saint-Maurice and Saint-Jacques; the growing
murmurs of disappointed parents - all of whom looked to him, not
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to Adrien Nycl, for the remedy. It was a situation in the Founder's
life which well illustrates Miguel Campos's theme that the interplay
of human factors, not mystical insights, served to reveal God's will to
John Baptist de La Salle and to move him along the path of his
predestined journey.
Blain tells us that John Baptist now realised that one of two
procedures must be adopted if the schools were to be saved: he must
either go to live with the schoolmasters or bring them to live with
him. And both alternatives were repugnant to him (as we shaJllearn
from his own testimony). For advice as to which alternative to
choose he decided to consult Pere Barre - and this choice, observes
Campos, was significant in itself. There were men in Rheims who
could have been counted upon to offer John Baptist wise and
disinterested advice. He preferred to take the opportunity of a visit
to Paris (whither Barre had been transferred from Rouen five years
befote) to place the problem before the Minim - not simply because
(according to Bernard) he considered Barre a saim bur especially
because he knew of the latter's first-hand experience of the task of
founding schools for the poor, and specifically of his unsuccessful
efforts to found schools for poor boys. The recourse to Barre at this
juncture, notes Campos, suggests that John Baptist was beginning
inwardly to accept that the need for Christian schools was one which
he, personally, was being called upon to supply.
Pere Barres advice was that he should lodge the schoolmasters in
his own home - advice which, adds Blain with an unexpected touch
of irony, was easier to give than it was to obey! And Campos
observes that, in fact, the recipient of the advice showed no
precipitation in putting it into practice. John Baptist foresaw only
too clearly the difficulties it would entail. If the saintly Minim had
expressed God's will for him, the implementation of that will must
take place with due consideration for the reactions and feelings of all
who would be affected by it: first and foremost his own family, and
then his other relatives and friends who constituted the social milieu
in which he had grown up and which had served so potently to shape
him into the person he was. And not least the psychological effect of
the transfer on the schoolmasters themselves had to be considered.
But the need to save the newly-founded schools was urgent and
Barres advice pointed the way.
John Baptist proceeded by stages. He began, on 24 June 1680, by
bringing the masters across to the rue Sainte-Marguerite for their
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meals - a situation which, as Lawrence O'Toole appositely
comments in his brief tercentenary biography of the Founder, leaves
us wondering who were the morc embarrassed, the members of the
family or the gauche reachers~ untrained in t~e etiquette of polite
society. Accotding to Blain, John Baptist had already introduced
reading at table when he first rook his deceased parents' place as head
of the household; if this was so, the continuation of the custom now
served perhaps to diminish the tension created by the bizarre tablefellowship.
The arrangement continued for some months, but the effect was
to contain~ rather than remedy~ the deterioration in the group's
discipline and morale. When, during the Holy Week of 1681, Nyel
set off (against his host's advice) to explote the possibility of an
opening at Guise, John Baptist took the opportunity to conduct a
retreat for the schoolmasters in his home, keeping them there from
first thing in the morning until after evening prayers. And the
beneficial effect of this led him to the momentous decision to install
them fully, as from 24 June 1681, at the rue Sainte-Marguerite.
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4
The Founder)s Reflections
on the Beginnings
Writing about the unsatisfactory situation in the schools,
manifesting itself already soon after the start of the second
foundation at Saint-Jacques, Canon Blain continues, in characteristic
vem:

"The light ofthe Holy Spirit uw already revealing all thesefililings to M.
de La Salk and inspiring him ",ith the desire to remedy them. God "'as
giving him grace for the ",ork he destined him for; and this grace
increased daily £n him and almost in spite of h£m; for he did not at all
aspire to take chawe of the schools, and still !£SS of the mastm .
The biogtapher then adds, almost casually, the following words,
which Miguel Campos quotes at the beginning of a deeply
interesting discussion of the way in which John Baptist reflected on
the developments - the evblement-clef - outlined in OUf previolls
chapter:
"M. de La Salle says in a Memoir IVritten in his OJVll hand to inform the
Brothers by ",hat ",ays divine Pruviclt11ce had brought their blStitute into
being: ([ had imagined that the care which I assumed ofthe schools and
{he masters would amount only to a marginal imJOlvement committing
me to no more than providing fOr the subsistence of the masters and
"lSUring that they acquitted themselves of their tasks IVith piety a"d
devotedllcss . J"

Just a page and a half later, after further edifying evaluations of his
hcro)s state of mind at this time, Blain quotes again as follows:

(It was,' be says again in tbeforrmentioned Memoir, (as If. remlto/two
occurrences, namely my meed1!!! with Monsieur Nyel and the proposition
put fonvard by this kuly (Madame l'Eveque), that I began to concern
myself"'ith schoolsfor boys. Previously I hadgivCll'w thought at all to the
matter, though this ",as not for lack ofpeopk putting tlse idea to me.
Several of Momitltr Roland's friends had tried to interest me in tbe
matter. But tbe po'sibility had ,wtgained CIltry into my mi'ui, a,ui I had
never t1lterlained the notion ofc/oing anything of the ki,ui. If in fact I
had ever thought that the obligation of charity ",hieh prempted my
co,u:ern for the ",elfare ofthe sthoolmasters ",ould kad me to ftel it a duty
to live ",ith them I should bave abmu/mzed the JVork. For, from a natural
U
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point of view, I comidered as inferior to my mamervant the men I was
obliged, especially in the fint stages ofthe mulertaki,'If, to empluy in the
schools, and the very thought that I should have to live with them would
have been unbeambk. It was, in fact, a smm;e ofgreat trottbk to me that,
at an early stage, I brought tbem to live in my hoUse, a Iituatwn which
kuted for two yean. Evidently this was the reason why God, who directs
all tbiugs with wisdom and withgentkness and is not at all accustomed to
force the imlination of men) wishing to dmw me entirely into

undertaking the care of the schools, did so in a quite impereeptibk way,
and wt'th plenty of time} so that one commitment led me into another
without my having foreseen it in the beginning. )"
The flrst thing to note about these two quotations is Blain's

explicit attribution of them to "a memoir written in (M. de La Salle's)
own hand . .. JJ. And the second point to notice is that Blain's
inverted commas here purport to be authentic: he does not hedge his
quotations with an ((iJ, peu pres»} as we saw him doing with his
quotations in the previous chapter. Have we then here the very
words of M. de La Salle as written in the Memoir of the Beginnings?
Miguel Campos presents us with an exercise in comparative textual
study which sheds light on this question. Frere Bernard, who was
the first to use the Memoir, and whose references to it both in his
biography of the Founder and in certain ((&marques)) he wrote
about the biography, leave no room for doubt that he had the
manuscript before him as he wrote, tantalisingly gives very few direct
quotations from it. But the first of these belongs to the same extract
as the one provided by Blain, so that we have a first point of
refere'nce already. Bernard's passage reads:
"Let'" listen to (M. de LaSalle) himselfspeaking: 'God,' he rays, 'who
co,u1ucts all things wisely and sweetly, and who is not at all accustomed to
forte the inclinations of men, wishing to dmw me alfo/Jether i"to
undertaking the care of the scbools, has done so in a quite imperceptibk
way and in a short time, such that one commitment has led me into
another without my having foreseen it in the beginning. )))
The quotation is not identical with the corresponding one in Blain
but it is encouragingly dose. The few diffetences emerge from the
above literal translation as follows: Blain's ((with wisdom and with
gentleness)' ("avec sagesse et avec douceuY") appears in Bernard as ('wisely
and sweetly" ("sagement et .mavement>'); Blain's "entirely" (".,.tierement>')
is in Bernard "altogether) "tout ajair)j where Blain has ((with plenty
of time)) ("en heaucoup de temps)1 Bernard has "in a short time)) ("en
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peu de tempsJJ); Blain's ((so thar JJ «((de sone que~~ appears in Bernard as

((such that JJ «({de telle sorte que)~; and Blain uses the past historic
tense where Bernard has the perfect. Otherwise the two quotations
coincide, and only one of the differences is of any significance,
namely the reference to the length of time involved.
MaiJlcfer docs not seem to have had access to the Founder's
manuscript itself, since he ascribes his one citation to a letter of M.
de La Salle. Nevertheless, his quotation (which again, usefully for
our purpose, is identifiable with those common to Blain and
Bernard, already quoted) has obviously its source in the Memoir. In
his 1723 version of his biography of his uncle, Maillefer wrote:
"Here is how (M. de La Salle) explains the situation to one of his
friends in a letter which he wrote to him on the subjeet: 'God who
conducts all things with lVisdom and gentleness and who is tlot at all
accustomed to force the illdinatwn-s of men) wishi~tg to draw me huo
undertaking entirely the care of the schools, has dO~Je so in a quite
imperceptible JVay and ;tI a short time so that one commitment led me i1UO
another without my having foreseen it in the brgimJing. » )
This is identical with Blain and Bernard where they arc identical
with each other, exccpt in onc detail: where they have {{the
inclination of mt1l JJ Maillefer has {{the inclinations of menno For their
discrepancies, Maillefcr coincides with Blain in ({entirelyJJ and u so
thatn and u/ed me» and almost, but not quitc, in ({with wisdom and
gentle~Jess» (MaiUefer omits Blain's second ({with")}' he coincides with
Bernard only in ({has done so)) and in ({in a short time)). In his 1740 redraft of his biography (written seven years after the publication of
Blain's work) the Mauris! retains his 1723 text of the passage quoted
except in three details in which he brings it into Iinc with Blain:
Uwith gentleness}), {{the inclination}} and udid so}}.
It is possible to extend rhe area of comparison beyond this very
brief passage - at least between Blain and Bernard (since Maillefer
affords no further evidence of use of the Memoir). The long passage
we have quoted from Blain has its counterpart in Bernard who,
however, instead of claiming to cite the Founder's words,
incorporates them into his narrative as follows (the underlining
draws attention to the resemblances with Blain):
"It was thus that God made use ofthese two penOtlS, namely Monsie"r
Ny:l and Madame L'Eveque, to bring Monsie"r de La Salle to take
charge ofthese schools, a thing to which he hadgiven no thought at all, as
we have previl"'sly remarked a,1d as he himselftestifies in his "",,,uscnpt.
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It is true, however, that several persons whom he k,/CW and who had been
associated with the late Monsieur &land, had sometimes proposed that
he sh01lId undertake the f01lnding ofschools for boys as Monsieur Rola",i
had done for girls. But this proposition had never gained entry into his
mind and he had never had the slightest thonght ofdoing anything the
kind, especiaUy in view
his obligations as canon, his care
the
;;;;;;',unity ofSistm and his responsibility for his family. And if he had
thought at that time that such a commitment ,"01I1d have obliged him
subsequently to live with these schoo/masters, he would never have
undertaken the care either of the mastm or of the schools. For, from a
naruml point of view, he had mlly a fJOO1 utinion of these masten, who
were quite without culture, and it would consequently have been
unbeamble for him to think that he might have to live with them. He did
in flu! suffer nuuh when hefirst introduced them into his home, but this
did not happen until two Jears later. JJ

0/

0/
0/

And two or three pages further on there is the following reflection
in the same vein:
"He had imagined, as he himself says, that the direction he would
assume ofthe schools and ofthe masters ,"mtld have bem only a ma'lJinal
tnvotvement which would In 110 way bifid him in tbe£r regard, other than
to ensure, bygoing to see them sometimes, that they applied themselves to
their employment with devotion and to take care tbat tbey had wbat was
necessary to live. JJ
We are left WIth the impression that Bernard is simply transposing

the first person singular of the manuscript to the third person
narrative which he preferred for his purpose.

This brief comparative study of the texts is more than a mere
academic exercise. It serves to assure us, on any reasonable grounds,

that in the important extracts from Blain quoted at the beginning of
this chapter, we are reading, if not the absolutely verbatim
reproduction of what M. de La Salle wrote in his Memoir, certainly as
near a transcript as makes no difference. In other words, we have
here one of the occasions when we can see the Founder as the man

he really was, undistorted by any personal "reading" on the part of
the biographer. By offering such quotations, Blain is (inadvertently,
no doubt) providing his readers with a means of checking the validity
of his own interpretations, specifically his edifying commentaries and
his tendency to draw lessons from the virtues exemplified by his
hero. It is hardly in keeping with the general tone of the biography
to be told ofJohn Baptist's repugnance at the very thought of having
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to live with the first schoolmasters or that he considered NyePs men
inferior to his own manservant - a remark which can hardly escape
sounding snobbish.
Yet the most striking feature of the religious experience of John
Baptist de La Salle revealed in this parole-force which is known as the
Memoir of the Beginnings is, says Miguel Campos, his unswerving
orientation in the direction of God's will. In all that happened he
looked for the will of God, and having discovered it he followed it,
without hesitation and without compromise. But he did not indulge
in subjective interpretations of what the will of God might be, or in
dreams of unrealisable projects. His search for that will was
characterised by a critical, unhurried attention to the facts of
existence in a world of human beings. Adherence to God's will
inevitably entails commitment to a cause recognisable in human
terms. So John Baptist took Adrien Nyel seriously. Because he
believed that the provision of free Christian education for boys must
be in accordance with God's will, the success of Nyel's project
became a matter of first importance to him. But the measures he
adopted to foster that success were based on quickly-perceived
judgments of the possibilities and limitations of the existential
situation prevailing in Rheims at that time.
Nor must we lose sight of the fact (clearly revealed by the Memoir)
that these same measures, so shrewdly considered and then so
assiduously pursued, had simply the success of Nyel's project in view
- no more than that. John Baptist did not (he assores us himsell)
recognise in these events God's summons to himself; he did not
perceive that Providence was using Nyel as the catalyst of his own
vocation. He had entered into the Rouen visitor's undertaking on
the assumption that his role would entail only a "marginal
involvemenr J - it would be the role ofa counsellor, a protector even,
operating from the exterior of the project's development, the
responsibility for which would be Nyel's own. He had thought that
once the enterprise was launched (and he would do all he could to
bring this about since he was convinced that God wanted it) he could
withdraw and resume the even tenor of his life as a Canon of the
Rheims Chapter and as head ofthe fumily home. Had any intuition
occurred to him that he might eventually become internally involved
in the enterprise to the extent even of having to live side by side with
Nycl's first recruits, such an intuition would (on his own admission)
have been simply "unbfarable JJ .
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But still more significant is the evidence contained in the quoted
passages that John Baptist came, in time, to realise that all that had
happened before his meeting with Adrien Nyel was leading him, in
the divine plan, towards his life's work. God, who ((directs all things
with wisdom and with gentleness}}J had been "educating" John Baptist,
gradually and imperceptibly, into his vocation, without advertence
on John Baptist's part, without pressure on God's. For the young
Canon, with a distinguished ecclesiastical career comfortably ahead
of him, the concrete facts of the unfolding situation were, so to
speak, bearers of revelational truth: the revelation that he was being
guided into a far-reaching participation in God's salvific purpose for
mankind; the revelation also that without divine help he would have
been incapable of overcoming his natural repugnance regarding the
idea of living with the uncultured men assembled by Adrien NyeL
That he gained that help and overcame his repugnance was due to his
steadfasr willingness to be direcred by God's guiding hand, leading
him progressively on to an increasingly firm acceptance of whatever
might be entailed, and ultimately to an irreversible entry into the
world of schoolmasters and schools. and through them into the
world of the poor.
Two phrases of the Memoir arc of special interest in this
connection: ((God, who directs ((conduit)) all things]) and ((one
commitment led (conduisit J) me into another)}, They testity to John
Baptist's retrospective conviction that his life had been unfolding
under the continuous influence of Providence. Sensitivity to the
benevolent and sure direction of Providence was the constant factor
of his' spiritual experience. but it was a sensitivity activated by the
events succeeding one another in his day to day existence. His usc of
the same verb "conduire" for the action of God in his life and for the
cause-and-eficet sequence of his own accepted commitments
underlines this. Not that he was in some way "manipulated" by
Providence, compulsively or passively finding "signs" of the divine
will in every turn of events. (Campos notes that the word
"Providence" itself docs not appear in any of the quoted extracts
from rhe Memoir.) On rhe conrrary, as he emphasises himself in rhe
Memoir (using the strong negative (1Joinr) rather than "pas") ((God
does not force the inclination)). Each commitment is made with
deliberation, the human factors being taken into account and the
pros and cons fully weighed. But, once made, the choice is without
reservarion. When John Baprisr wrote thar he had in rhe first place
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imagined that the care which he had assumed ofthe first twO schools
and their masters would mean no more than a "marginal
involvement}}, we are not to take this to mean that he was half-hearted
in assuming that carc: the spontaneity and persuasiveness of his offer
of hospitality to Nyc!, as well as the busy consultations he
immediately embarked upon sufficiently demonstrate the contrary.
But at that time he believed that God's will required no more of him.
It was the sequence of one commitment after another, each
recognised as willed by God and therefore unreservedly a.ccepted - a
sequence amounting to what, in Miguel Campos's terminology l was
the first !:vcnement-clef in the founder's life-story - which brought
him to the full consciousness of his place in God's redemptive plan.
And the Memoir of the Beginnings is the parole-force in which we see
him revealing this consciousness.
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5
First Steps in Community Living
The biographers go into some detail about the tensions resulting in
the family circle when John Baptist brought the schoolmasters to live
at the fue Sainte-Marguerite, and also about the adverse reactions of
the social circles to which the family belonged. It is necessary [0 keep
in mind this backdrop of disapproval and criticism if we arc to
appreciate the depth of his commitment to God's will which, in the
developing sense of isolation from former acquaintances towards a
sense of fraternity with the humble masters, he believed he was
fulfilling. Nyel's recruits did not all rake to the new, disciplined lifestyle which the Canon aimed at, and some of them withdrew. But
any doubt that this might have raised in his mind was turned into
reassurance when other younger men sought to join the company.
Bernard and Blain describe this heartening turn of events in words so
similar that perhaps they drew their information from the Memoir of
the Beginnings. According to both biographers the newcomers
showed a natural talent for tcaching 3S well as a religious spirit and a
disposition for community life.
This situation lasted for exactly one year but at the end of that
period M. de La Salle took the momentOUS decision of renting a
house some two kilometres away in the rue Neuve and taking up
residence there with his fledgling community. Strangely enough 1
neither Bernard nor Blain gives a date for this crucial development,
but Maillefer is explicit: "(M. de La Salle) began to think Mont kaving
the jamily 110me and withdrawing with his discipk, to a district h, exposed
to worldly distmeh·olls. He rented a holtse in the me Neuve , opposite the
Convmt of the Sisters ofSainre-Claire, and . .. took np midmce there on
thefta,tofSaintJolm the Baptist 1682.," (In his earlier draft, as if to
leave no doubt about the marter, Maillcfer had added to this: H.
one J'ear after be had taken them into his OJVll home. )})
Miguel Campos provides an interesting note on the significance of
this date 24 June, and his information senrcs at once to ratify the
accuracy of all three biographers in indicating it for the transfer of

Nyel's men to the family home in 1681 and Maillefer's in giving it for
the move to the rue Neuve the following year; and also to modify

the impression they all convey that John Baptist chose this day by
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way of placing two momentous actions in his life under the
protection of his patron saint. June 24 was, as it happened, the legal
date at Rheims for surrendering or renewing an option on rented
property. In 1681 Canon de La Salle had to decide whether to
continue renting the Maison Ruynart from June 24 for at Icast
another year, or to withdraw the schoolmasters from it permanently.
The following year the rue Neuvc house became available for renting
and occupying on the same dare.
There is disagreement among the three biographers as to the precise
moment when the term "Brother" was adopted and when a specific
rule of life began to be followed as a conscious acr of adherence to
community living. Bernard identifies it with the arrival of the ncw
candidates while the group were still housed in the Dc La Salle
residence; and he adds that a religious habit was also adopted at this
rime. He further mentions that the prayers in common were referred
to from the beginnings as Hthe exercises" and that the ones used at
rhis earliest stage were still in lise in all the houses of the Institute at
the time Bernard was writing - forty years latt::r. Maillefer is in
general agreement with Bernard though he places these various
developments shortly after the transfer to the rue Neuve. He
mentions thar not only the term "Brother" began to be llsed but that
rhe title "Brothers of the Christian Schools" was adopted, another
gesture of self-identification as a community. Blain, on the other
hand, attributes the introduction of such structures to the formal
assemblies which in due course came to be held, a chronology which
Miguel Campos considers more probable and which, on the
particular question, at least, of the adoption of the habit, has rhe
support of a statement in the Founder's own hand: writing in L690,
John Baptist declated (in his Memoir on the Habit) that the habit had
been in use in the Society for five years, which indicates 1685 as the
date of its adoption - three years later than the time proposed by
Bernard and Maillefer.
But whatever the historical reality of these details, the concept of
"community", as Campos emphasises, dates from those early days in
the family home in the rue Sainte-Marguerite. The implementation
of rhe idea of community was not something imposed by John
Baptist, bur the product of an interaction - of the action of the
leader proposing the needs of a new lifestyle, coalescing with that of
the new applicants who sought to join because they felr attracted to
the way of life envisaged by the thirty-year-old Canon. The
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community, in concept and in visible rcality, grew from a merging of
John Baptises spiritual journey, faithfully following the sllccessive
signposts of his life's cvents pointing him always to the fulfilment of
God's will, and the spiritual journey of young men who, at the
outset of their careers, began to sense already that God had a plan for
them also,
Campos believes that a correct perspective of the transfer to the rue
Neuve requires that it be seen as the culminating point ofa preceding
sequence of events, the terminus, so to speak, of one early stage in
the Founder's journey. The developing sense of community is
intimately linked with the radical decision to quit the Dc La Salle
household. Maillcfer and Blain blur this connection by suggesting
that the first essays in community living occurred only after the
transfer to the rue euve had been made. The difficulty about this
suggestion of the biographers is that it is called into question by
information supplied by themselves. Blain is specific that ((it was at
the elld ofthe .rear 168 J alld the begillllillg of the ft1kill'illg .rear J682 that
the schoolmasters) dwelling «((In. maison des Maims d}Eco/e'~ ,bfiJan to
assume the true fonll ofa community. n Already the strange use here of
the phrase ((la maisan des Maims dJEco/e n introduces an clement of
vagueness into Blain's information, since he himself has just
informed his readers that M. de La Salle took the masters into his
own home on 24 June 1681, six months, at the most, prior to the
development indicated in the passage juSt quoted.
Both' he, therefore, and Maillcfcr are correct in placing the first'
beginnings of true community life abollt the middle of the year of
residence at the rue Sainte-Marguerite, but distort the reality by
suggesting that these beginnings took place only after the move to
the rue Neuve. Campos excuses this misrepresentation by suggesting
that the biographers were no doubt trying to present a linear and
logical account of what happened, but that the extremely rich
religious experience they were trying to describe in fact transcended
logical analysis and presentation. But it is a distonion which needs to
be corrected because it obscures the fact that it was while he was still
in the family home that John Baptist came to realise that there was a
fundamental opposition between the values of the world he had
grown up in and those of the world to which he was being
ineluctably drawn by his determination, at whatever cost, to follow
the line of God's will. It was here also that he realised that the
motivation of Nyel's original group - a modest living for well62

intentioned services - was inadequate for the work which, in God's
plan, needed to be done. But when these departed, God showed
him that there were others who were able to discern that God might
need them to fulfil a purpose for the salvation of the poor and who
would be content to learn from Canon de La Salle, and fron"'! one
another in fraternal communion, how best to respond to that need.
He had brought Nycl's men into his home because he fclt constrained
to provide the opportunity and guidaocc for disciplined living which
he deemed essential for the success of the schools. ,"'hen he left it a
year later with the group of young men who had largely replaced the
first-comers, it was as the superior of a religious community in the
making.
And when, on that June day in 1682, he closed the door of the
family home and walked, with his "community", across the town to
the newly-rented house in the rue Neuve, he was expressing a radical
option, what Miguel Campos calls a personal "exodus". But (says our
guide) it would be misleading to interpret his action, as the
biographers seem to do, as a sort of flight from the world. On the
contrary, he was making himself available, as never before, to the
world which God so loved that he gave it his only-begotten Son.
John Baptist was renouncing a world which offered him comfort,
success and social prestige in exchange for a world which had nothing
to offer him but which sought much from him. But he was not even
intending a gesture of adverse judgment on the former by his act of
renunciation. He was merely responding to a conviction, to which
the sequence of events had led him, that the irreducible
incompatibility between two sets of values required the choice ofone
or the other.
Blain devotes a number of pages simply to describing and
illustrating the fervour that reigned in these early days at the rue
Neuve. The personality of the leader made a profound impression
on the young men who had spontaneously presented themselves for
admission to the community and all, says Blain, ((felt a holy desire to
fiJ""w in hisfootsteps abmg the arduous path ofperfectron". Needless to say
the biographer gives full scope in this part of his story to his tendency
to inflate his theme, and here, as elsewhere, his almost ingenious
ability to say the same thing over again in different eloquent terms
docs not make for easy reading. But a certain thread of factual
information runs through the embroidery and an impression of
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intense fervour in this first community convincingly remains. The
finely-balanced rapport between the young men and the Canon is
strikingly conveyed by the fact that they insisted that he, and no
other, should be their confessor, despite his protraered reluctance to
agree. The names of a few of these early disciples, mentioned by
Blain, belong, it is not too fanciful to say, to the "Fioretti» of the
Institute. Nicolas Baudette was the son of well-to-do parents who
tried repeatedly but in "ain to make him rerum home from the
austere life at the rue Neuvc. He was tcaching at the Laon school
with another Brother who fell ill and had to be abscnr from his work.
Nicolas undertook not only to take care of his class along with his
own, but also to be infirmarian to his sick companion. The parish
priest of the school concerned, \Vorried about the effeer of this
excessive work on the health of Brother Nicolas, urged him to tell
the children to stay away from school for a couple of weeks. Nicolas
respecrfully replied rhar he couldn'r rhink of doing such a rhing
without authorisation from M. de La Salle, but to put the kindly
pastor at case he added, "Father, I have my right foot in my class, my
left one in the other class, my mind with my sick Brother, and my
heart in heaven". Blain had the story from the priest himself, still
living at the time Blain was writing.
Brother Maurice (his family name is not given) is described by Blain
as seeming to be "a reincamation of Jesus Christ», providing his
companions with the ((very image ofour Lom as he IVas when he lived on
eartb;), And when Maurice died young, it could be said of him
"what the people s",d ofJeSlts Christ himself 'He hath done all things
JVelP».
Maillcfcr, more restrained and concise in his portrayal of the young
community, neverrheless finds an image of it in the early pages of the
Acts oftbe Apostles. "The Brothers," he writes, ((had nolV mlly one heart
and one mind. They dlVelt together ingreat peace, assisting one another "'ith
tender and eompasswnate kindness. Everythi''!J was regarded as the posscssu.n
ofall, and no selfish i,Jterest lVas alwlVed to intrude. The union maniftsted
hy their regular lift recalled the lift of the first Christians".
Meanwhile rhc work nf rhe ailing schools had made a srriking
recovery (('Jesus Christ,» says Blain in a characteristic comment,
"could have said of it: Behold, I »Utke all thi',!!, new through my
servant. ") and requesrs for further openings began ro reach John
Baptist. A primary source in support of this fact is available in thc
form of the earliest known lettcr in the Founder's handwriting. It
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was an acceptance of a request from the Mayor and Aldermen of
Chateau-Porcien, and the gracious wording of the letter suggests that
the request had given joy and encouragement to the recipient. The
letter carries the date 20 June 1682 - just four days before the
group's migration to the rue Neuve - and the Chateau-Porcien
authorities are assured that two "schoolmasters" (the tcrm "Brother"
presumably not yet adopted) would be sent on the following
Saturday which, in that year, was the 24th itself. An opening had
been made at Rcthel the previous March, and in the same year
schools were opened at Guise and Laon (though these were
established by Nyel, acting almost independently of John Baptist
\\'ho wanted more time to consolidate the training of the young
people at the rue Neuve).
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6
Point of No Return
As in the carly Church, then, the interior life of the community
was developing alongside apostolic response, and Maillefer's koinonia
projection for the first Lasallians seems appropriately chosen. But the

parallel goes further than this for - as in the early Church - a
temporary disturbance to the prevailing unity of mind and heart
occurred, which was to have far-reaching effects in furthering God's
purpose. Maillcfcr)s own account of the contretemps will serve to
put us in the picture. Immediately after telling us that the spirit of
the new community "recalled the lift ofthe first Christians", he adds:
"Bllt there was one jailing whuh the devil was able to expwit, namely
their excessive cOllcern for the future. Their lWi,,!! st",ulani was
exceedingly modest alld they possessed /lO perronal capital at all, alld so,
from time to time, they became somewhat depressed at the prospect ofwhat
wo1l1d happell to them if M. de La Salle ftlllO that he co1l1d Ilot mnaill
with them. Chimernal ideas abollt this elltered their millds alld made
them a'lXimts alld discollrnged. M. de La Salle /lOtUed this, alld .vhm he
asked them abOllt it they told him frankly that they cOIIId see 'w stahility
or penlllllltllCC ill their situlltUm. It wollid take ""'Y little, they said, to
IIpset &""')'thillg, alld it was a gloomy prospect for them to sacrifICe the
years oftheir yOllth ill the SC1vue ofothers alld Ilot be sllre that at the elld
of their days they wo1l1d have a pkue to retire to alld means to rest from
their labours. JJ

According to both Maillefer and Blain, John Baptist countered this
with a speech which both quote, MaiUefer in summary, Blain,
apparently, in full. It is Blain)s version that Miguel Campos cites,

commenting that although it is clear that Blain has personally
influenced the wording (the style is prolix and preachy, and therefore
quite uncharacteristic of the Founder) there is sufficient verbal

resemblance between his version and Maillefer's to justity the belief
that both have used an authentic source. Here is how Blain puts it:
"Mm Oflittle jaith, JOIIr kuk oftrust sets limits to a benevoleme whuh is
IIlllimited. SlIrely if that benevole'lCe is infillite, ulliversal alld
IIllintenupted (alld /lOne of you dOllbts that it is so) it will always be
cOllCerncd for JOII and will never jail YO". rOil seek assllrances. Are they
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not to be fOlmd in the pages of the Gospels? The word ofIestls Christ is
YOUy guamntee, and you could have none more reliable Si'lCl it was
endorsed with his bWod and seakd with the seal of his infallibk truth.
Why then are you beginning to waver> If the soknm promises of God
himself canmt calm your anxieties and JOUY won7eS about tbe future~
what mere fi,umcial mOllrres can take their plate? Consider the iilus of
the field - it is Iestts Christ himself who invites us to do so - and the
grass ofthe field; and admire the opuknce ofbeauty with which God has
clothed them. Nothil'IJ is IatkilllJ to them, and Solomon himself, in all
the spkndour ofhisg!my, was not so well adorned. Opm your eyes and see
the birds ofthe air and the licek creatum thacerawl upon theground: all
have what is necessary for lift; God provides for their needs. They have no
grain-stores, nor wine-cellars, but everywhere they discover nourishment
which Providence prepam and puts befOre them. They do not sow and
they do not reap, but they find the means ofsubsistence. Their he/wenly
Father enmres that they do. If his beneficent andgenel1JUs hand extends
its care even to the meanest insects }Vhich men tread undeifoot, Cl't1J to the
grass which ,vithers and then serves only for kindli,'IJ a fire, can you
believe, men of little faith, tl;at he to whom you are consecmting JOUY
youth and devoting your seJ1lices nmp, will abandon )'Ou i" Jour old age,
and allow a lift spmt in work fOr him to dmg OI't its last )mys in penury?
Have confidence then in a bounty which is infinite, and honouY it b.:1'
C11trusti'!B to it a/l your cares about yOUl"Se/ves. Lem¥: aside all your 1IJ01ry
about the present and all your anxiety about the future; occupy yourrelves
with what )'01/. have to do at each m0111ent as it isgiven to you, and do not
burden the day which is passi'lIJ ",ith doubts about the day to fOlio",.
What y"u are lacking fOr the morrow God will supply whtll the morro",
comes, provided ..'You know how to trust him. God would work miracles
rather than jailyour trust. For proofI give you, along witb tbe asslt/rmces
ofIestlS Cbrist, the experitllte of the saints. The mimcks of Providellce
are daily ocwrrtnces, and they cease 01l1y for those who lose jaitb."
John Baptist's appeal to the gospel texts in this speech failed to
restore tranquillity to the wavering group. As Campos comments,
they felt that he had not given due weight to their experience of
insecurity because he had not known any such experience himself.
The three biographers all quote, with some variations, the response
the community made to their protector's earnest exhortations. Blain
gives it as follows:
"It is easy fOr you to speak since you latk IlOthing. You have a "'ell-paid
ca,.wnry and a substantial patrimony to guarantee you against want. If
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our enterprise fails you will still be sewn; the disruption ofour lives lvill
leave yours untouched. We are men without means) without income and
without the qualifications needed togain an income. Where should lvego,
what should we do, if this uudertaking ofthe schools were to collapse or if
people decided thC)' 110 100wer lmnted lIS? Penury would be our 011~Y lot)
and be.B!fillg the only means to relieve it. H
The response serves to focus our attention on the gulf that
separated the spiritual stance of the Founder from that of his
disciples. For John Baptist the assurances of Jesus Christ regarding
trust in God were words to be taken literally as the}' stood. His own
trust in Providence had already, in the relatively bricfspan of thirtyone years, been tested marc than oncc, and his reaction in each case
had served only to strengthen his faith and his conviction that
unquestioning trust was never misplaced. But the rejoinder of the
community when he tried to inspire them with a similar sense of
confidence made him realise that he was arguing from a different
plane from theirs. Trust in Providence was, in his casc, a spiritual
emolument consequent upon his successive exercises of faith~ for
them it was an ideological concept not self-evidently reconcilable
with their personal experience of poverty. And the fact that such
trust was being urged upon them by one for whom the experience of
poverty was itself no more than an ideological concept (though they
did not for a moment doubt his sincerity or benevolence) did little to
make such reconciliation possible. John Baptist was brought, by the
frankness and depth of feeling inherent in their objection, to the
point of questioning the reality of his own trust in Providence. Was
he himself quite so convinced of the dependability of the gospel
assurances as he was urging them to be? That moment of sdfquestioning, the point at which two paths (his own and that of the
masters) intersected, was an evtllement-ckfto which all that had gone
before had led.
Canon de La Salle might reasonably, and laudably, have responded
to these self-questionings by assuring his disciples that all he
possessed was to be used for their welfare and security; that he would
ensure, by the material resources at his disposal, that their fears for
the future would never become a reality. The community themselves
would have accepted such a response - their reason for voicing their
anxieties was presumably to evoke such an assurance. John Baptist, it
may be safely assumed, was fully aware of the arguments, natural and
supernatural, that might have been put, in favour of so prudent and
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so charitable a course of action., But he hesitated to act, not because
he thought too much was being asked of him, but because he
wondered whether it was enough. Eventually he decided to seek
advice and, predictably, his choice of adviser was the saintly Minim,
Perc Barre, he who had earlier given him the unpalatable advice to
take NyePs men into his own home.
The substance of Perc Barre's response on this occasion is quoted
by all three biographers; and Miguel Campos considers the text to be
"of capital importance" for our understanding of the Founder's
development. Blain presents it in these terms:
"(In answer to the proposition that Canon de La Salle should use
his wealth to put the enterprise of the schools on a secure footing)
Bani replied: 'Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests; btlt the
Son ofmati has nowhere to lay his head. ' These words are Iems Christ's,
and this is how Pere Bani devewped them: 'Who are these foxes ofwhom
the sacred text speaks? They are the ehildren of this world, who cling to
earthly possessions. Who are these birds ofthe air? They are religiottJ, who
have the shelter of their cells. But schoolmasters and schoolmistresses;J
whose vocation it is to edmate the poor in the jOlwwing ofIems Christ,
should possess 110 more on earth than did the Son of man. Divine
providmcc mtlst be the O/tly jOmuiatum on whieh to establish the work of
the Christintl schools. Every other means ofmpporl is inappropriate for
them; but that single one is tmshakable;J and the schools themseh'CS will
remain unshakable so limg as they have no other foundation. m
The significance of this intervention by Pere Barre is that it
introduced a radical shift in the nature of the inquiry. By a simple
and literal exegesis of a gospel text, Barre placed the enterprise of the
schools on the levc:l of a vocation to follow Christ in utter poverty.
For Barre it was not a question of how the economic viability and
security of the undertaking were to be achieved: as he saw it, material
considerations would only be a hindrance to the success of the work.
Christ had once warned a man who had expressed a desire to follow
him that the Son of man had nowhere to lay his head. In Barres
interpretation an acceptance ofsuch material poveny was a condition
of discipleship. The enterprise of the Christian schools was a call to
John Baptist and to his schoolmasters to follow Christ on that
condition. The only foundation of the enterprise must be their trust
in Providence.
The above must suffice as a briefand too simplified presentation of
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Miguel Campos's rich discussion of this intervention ofPere Barre at
a crucial moment in the Founder's life. The deeper self-examination
to which the intervention led is next studied, and once again it is
Blain who furnishes the source-text for our purpose. In this case, in
fact, Blain is the only one of the three biographers to provide the
text, and this makes it uncertain whether the passage is quoted, or
even paraphrased, from the Memoir of the Beginni'w. But Blain
presents the passage in inverted commas, and the style of the extract
is nearer (except significantly in one or two places, which will be
noted) to that of the Founder's known writings than to that of Blain
himself. Furthermore, as Campos points out, the overall effect ofthc
quotation is to corrcct Blain's own understanding of the significance
of Barre's intervention: for Blain, the Founder was confronted with
an invitation to give his disciples an example ohotal renunciation, to
teach thcm a lesson of trust in Providence; but for John Baptist, the
self-examination contained in the passage now to be quoted shows
that the Minim's rcply was a revelation of the nature of God's call to
him, a summons to a total trust in a Providence that would notfail to
mstain and jOster the apostolit enterprise of the schools. Whether or not,
then, the passage comes from, or is based all, the Memoir, it is a
reasonable assumption that Blain's source is authentically
autobiographical.
The biographer presents the text in the form of ten numbered
articles, the first six ofwhich provide a sort oP'state ohhe question":
(1) 1 cannot open my mouth and talk to them of the spiritual
advantages ofpoverty if 1 am not poor myself; nor oftrust in ProvUkme so
«mg as 1 have material gl«<rantees against destitution myself; ''Or of
pnftct confulence in God so long as a quitegood income relieves me ofany
need for anxiety.
(2) So Io,,!! as 1 remain as I am, and they remain as they are, their
temptation will persist, since the source of it will continue and I shall be
ltnable to offer a remedy: for my own seettnty will conti"uc to be a
specious, and tvm reasonable, pretext for their doubts aboltt the presmt
a,1Ii anxiety for theirJimlre.
(3) A temptation so platlSible in appearance camlOt fail, sooner or
later, to have the effect intmded by the devil: the ,naseers, either as a
group or one by one) will quit} and leave me with a vacant house and the
schools without personnel.
(4) Such a withdrawal will cause a stir in the tOW1l and will frighten
off any other persons who may have thought ofjoining us: tvm bejOre
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enteri1tg, their sen.c£ ofvocation willfade, blighted by the same temptation
that will have driven others out.
(5) Schools without jJeno>mel to dralv upon will certainly fail, and
those who will have contn'buted to their fottndation, or their heirs, will
denumd compensation.
(6) ThltS, step by step, the institutWn ofthe free Christian schools will
disintegrate and be buried under its "tins with no hope ofever being reestablished.
In such terms John Baptist analyses the problem with which he is
faced. The logical sequence of his thought is noticeable, but the
principal interest of the argument is that it demonstrates that his
overriding concern, at this moment in his life, is for the schools. It is
the down-to-earth argument of a man weighing the likely
consequences to the schools of his "remaining as he is" so long as his
group of followers "remain as they are". It is not the soliloquy of a
person sensing a call to heroic sanctity and pondering the acceptance
of Christlike poverty as a response to that call~ it is rather that ofone
who sees in practical terms the possible, even probable, cause-andeffect sequence between his remaining a canon with a comfortable
income, and the ruin of an enterprise for the poor which is seen to be
willed by God.
But renouncing a canonry was, as personal experience had already
shown him, a far from simple step to take and, in the next two
articles of the document which Blain purports to be quoting, we find
the ptOS and cons of the proposition carefully weighed:
(7) Even if there were no reason to fear thesegrave conseqnences, ought
I, can I even, be the superior ofthese schoolmasters without ceasing to be a
canon? Is itpossible for me to reconcile ehe need to be always present in the
commullity for the spiritual exerrises and to be always available to the
masten, with the duties ofchoir and office entailed by ehe canonry? If1l0t,
then a choice mmt be made.
(8) It is true that a Cfl,na>l1"y is ,we an obstlule to the perfimnance of
good works, nO> does the necessary aetmMnce in choir to sing the praises of
God prevent one from rendering other services to the Church and devoting
oneself to the salvation ofsouls. It is possible to divide otle's time between
these two ,wble fimctWns and thltS denumstrate that being a good canon
does not imply idle,tess when away from choir, ,zqr does it mean findi1lg a
plausible pretext for a life of repose when not required for the office,
growing fat in slothfi'l indolence, doing nothing in the Lard's vineytml.
But the question for me is whether I can be both a comcinltious canon and
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a superior dutifUlly in residence with his community. If I were to fUlfil
worthily the latter role I should haw: to forego all the duties ofthtfonner,
since the need to be C01lStalltly present in the community house JVould
make it impossible ever to attend choir. HenceJ if both duties nrt
irrec01uilable I must make a choue ofone or the other. Five or six bours
of offICe every day would mean too great an interruption to my presence
with a community under my direction.
Campos comments at this point that it is not impossible that Blain
himself has contributed something to this last article in so far as it

claims (in a noticeably more diffuse style than that of the preceding
articles) that compatibility is possible between a canonry and an
active apostolarc: Blain himself was a canon and remained one when
he was charged with the direction, as ecclesiastical superior, of the
Brothers' community at Roucn. Be that as it may, the effect of article

(8) is to weaken the logical thrust of the rest. The analysis developed
in the previous articles had seemed to leave no choice as to what was

the right thing to do. By the end of article (8) John Baptist is saying
merely that if the duties of canon and superior are irreconcilable ((!
must make a choue o!om: fir the other)}. The modulation makes us aware
that there is question at this moment in John Baptist's itinerary of
what Miguel Campos calls a "crise de vocation" - of a profound selfexamination as to what God is calling him to; for whatever choice is
made now must be irrevocable.
Hence it is that twO final artich:s remain in the document Blain is
quoting, and these in fact Set out the ultimate criteria for such a
choice:
(9) Whatconsideratwm canguide mydeciswn in this matter' Which
alternatiw: must I adopt? The grtaterglory of God, thegrtater snvice of

the Church~ my personal sancttfu:atWn, the salvation ofsouls - these are
the objectiw:s which I should keep before me a"d which mllSt dete,.,,,i,,e
my choice. But all these noble aims combine to urge me to resign my
canonry in order to devote myself to the care of the schools and to the
training of those who will staff them.
(lO) A fi"al comideration is that I 110 lollger feel any attractwlI fOr
the vocation ofcanon: it seems as if that vocatum has departed from me in
at/ticipatioll of my res{g1lit/g its ditties. This state of life t/O longer sltits
me, and althongh [ entered Itpon it by the proper way, it seum now as if
God is directing me to a"other door whereby to leave it. The same voict
which summoned me to the ca1wnry 1WW seems to be callbJtJ me elsewhere.
I sense this new call in my innermost conscience: howCVQ' I search my
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conscience tbis new call is wbat J bear. It is trlle tbat 0,,1y tbe band of
God which drew me to my present state ;11 life can dmw mefrom £t. But is
it "ot mJficimtly clear tbat tbat divine band is now pointi"!] to anotber
state and cptn taking my hand to lead me to it?
Miguel Campos points out that the wording of the 10th article of
the document carries echoes of the Memoir ofthe Beginnings. Here, as
there, John Baptist evinces a deep conviction that God is arranging
all things for him, is leading him b), the hand. In the successive steps
he has taken to associate himself with the schoolmasters, to the point
of taking up residence with them in a house apart from his own, he
has progressivel)' lost all attraction for the role of canon. As he
himself puts it, the vocation of canon has seemingly left him in
anticipation of his leaving it.
But the process has been lengthy, and fraught with uncertainties
sufficient to make his present situation a critical time of option. A
previous move to quit the canonry, a move which his trusted
mentor, Nicolas Roland, had convinced him was for the good of
souls, had only terminated with an assurance that God had wanted
him to remain a canon - an assurance which he was satisfied to find
in the refusal of ecclesiastical authority, in the person of the
Archbishop, to accept his resignation. The present moment of
decision is more dramatic because a specific enterprise, involving a
specific group of persons, is in question. If ecclesiastical authority
were once again to refuse consent for the resignation of the canonry,
John Baptist would accept the decision: nothing has altered in his
readiness to see God's will in the external circumstances of his life.
But he is so convinced l in his uinnernwst conscience", that God does,
in fact, now want him to leave his canonry, that a refusal by the
Archbishop would test to the utmost this belief that God expresses
his will in existential circumstances which, in practice, compel
acquiescence, rather than through personal intuitions which, no
matter how seemingly well-founded, might still be mistaken.

In fact, signs were not lacking that the Archbishop was no more
likel), now to accept John Baptist's resignation than he had been
seven )'ears before. The three biographers variousl), interpret
Maurice Le Tellier's motives for deferring the audience which
Canon de La Salle sought from him, but the)' concur in showing
that the prelate made it difficult for him to approach him and in
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indicating that the Archbishop had prior infonnation of the purpose
for which an interview was sought.
The first attempt entailed a journey to Paris because the brilliant
but warldy Le Tellier ("3 nobleman first and a church man second",

as Battersby describes him) preferred the life at court in the capital to
his routine archiepiscopal duties in Rheims, and if a need to sec him
was at all urgent (and in Canon de La Salle's case it was becoming
increasingly so) the chance ofan interview in Paris was as likely as one

in Rheims. But John Baptist arrived in the capital only to be told that
the Archbishop had just returned to Rheims. His journey, however,
was not altogether in vain, for he took the opportunity to visit his
old professors at Saint-Sulpicc, notably Louis Transon, now rector

of the seminary, and Jacques Baiihin, both ofwhom encouraged him
to persevere in his purpose. On his return to Rhcims, his attempts to

see the Archbishop were met with the reply that His Grace could not
spare the time. Le Tellier was hoping, says Maillefer, that a delay
would lead the now reluctant canon to change his mind and that
thus the Rheims chapter would continue to have the services of a

priest whose piety and worth were well known. Blain adds the
further consideration that the Archbishop already foresaw that the
resignation from the canonry might well be followed by the
departure of the valued M. de La Salle from the archdiocese.
John Baptist, not yet refused because not yet interviewed, believed

that the will of God allowed him still to persevere with his petition.
But in order to strengrhen his assurance in the midst of a'growing
sensc of frustration, he took counsel with onc Canon Philbert,

Professor ofTheology at the Rheims seminary, and a confidant of the
Archbishop. The response gave him fresh courage. Information that
Mgr. Le Tellier was about to leave Rheims for one of his prolonged
visits to Paris prompted John Baptist to make yet another attempt to
obtain an audience, which was again refused. AU three biographers

report that in this seemingly desperate situation John Baptist went
into the Cathedral and remained there some hours in prayer, at the

end of which he presented himself once more at the door of the
episcopal residence, was admitted, and was given a favourable

hearing by the Archbishop. The fact that he was able to quote the
approval of Canon Philbert appears to have carried decisive weight.
He returned to the rue Ncuve and invited the community to join

with him in singing aTe Deum. The date was 16 August 1683.
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The biographers are silent on the reactions of the community to
rhis decisive step ofrheir leader, bur it is not difficult to imagine the
intensified sense of solidarity produced in them by this proof that M.
de La Salle saw his own future as identified with theirs; and that his
choice of life with them rather than the prestigious and lucrative life
of a Rheims canon was so ungrudgingly made that he deemed it an
occasion for a Te Deum. Was there any arnbivalence in their feelings
about the reduced financial resources now available to their leader~
They had earlier challenged his claim to speak to them about trust in
Providence whilst he was in receipt of (fa welt-paid canonry" and (fa
substantial patrimony" to guarantee him against want. But that was
when they were still unsure that his role would extend beyond that
of temporary benefactor and protector. If his intention was to
identify himself completely with the community (to "incarnate"
himself into it, as Campos's French term has it), whatever financial
means he had would, they could reasonably suppose, accrue to them
as a community, according as the need arose. Perhaps at this stage
they hoped he would not take whar they had said about his personal
fortune as literally as he had done by sacrificing the income deriving
from his canonry.
But, according to Blain, he had made up his mind about this, as he
had about the canonry, some considerable time before. His decision,
again as Blain expresses it, was based on the words ofJesus Christ: "If
you would be perfect, go, sell what you possess and give to the
poor ... and come, follow me." John Baptist, says the biographer,
wished to be perfect, and this wish made it incumbent upon him to
become poor. It was, as the saying is, as simple as that! The
procedure of becoming poor was all that remained to be finalised.
As has been noted earlier, the employment of the patrimony to
endow the community and· thereby guarantee its viability and
permanence had much to commend it, even in terms of the gospel
passage just quoted. As Blain says, the small band of schoolmasters,
now housed at the rue Neuve and preoccupied about their material
future, were the first ·'poor" that Providence had placed in John
Baptist's path, and who, moreover, had a special claim in that they
existed as a community only for the sake of the poor whom they
would continue to servc. And, after all, the enterprisc needed some
guarantee of subsistence: if the community did not find such a
guarantee in rhe funds at the disposal of their leader, where would it
be found? Hardly in the benefactions of other people who would
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deem it incomprehensible that the founder of the enterprise had
disposed of his wealth, as it must seem, without thought of the vital
need of it for the work he was undertaking. Conversely, no
reasonable person could possibly challenge the wisdom, or indeed
the admirable detachment, of M. de La Salle if he so generously
devoted his resources to the work of the schools. Nicolas Roland, so
deeply admired by John Baptist, had done as much for his own
enterprise. The rue Neuvc community would find calm and
assurance in such a move, and their vocations would be blessed with
renewed stability. Such persuasive views, says Blain, were expressed
ro M. de La Salle "by stWeral persons well-known for their religious spirit".
But the words of Perc Barre had made a profound impression on
John Baptist's mind: ((Divine Pllll,idencc must be the only foundation on
JI'IJich to establish the work of tbe Christian schools. EJ1f1)' other melms of
support is illapprOfniate for tbem; Imt that sir!!Jk Ol1e is Imshnkable, !11m the
schools tbemseh'es will remain umhakable so long as they bave 110 other
foulldntioll.1) Elevated views of this kind, however, arc not without
danger, as Blain comments, for those who would aspire to follow
them, and M. de La Salle, «bei1!!J the prudent man he was, flared the
possibility ofseifdelusiol/ in taking a path which few had taken beft".e, lmd","
tbe pretext ofseeking fJe1fection. It was, in facr, yet another dilemma in
the path of the Founder's faith journey, and a praycr in which he
sought enlightcnment is quoted by Blain at this srage. (The same
prayer is quoted, in almost identical terms, by Bernard, whose source
of it may therefore well havc been the Memoir of the Brgill1lings.):
"My God, I do not know whether I should endow the work or not. It is
not f01' me to establish communities, nor evell to know how they are to be
established. The tnsk is ~vours) to be accomplished in whatever waY)'OIIchoose. I dare not e"dow without knowing )'OU7 will in the matter. I shall
tllerefore contribute I/othil/g to the founding of Ollr commllnities. IfYO"
found them they will be wellfoul/ded. IfyOll do /tot fOllnd them they Ivill
remahl JlJithout foundation. I beg you to make known your Ivill to me."
The prayer indicates a clear leaning towards the daring exercise in
pure faith counselled by Perc Barre. But just a paragraph later, Blain
gives us another quotation from an cxchange between John Baptist
and his spiritual director on this question. In submitting his problem
to M. Jacques CaHoll, Superiorofthe Rhcimsseminary, John Baptist
expressed his personal conviction that he should freely dispose of his
possessions without benefit to the enterprise of the schools. But,
noting a less than enthusiastic reaction on the part of Father CaHou,
1)
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he added rhese words: "I shallllot dispose ofthem thus ifYO" do 1I0t thillk
I shollid. I shall dispose ofthem 01lly in aceoITlanee with YO"Y lVishes. If.'oll
tell me to keep something back, he it as little as five sous, I shall do so.
Taken together, the last two quotations provide an insight into
John Baptist'S state of mind at this juncture. He wishes to undertake
God's work in a disposition of total abandonment to the divine will,
an abandonment which includes unconditional truSt relating to
materiaJ resources. Yet he remains open to the possibility that the
heroic gesture may not, after all, be what God wants from him at this
stage. In fact, however, Blain tells us that the words of the second
quotation had the effect of transforming the reluctant attitude of
Father Callau: in Blain's terms, ((The humility, docility and mbmission
reflected hI what M. de La Salle said convinced the spitil1Jld direct01' that his
inspiration was from the Holy Spirit)), And, as it happened, an
opportunity occurred almost immediately for implemcnting III a
literal sense his gospel-inspired wish to "givc to the poor",
J)

The year 1684 was, says Blain, «productive OftlOthing bllt misery)} for
rhe people of France. A prolonged droughr resulred in famine, and
people crowded into the city of Rheims from the surrounding
countryside in search of food; normal work was brought virtually to
a standstill; the price of provisions rose so stecply that peoples lifesavings were quickly exhausted, Thesc and other stich details are
provided by rhe Founder's firsr biographers, especially Blain. One
would like to have found corroboration from other contemporary
documents, and one looked hopefully to our modern authorities on
the Founder for source references, Disappointingly none arc given,
Rigault seems to take his information directly from Blain; and even
Battersby, who can usually be counted upon to provide evidence
from independent sources to verify or illuminate Institute tradition,
offers none in this instance, though he does add the dccail, not
found in the Lasallian sourccs, that the winter in this year was so
severe that the Seine froze from side to side. Bernard is at variancc
with Blain and Maillefer in giving 1685, nor 1684, as the year in
which John Baptist began ro alleviare the sufferings of the stricken
poor. LCon de Marie Aroz indicates rhe winrer of 1683-84 as rhe
likeliesr dare.
About the manner of the Founder's distribution of his possessions
during this year of economic disaster, Miguel Campos enters a
correction of the impression given by Maillefer and Blain that the
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disposal was literally total. Maillefer testifies: ((He distributed all his
possessiom to the poor . .. )) and later, for emphasis, ((... hegnvc nw~y
eJJer)'tlJil1g)),- Blain's summing up is that ((be gnve t:!Jerything, keeping
1lothing bnck)). The earliest biographer, Bernard, docs indeed say
that, on the advice of his spiritual director, and ((in order not to tempt
P,ywidmce))J he kept sufficient capital to yield an annual income of
200 Iivrcs. Campos suggests that Maillcfer and Blain have been led to
exaggerate by their wish to emphasise the heroic quality of the
Founder's sacrifice: they are spiritualising the deed at the expense of
the historical detail of what happened. It seems corroborative of this
\'iew that ncither mcntions Bernard's detail of the annual interest of
200 livres. But when it is remembered that 200 livrcs was (as we
know from other plan~s in the biographies) deemed the minimum
sum needed for the upkeep of one Brothcr for a year, it would seem
that Bernard's own mention of the reservc of that meagre Sllm was
aimed at stressing by contrast the munificence of what was given
away.
At this point, Miguel Campos refers us to the researches of Leon
de Marie Aroz for evidence that "the requirement of charity which
led John Baptist de La Salle to dispose of his possessions in favour of
the poor cannot have cxceeded ccrtain limitations pre-imposed on
his generosity". Aroz points out that John Baptist at this time still
had responsibilities for the care of his younger brothers. He had
legally, bur temporarily, relinquished his guardianship in 1676 in
order to free himself for the preoccupations of his ordination to the
priesthood. Bur he had resumed the guardianship in 1680, and was
still responsihle in this year of 1684. Justice would not have allowed
him to disburse funds which were needed for his three brothers, still
in their minority, Jean-Louis, Pierre and Jean-Remy. But Aroz adds
that if John Baptist gave only what it was in his power, in justice, to
give, he gave all. The actual amount is of little importance in itself.
"lr was the intensity of the love with which he gave, that provided
the theological dimension for his self-impoverishment." Miguel
Campos quotes this judgment of Leon Aroz and adds the interesting
footnote that his confrhe's researches have incidentally brought to
light evidence of disinterested acts of beneficence on the part of the
Founder's brothers and his sister Marie, and suggests that this would
indicate a family predisposition towards generous charity.
The approximate amount of what John Baptist gave away can only
be guessed at. Blain says that the patrimony "approa-ehed the slim of
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forty thou.sand liJ11-esJ) but Battersby comments that this figure is
"almost certainly wrong, and is probably a misprint for 400,000
livres. The sum of 40,000 livres would hardly have been considered a
fortune in those days. ." The difficulty about this suggestion of
Bra Clair's is that (as the facsimile edition of Blain, published in the
Cahiers Lasallicns series, shows) the biographer wrote
,quarante
mille livres". A misprint of 40,000 for 400,000 would be more
understandable than a substitution of "quarantel) for "quatre cent n ,
Frere Emile Lett, author of les Premier> Biographes de Saint Jean
Baptiste de lA Salle, also suggests "more than 400,000 livres", as the
realistic figure and claims that the information provided by Frere
Bernard justifies such an estimate. Bernard's relevant information is
as follows: "(M. de La Salle) began thenfore to distribute his possessions to
the poor in the )m,· 1685 ... ami this wmt on for a eonsidemble le,lfJth of
time until he had very little left. Now the daily distribution of bread
a'mounted in value to about a hundred pistoles; there were besides prilJate
donations in 'money, . ,JJ A pistole was equivalent to 10 livres, so that,
according to Bernard, John Baptist's daily distribution amounted to
1000 Iivres. If the famine lasted more than a year (Blain says it lasted
two) Lett's calculation seems convincing enough. But Arol
considers it to be oUt of the question and substantiates his view by
reference [0 now available documentation on the Founder's family.
There is uncertainty also about what the figurcs mentioned would be
equivalent to in modern currency. An interesting discussion relevant
to this particular point can be found on pp.63-64 of Beginning': De
La Salle and his Brothers edited by Luke Salm FSC (Romeoville,
ff,

1980).
Incidentally, Leon de Marie Aroz has a comment on the purposes
to which, according to Bernard, the annual reserve of200 livres was
put by the Founder, namely "to make possible the kmg and difficult
jotmle)ls he had to ttlldermke, alld also to add to the libmry needed by himself
and the community)); in part, also, for the maintenance of the
community chapel. Aroz points out that when, thirty fivc years
later, John Baptist felt that his life was nearing its end, he made over
to his successor, Frere Barthelemy, by an act of cession dated 11
August 1718, his library which (as Aroz comments) amidst all the
diftlculties and disappointments he had endured, he had never
ceased to add to and enrich. This prompts a further reflection on the
part of Arol, namely, that perhaps the Founder, in thus caring for
his library and then formally bequeathing it to his successor, wished
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by his example, rather than by specific instruction, to show what
should be the ever-present concern of his community of educators;
to convey the principle that schoolmasters must never cease to be
students, that tcaching others necessarily involves teaching onself; in
a word, to show that he wished the pursuit of knowledge and
culture to be indissolubly linked with the vocation of teaching
Brother.
Accepting then Frere Bernard's assurance abollt this insignificant
reserve of 200 livre5, and allowing for whatever provision he felt
obliged, in justice, to make for those of his family for whom he was
still responsible as guardian, we may be Sllre that, by the time the
needs of the famine-stricken poor of RJlcims had absorbed his
personal resources, he was as bereft of material security as the men
who had challenged his right to speak to them about trust in the
providence of God. Ironically, these men now questioned the
wisdom of what he had done and, according to Blain, voiced an
anxiety about a future now more uncertain still, since their leader
was as poor and resourceless as themselves. But he was able now,
from a stronger position by far, to reassert his scrcnc confidcnce in
Providencc on whom alone, he reminded his disciples, the
community was founded. Moreover, his earlier assurances that
Providence would not fail them if they kept faith, had been tested
during the protracted famine and had been proved well-judged.
Both Blain and Maillefer quote a statement made by the Founder to
the community at this time:
«Think back, my dear Bmthm, to the trying times we have just come
through. Before your f)<s the pmine has sho!Vn !Vhat suffering it !Vas able
to bring to the poor and what inroads it could make into the resources of
the rich. This cif)f became little more than a workhouse for the poor who
fkxked to it il1 their misery to eke out lives thl"eate11cd with death by
salivation. Dun·'1g all this time, lvhen eve1J the rich IV&1'C unsure of
finding bread to buy, so 'Jlrt and precifJIts had it become, did yollgo short?
Thanks be to God, although we now hm'C no revenue, nor capital to
pnwide rCl'enuc JIle have seen these tlVO dreadful years come and go
without finding ourselves lacking what was necessary. We owe nothing to
anybody, though 111(JlIJ wealthy commtmities have brought disnster on
themselves by borro!Ving and by disadvantageous selling, in order to
prot'ide means of subsisteru:e.
It was as he had said it would be: Providence, the community's
sole foundation, had proved so soon a true foundation, And thus it
J

)J
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would continue so long as faith flourished as the distinguishing mark
of his followers. The biographers mention in this context that the
Founder used to say: "Our Brothers will stt1vive on cmuiitioll that they
remain poor. Bllt they lVilllost the spirit oftheir statt if they begill to look for
things over and ahuve wbat is necessa,.y for them. " The ivbzement-cleJ we
have considered in this chapter has demonstrated his claim to speak
on such matters. He had made himself poor with the poor, for the
sake of the poor. He had rcached a point in his journey of faith when
the road ahead was the only one that lay open to him. What that
road would lead him to was stillunccrrain and unclear - except for
the certainty and the clarity his faith gave him that Providence was
guiding him - and others with him - along it, step by sure step.
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7
Building Community
Miguel Campos next focuses attention on the growing awareness
of a community identity on the part of M. de La Salle and his
disciples and the shaping of the small company into what, in
history's perspective, was to be an enduring corporate force for the
work of Christian education. Dam Elic Maillefer provides the setting
initiating this development with words he uses about the life in what
he calls ({the cradle ofthe Institute)) - the house in the rue Neuvc. ((It
was then," he says, "that M. de La Sa/Ie bega.. to give them a JOn.. of
community; he prescribed a unifonu rule JOr each period ofthe day and made
sile'tue, as it were, a basic principle . . . )} Campos quotes the
authoritative view of Br. Maurice Hermans that the nature of this
((zt1Jifonn rule)) may be discoverable in the 21-page manuscript of a
apmtique ]ounIaJzere JJ preserved in the Institute archives. It is true

that this manuscript dates only from 1713, but it is so self-evidently a
revised and corrected version of an antecedent coutumier (Maurice
Hermans illustrates this in his edition of the primitive texts of the
Common Rule published as No. 25 in the Cahiers Lasal/iens) that
"one may, without any hesitation, recognise in it a witness to the
very first customs introduced into the little community at Rheims,
probably from the year 1682".
A look at Cahier Lasal/ien No. 25, therefore, affords an idea of the
daily routine followed by the earliest Lasallian community. It was an
austere regime. The day began at 4.30 a.m. and ended with
retirement at 9.00 p.m. The sixteen and a half hours ineluded four
and a half of spiritual exercises, seven of school work, including
preparation and study, one and a half of meals, and two of
recreation. The balance of school work with spiritual exercises
indicated from the beginning the specific nature of the community as
a group of men dedicated to a teaching apostolate for which they
derived their inspiration and spiritual strength from the liturgy and
from a prayer-life communal and personal. The benign presence and
example of their leader, sharing to the full in the life of his disciples,
had much to do with their generous response. The reminiscences on
which the biographers drew, provide an image of John Baptist
unfailingly present at the community exercises and ready, as need
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arose, to share the work of the classroom, at the same time shaping,
by his day to day advice, a pedagogy which quickly proved its validity
in the exterior success observable in the work of the schools. His
disciples' eagerness to emulate his own penitential practices was kept
in check by him because he was concerned, says Bernard, ((that they
should not weaken themselves fOr their work in school)).
Campos has an enlightening comment on the Founder's corporal
mortifications on which the source-biographies dwell at some: length
and in detail for this period in his life. Even these practices, he
suggests, were directed towards building community_ Mortifications
and prolonged prayer were seen, in 17th century French spirituality,
to be the indispensable but sure means of obtaining from God the
inspiration and light needed at moments of decision. In John
Baptist's case, says Campos, his mortifications must be seen in the
context of the singleness of purpose which animated him at this
period of gestation in the life of the new community, his
preoccupation to discern God's will and to accomplish it fully and
unconditionally.
It was a further sign of the Founder's conviction that prayer and
self-denial are a necessary preparation for productive decision-making
that when he deemed the time had come to convene a formal
assembly of the "principal Brothers", he invited them to inaugurate
this with a retreat, "in order))) says Bernard, u to draJv down upon
themselves all those gnu;es of the Holy Spirit without I.huh they would be
'mabie to take any wise measures for the fUture, but with whith they would
be able to resolve whatever difficulties arose in the course of their meeting. ))
The three biographers arc at variance in the detail of their accounts
of this delibetative assembly in the history of the Institute. Br.
Maurice Hermans has made a study of the divergences, published in
Cahier Lasallim No.2 and his analysis and ptoposed solutions make
interesting reading. Here it must suffice to accept, with Miguel
Campos, as reasonably established, the information on which his
thesis is based at this point. M. de La Salle convoked, for Pentecost
1686, an assembly of Brothers representing not only the basecommunity in Rheims itself, but also the small outposts of Rcthel,
Guise and Laon established by Adrien Nyel, who had gone back to
Rouen in October 1685.
The decision to hold this assembly signifies, as Campos points out,
that John Baptist saw himself as a fellow-member of a community
rather than as a superior in charge. The future of the small band of
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disciples was nor now rhe concern of himself only, nor even of
himself in consultation with the rue Neuve community, but the
concern of all. And this first assembly cr)'stallized the growing
realisation among these earliest Lasallians that henceforth their
individual existence was bound up with the corporate existence of a
society whose destiny was, under Providence, the responsibility of
each. It was their moment of recognition and acceptance that their
personal itineraries had come to a point of conjuncture, each with
that of the others, all with that of M. de La Salle. The latter, who
had reached that moment of recognition long before, confirmed
their understanding in an exhortation which he delivered to them on
the eve of their deliberations and of which Blain has preserved (no
doubt in his own words) the following fragment:
uYou will discover your life)s work ill the hook ofn:gll/ati011S which Ivill be
drawn up here; and the nlles which it will cOlltain will appear acceptable
to YOlt became YOlt yoltrselves will be the legislators. YOlt have reached the
point to which I wished to bring you. A nd now, as I observe your ferJJ(Jur
and )'Our pious dispositions, I wish to take steps to consolidnte your
situationJ to confinn YOU1· sense ofvoeationJ to strengthen YOUy fratenlal
Itnion, and to begin the comtrltctioll of the edifICe of which yot< are the
fttmdation stones.))
On these words it may be said that the rules which were to be
formulated by the assembly would be none other than the regulating
customs which had developed among John Baptist's disciples in the
process of living together during the previous four years. As Michel
Sauvage and Miguel Campos comment in their 1977 stud)' of the
Founder's spirituality, Annoncer I)EV«1?!Jile attx Pauvres) the
regulations drawn up at this first Institute assembly "were not
imposed from outside the community. They expressed and
regularised a lifestyle which the Brothers had already been practising.
They gave form to an intention to live in accordance with the tenets
of the gospel. They consolidated a situation and ensured stability in
providing a formula for an evangelical undertaking already entered
into. The act of 'codification' was the arrival-point of procedures
already tested; its effect was to unify with a view to further
development.
"
An clement of "further development" emerged already before the
termination of the assembl)'. M. de La Salle proposed to the
Brothers the idea of reinforcing the stabilit), of their community b),
binding themselves by vow. The impulse of their first fervour
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prompted a generous response: they would make the three dassic
vows of the religious life - thereby placing themselves, from this
earliest formalisation of their common enrerprise, in the tradition of
the canonical religious congregations - and they would bind
themselves for life. The response was ar least a spontaneous gesture
of total confidence in John Baptist's leadership, bur he would nor
have seen ir in thar way, and his own fesponse, in rum, was ro
moderate their ardouf and advise that they bind themselves only by a
temporary vow of obedience, to be renewed annually.
This 1686 assembly was notable for a further reason. The
biographers place in its context the first attempt of M. de La Salle to
surrender the sllperiorship of the community to one of its members.
They concur in interpreting this gesture as a manifestation of the
Founder's humility and of his desire ro be able to fulfil the vow of
obedience which he, too, had pronounced. But Miguel Campos
would have us sec more in it than just that. John Baptist, he says,
wished to educate the Brothers to being able to do without himself;
he wished, even at this early stage in the community's life, to set in
motion the generating principle of that life without being himself an
indispensable participant. In a word, he wished his disciples already
to take their destiny into their own hands. He believed it to be a
stultif)'ing anomaly that an enterprise which they had shared with
him rhus far, and to the realisation of which they had made a
contribution, should continue to Ica"e them with no responsibility
for its continuance and survival. The assembly yielded to his
arguments and elected Brother Henri L'Heureux in his place. But
the new situation was of brief duration: the idea of a cleric, and one
of such distinction as M. de La Salle, obeying a layman as a superior,
constituted another shock to the sensibilities of the Rheims haurmande. Complaints reached the ecclesiastical authorities and the
status quo was soon restored Relief was fclt by the Brothers - by
none more than the embarrassed Henri L'Heureux - and John
Baptist again accepted rhe intervention of higher authority as a sign
that God did not yet deem the moment ripe for the kenotic gesture
he had wished to make.
The year following this first assembly, 1687, is significant for the
history of education as well as for the internal history of what the
biographers now refer to as M. de La Salle's "little congregation"; but
the development which took place is of particular interest tor our
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present study because it demonstrates once again the idea of
community as understood by the Founder. Bernard tells us that
several country parish priests, having heard of the good being done
by the newly established "Christian Schools'\ petitioned M, de La
Salle for the services of a Brother for their rural parish. M. de La
Salle, says Bernard, fclt bound to give a negative response to such
petitions ((because he could only provide two Brothers together, since they
were obliged to live in community,)} The disappointed CUfes continued
to press their requests and a compromise solution was reached, with
John Baptist agreeing to lodge gratis at the rue Neuve, and to train in
the art of teaching, selected young men sent to him by their pastors,
A section of the house was set apart for the purpose and one of the
Brothers was given responsibility for their direction; the number of
students quickly rose to twenty-five, This establishing of a
((seminaire rk maims d'ecoles pour la campagne)} has been accepted by
historians of education as the pioneer work in the field of teachertraining (the claims of the only rival, Charles Demia, having been
frequently and sympathetically examined but finally disallowed).
Miguel Campos would have us note that the innovatory concept was
not the product of an inspired creative insight, but of a pragmatic
need to resolve a tension occurring between the plight of the isolated
village parishes (whose children, no less than those of the cities, cried
out to hear the good news of salvation) and John Baptist's deepset
conviction that the community principle was integral to the life of
his "little congregation" of Brothers.
One further development at this time is recorded by all three
biographers, onc which again was in no way due to an initiative of
John Baptist but which was the product of his response to what he
deemed to be an encouraging intervention of Providence, Some boys
of no more than fifteen years of age (presumably pupils or former
pupils of the Rheims schools) applied to be admitted to the
community. John Baptisc>s first reaction was to refuse, fearing, says
Blain, that these lads "would introduce a schoolboy spin'r J into the rue
Neuve establishment. But their persistence and apparent seriousness
finally won him over and he organized a separate routine for them
"appropriate,)} says Blain again, "to their age, , , but with a view to
nourishing their vomtu", and preparing them for the ministry of the
Brothers." The same .biographer goes into detail about thc
programme the Founder devised for them and describes it as ((one
calculated to inspire devotion and a spirit ofprayer without uverfiUing them
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or musing them boredom with a succession ofspiritun I exerci.res too serious, too
long and too contentrating. .. In the Founder's view they were "tender
plants to be cultnw.ted with care n . Bernard adds the detail that the
number of these young postulants soon rcached a dozen or so.
J)
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8
The Mave to the Capital
The next significant advance in the community's development
wwards maturity was the extension of the work to Paris. When
Archbishop Lc Tellier had become aware of}ohn Baptist's intentions
in this regard he had made overtures to rctain the Brothers
exclusively within his own diocese of Rheims, offering financial
resources and diocesan status. The biographers variously interpret
the Founder's motives for respectfully declining the Archbishop's
offers: M. de La Salle wished to honour an assurance he had some
years previously given [0 the parish priest of Saint-Sulpice that he
would one day provide Brothers for the school there; Perc Barre had
convinced him that a move to the metropolis was in accordance
wirh God's plans; the already-founded schools in Rheims and the
nearby towns were producing so much good that it would not be
right to restrict the expansion of the work; the capital was the
necessary (entre from which the work could radiate throughout the
rest of France; and, more personally, John Baptist welcomed an
opportunity to withdraw himself from the inhibiting influences of
his native city. Blain is the only one to add considerations which
modern commentators believe went closest to the heart of the
matter. ((The city of JUJeims, wrote the official biographer, ((lVhich
had given birth to the ellte1prisc, would have become its tomb if it had
remained within its bounds. The Society would 1l0t hape been able to live
according to its own ntlcs, being subjected to IvlJatever prescriptions successipe
ecclesiastical superiors would choose to impose. How many times it would bave
experienced changes of this kind withlJ1tt ever bei'1!J ahk to estahlish
,,,,varying mks for itself Still kss woukl it have heen abk to envisage status
as a religious Congregation, its constitutions apprm1cd by fume and the vows
of religion pronounced under the saffle authority. The Supcn·or of the
Institute IIJOU /d halle remained dependen t on tbe changing attitudes of
individual pastors, not necessarily sympathetic to him, and his Brothers)
confidence in him- would have been shaken and his autlJon·ty weakened.
In other words (as expressed by Miguel Campos) the autonomy of
tbe developing society was in question: to have accepted Archbishop
Lc Tellier's offers would have been to put at risk the community's
independence vis-a-vis its own furure. MoreovCf, John Baptist had
1)

1)
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reached, as we have seen, the profound conviction that the work was
to be founded on Providence alone: the financial security proposed
by Le Tellier and intended as an inducement was, in John Baptist's
logic, a persuasive reason for a negative response. Incidentally
Campos comments also on the significance of this shift in the
relationship between the Founder and the Archbishop. His
deference to Le Tellier's wishes had been exemplified in the two
initiatives towards resigning the canonry. But now his commitment
to the viability and consolidation of the community was the
overriding consideration in all his procedures, and although, as
Bernard says, "he listened respectfully to thegracious proposals ofthe prelate
and expressed the utmostgratitude and humble appreciation of the kindnesses
he wished to bestolV))) he presented his motives for refusal so convincingly that, in Maillefer's words, "the prelate appeared to approve his
rmsom and spoke no more about the matter)).
Leaving the direction of the Rheims community in the capable
hands of Henri L'Heureux, John Baptist set off for the capital,
accompanied by two Brothers of proven teaching ability, arriving on
24th February 1688. It was, says Campos, "a journey into an
uncertain future, into a future made up of responses to new needs,
of misunderstandings, of persecutions even. ." and monitored at
every stage by a single-minded determination to maintain the
enterprise in rhe line traced out for it by Providence, and sustained
by an unwavering confidence that the same Providence, which was
the only foundation of the work, would not fuil him.
He placed himself and his twO disciples at the disposal of the parish
priest of Saint-Sulpice, Claude de la Barmondiere. The situation was
new to John Baptist's experience in that he was being asked, not to
establish a school where nonc had existed before, but to bring aid to
one which functioned badly. Thc tall gaunt building on the rue
Princesse, to the north of the rhurch of Sainr-Sulpice, housed two
hundred pupils whom the priest in charge, the Abbe Compagnon,
helped by a weaving instructor and a boy monitor, was failing utterly
to keep in order, let alone educate. It was, to say the least, a
disconcerting state of affairs for John Baptist, but his tolerance and
tactful consideration were admirably brought to bear in a manner
described by Maillefer: ((His religious spirit a/Ui patie1JU were seve17:~Y
tried. But he contellted bimself at this early stage with exbol'tbzg his two
companions to bide their time ami not become discoumged by the difficulties
facilzg them. He told them that there was ,-cason to hope that the problems
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would sort themselves Ottt with time. . He knew indeed what IVas needed to
put things .ight, but he held b"ck out ofconsideration jOr M. Compagmm's
fielings, not lvishing to suggest any changes whith would cause the abbe
embarmssment. . . M oreaver, be hoped that by pcinting out, with the
utmost discretion, the disadvantages of the existing routine of the school, he
would bring the "bbe himself to improve things, "nd th"t thus the school
would begin to junct£on well without its be£ng apparent that he himselfhad
anything to do with the improvement. »
John Baptist was, in fact, well aware that Compagnon considered
that he and the two Brothers had come to Saint-Sulpice merely to
help him in his unequal struggle with the unruly children, but not to
take over the direction of the school. The fact that he was willing to
go along with this ambivalent situation for several weeks - and in
the constructive way suggested by Maillcfer's assessment - speaks as
much for his conviction that a beginning in Paris was now timely for
his society, as for his patient forbearance. But when, in due course,
the parish priest formally requested him to assume full responsibility
for the direction of the rue Princessc establishment, thc changes he
felt in consciencc obliged to introduce inevitably ruffled sensibilities.
Changes like the organisation of a fixed timetable, the introduction
of a daily catechism lesson, daily attendance at Mass for all pupils,
insistence on silcnce at certain times - all of which produced a
marked improvement in thc behaviour of the pupils and in the ethos
of the school - could not fail, despite the tactfulness of John
Baptist's procedures, to seem a standing reproach for M.
Compagnon. The weaving instructor, Rafrond by name, was deeply
offended by John Baptist's decision to rt:duce the time hitherto spent
by the pupils in manufacturing articles which Rafrond was allowed to
sell for his personal profit. Rafrond was aware that the parish priest
had previously supported the use of the workshop for the pupils on
the grounds that they would thus learn good habits of industry. Bur
his complaints to La Barmondierc about the new superintcndent's
curtailment of this activity fell on deaf ears, because the cure could
see only too well the improvements that werc taking place in the
principal activities of the school. Rafrond withdrew his services in the
hope offorcing the cures hand, but John Baptist thereupon showed
that he intendcd the trade teaching to continue in the programme by
inviting Rafrond to teach his skills to one of the Brothers.
The rest of this part of the story is a sad affair of criticism and
calumny, initiated by Compagnon and RafT-ond and fostered (says
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Blain with a nice touch of irony) by the parish association of
charitable ladies - a campaign which achieved its purpose of causing
M. de La Barmondicre to suggest to M. de La Salle that it would be
better for the peace of the parish if he were to return with his
Brothers to Rheims. John Baptist accepted the suggestion without
demur and proceeded to make preparations for the withdrawal. In
due course, manifesting not the slightest acrimony, he called on the
parish priest to take formal leave, his whole demeanour expressing
courtesy and respect. La Barmondiere, whose personal qualities of
piety and integrity arc vouched for by Blain, knew a saint when he
saw one, and he changed his mind and asked for time to think over
the matter. Again John Baptist reacted graciously and agreed to
continue the work for as long as the services of himself and his
Brothers were required.
Three months later La Barmondiere resigned as parish priest and
was succeeded by Henri Baudrand who promptly manifested his
confidence in M. de La Salle by diplomatically promoting
Compagnon to the administration of the parish liturgy, thus
diverting him from further harassment of the patient men at the rue
Princesse. And just one year later, in January ]690, he requested
John Baptist to provide Brothers for a second parish school in the
rue du Bac, a request unhesitatingly agreed to by the Founder who
summoned Brothers from Rheims to take up the new
responsibilities. Between the two schools, some five hundred boys
were now receiving the beneficent influence of the sainC>s pedagogy.
What perhaps impresses most as one reads the derails of this
episode, as recounted by Blain and Maillefer, is the total flexibility
shown by John Baptist amidst the jostling to which he was subjected
during these first months in Paris. He evinced no great hurry to take
over the full direction of the rue Princesse school, seeming content
to provide assistance for the incompetent M. Compagnon, and
concerned to avoid upsetting the latter in the process. When asked
to assume full charge of the school he agreed because he believed he
should defer to the parish priest's authority. He took no apparent
umbrage at the campaign of criticism, and even vilification, that was
launched against him, but with the support of his tWO disciples
continued to work a visible transformation in the school. When the
misled M. de La Barmondiere asked him to withdraw there was no
sign of dudgeon, and when the parish priest changed his mind and
asked him to stay, he and his Brothers merely unpacked their few
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bdongings and resumed work in the schools. It is all deeply edifying
but, more significantly, it helps us to appreciate more fully the
motivation of the adamant inflexibility which he was now about to
manifest in face of a suggestion of M. Baudrand - of that samc
parish priest who had treated him morc graciously than the
vacillating La Barmondiere had done.
Baudrand's suggestion sprang from his dissatisfaction with the garb
the Brothers had adopted, a strange-looking melange, designed
rather to shuw what the wearers were not - ncither priests nor
secular persons - than what they were. People in the street were
openly laughing at the calf-length robe, the broad-brimmed hat, the
serge stockings, the mantle with its no-purpose sleeves. A shame,
thought the parish priest, that the splendid work being
accomplished in the two Saint-Sulpicc schools should be associated
in the public's mind with such a bizarre costume: normal clerical
dress would be much more appropriate! And M. Baudrand, as Blain
makes clear, fclt that, as cure of such an important parish, a
benefactor who had given the new society a firm foothold in the
capital city, he had a right to expect M. de La Salle to yield to his
wishes in this matter.
But John Baptist saw the intervention in a different light, well
expressed by Michcl Sauvage in a passage of his work Catichese et
LaiCflt} quoted here by Miguel Campos: ''It was a question not of a
mere form of dress but of a principle, that of the internal autonomy
of the community. The Brothers were indeed collaborators of the
parish priests in the sphere of the apostolatc, and were subject to
their authority in that domain; but in matters of internal
organisation they were independent. There could be no question of
allowing any parish priest to interfere with that organisation. The
cohesion of the community and, in the final analysis, the success of
the apostolate, demanded intransigence in the matter".
But John Baptist was not content merely to adopt an intransigent
stance - a "take us as we arc or let us go elsewhere" attitude. He paid
his parish priest and benefactor the courtesy of composing a c1oselyargued memoir, explaining why he could not accede to the proposal
for a change in the Brothers' habit. The care which John Baptist
brought to the composition of this memoir can be discerned from
the manuscript in his handwriting which the Institute is fortunate to
possess. It is obviously a first draft, not the fair copy which,
presumably, was handed to M. Baudrand. The numerous erasures
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and alterations visible in the extant manuscript betokcn the care and
effort expended on what its author clearly saw to be an important
statement at this moment in the community's development, a
statement of which Maurice Hermans has written that ('it docs more
than expound the reasons why the distinctive habit must be
retained: it constitutes at several points a judicious recapitulation of
the community's conditions of existence and an adumbration of the
status to which the community was entitled to aspirc".
Miguel Campos quotes this assessment by Hermans and thcn
continues: "The arguments presented by the memoir arc not the
product of a thcory but the record of an experience which John
Baptist had lived through for now several years. They arc firmly
based on what he had observed and evaluated at first hand. The tcxt
represents the crystallisation of an experiment in community living,
and by that very fact it provides a revelation of the Founder's
personal religious development. In this document John Baptist de
La Salle appears clearly as a man totally dedicated to the service of a
lay community which has its raison d'crre in the welfare of the poor.
He demonstrates by the assurance of his arguments that the
'Community' (the Founder's only term throughout the document,
where it appears forty times, for the young Society as a whole) is
God's work, and that the sum of his own energies must accordingly
be applied to the task of maintaining it in the line wil1ed by God,
leaving himself open meanwhile to the further guidance and
protection of providence." Such an assessment is the basis of
Campos's choice of the Memoir on the Habit as a parole-Im-ce for this
stage of John Baptist's faith-journey, and our guide now proceeds to
analyse and comment upon the document in that perspective.
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9
The Memoir on the Habit
The Founder's own heading for the document is descriptive:
({WhethC1' it is appropriate to change or to keep the habit which the Bmthers
ofthe Comnumity ofthe Christian Schools wear at present.» But the subheading he gives to the opening section shows that the issue he is
taking up has wider implications:

ClO n

the

1laN,"

of this Community,

mm who they are JVho compose it. JH And his inaugural statement is
already enlightening on his understanding ofrhl' nature ofrhl' work
God had called him to do:
('This Commu.nity is ttS1tally called the Community of the ChriStial'l
Schools, and at present is folmded orlly on Providnlce. TlJose Ivha live in it

keep a RJ,/e and are depelu1mtftr eve1ytiJing, having 110 personalprope11y,
and obst1Ve complete tmif017nity.))
The presentation of the Community as uftu1u:ied only on
Providence», comments Campos, is in the first place a declaration of
the status, as yet unofficial, of the Community. But more
significantly it points to a characteristic and essential trait of this
congregation: its existence is not the result of a human initiative but
only of an intervention of Providence: it is God who has founded it,
not a r:tan. It is reasonable to perceive a close link between this
insight and the personal experience of John Baptist as revealed to us
in the Memoir of the Beginnings. It was God alone, ((who directs all
thirws with wisdom cmdgentleness JJ, who had raised up the Community
and given it cohesion and identity. John Baptist had not, as he
understood it, founded the Community: he had simply accepted to
do what God willed him to do, as each step was made known to
him.
The mention, thus early in the document~ that the members of the
Community ((keep a Rule JJ is a reference, of course, to what had been
approved four years earlier at the rue Nellve assembly, but its
meaning goes deeper: it signifies that the Community is a meetingpoint of mcn who posscss no personal goods and have no human
guarantees ofsecurity, but who have elected, because oftheir faith in
*Quotations from the documenr are given throughout this chapter in the translation
by Bro. Clair Battersby who included the Menwir in his De 1ft Sa/It:: Letters and
/)(}C.men" (1952).
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God, to (obseJ1'( complete unifonnityJJ so as to educate OIlC another in
sharing the teaching mission of their Lord and Saviour.
In his next statement John Baptist specifies the details of the
Community's mission:
"The members of this Community are occupied in tenchi1VJ ingratuitous
schools, in towns 01l/y, and in teaching catechism evel)' day, (men on
Slt1ldays ami feasts. "
In this affirmation again (continues Campos) the conscience of M.
de La Salle is clearly revealed. It is integral to the Community's raison
d'ctre that its members receive no personal payment for their work,
that they bring the good news of salvation to the poor freely - as
freely as Jesus Christ himself had brought it. The passage reveals also
John Baptisfs concern to draw attention to the identifying feature of
the work thus gratuitously accomplished: the task was to be carricd
out in schools, and this presupposed both stability and continuity.
And the apostolic aim is no less firmly defined: the pupils of these
schools are to be trained in the Christian faith through what,
therefore, is to be considered the principal occupation - catechetical
insrruction every day.
The mention "in tOlVnsonlyJJ has also significance. John Baptist had
refused to send Brothers individually to rural parishes, but he had
established in Rheims a training-college to provide for this need,
independently of the Community'S own urban apostoJate. In his
understanding, the effectiveness and continuity of the schools'
mission depended on the depth of community life lived by the
teachers, on the degree of spiritual and professional formation
mutually cultivated in a communitarian setting. His teachers were
men of faith; but the}' became better teachers in a community of
faith, helping one another to live disinterestedly according to agreed
rules, their attention centred on God's purpose in their lives.
Interestingly, it is the project for the training of tcachers for the
rural parishes which is mentioned next in the Memoir:
aCare is given «iro to the training of teeuhen for country districts, in a
house sepa.mte from the community, and which is ca/Ied a semillary.
Those who are trai,ltd there remain only a few years u1Itil they are ji'lly
prepared both with regani to piety and their work. They are taught
siugiug, readi1lg ami writiug perfectly. They have boani a,ttl lodgi,'IJ ami
ialtmiryfree. 111 dlte cOlIne they are placed in a hamlet or village as ckrks,
and when they have secured a post, they have flO further connection with
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the Community except in so faJ' as is polite ami becoming. They are,
bUlvever, weleomed back fOr the purpose of maki"g retreats. "

In placing this information so early in his apologia, John Baptist
manifests his personal high evaluation of this offshoot of the
Community's apostolic endeavour. But he is also showing that
though the training of the lay-teachers for the one-man schools in
the rural areas is dictated by the indispensable need for community
life in the Brothers' calling, it is the influence of that community life
which reaches out to the country children through the men who
have absorbed something of the spirit which animates the
Community. Significant in this connection is the detail that the
trainee-teachers "have board and Indgi"g a"d /au,uiry free". The
principle of gratuity is operative herc, as elsewhere, for the
Community is founded on Providence alone.
Next in the Memoir comes a reference to the young people who,
back in Rheims, had expresscd a wish to join the Community and
whom John Baptist, responding to what he believed to be a
providential indication, had formed into a third community within
the rue Neuve property:
"In this Community also are trained youths who have intelligence and
some dispositi<m w piety, wben tbey are judged suitable, and when tbey
tbemselves apply w enter the Commu"ity. Tbey are received from tbe age
offOurtem or over. Tbey are formed to the practice ofmental prayer and
tbe other exercises ofpiety. Tbeyare i"stntcted in all tbat is contained i"
the tatechism, and tbey are taught w read a,ui write perfectly. These
youths, who are trained and brought up in the Community, have house,
omtory, exercises, board and recreation separate. Their exercises are
different and are proportio"ed to the pme"t development of their mi"ds
a,ui w what they will have to M in the ji,cure. "

The impression left by these lines (suggests Campos) is that John
Baptist accepted persons so you ng (provided they were judged
suitable and had spontaneously expressed the wish to join the
Community) because he considered them already capable of
developing a sense ofcommunity essential {(to what they will have to do
in the future)'

In thus listing the name and purpose of the Community and the
nature of its activities, the Founder was declaring that the little
congregation of the Christian Schools already possessed a sense of
identity, a consciousness of autonomous corporate existence. The
members, he was saying, constituted a living unity, expressing itself
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in a mission proper to itself. We notice that so far there is no
mention of the "habit n , despite the purpose of the document as set
down in its heading. The essential truth to be established, before
what he says about the habit can carry credibility, is that it is an
established community which has consciously and deliberately
adopted the garb which the parish priest deems unacceptable. And
in this connection, it was important for M. Baudrand, and anyone
else who might have occasion to read the Memoir} to realise from the
beginning that M. de La Salle drafted his defence as a member of the
Community rather than as its superior (the term "I" appears
nowhere throughout the document). It was true that he was the
recognised head and it had fallen to him in that capacity to write the
Memoir; but he was not defending a personal choice, with
undertones of aggrieved self-importance. He was voicing the will of
the Community, of an autonomous body of men, established and
sustained by a Providence whose instrument he was.
The lay character of the Community is next emphasised:
"Those who compose this community are all laymen, without dasst"cal
stlldies, and oflittle cult.m. Providence permitted that SO"", ofthose who
applied, who had received the tomure or who had begml their
humanities, failed to rttllain. }}
The lay status of the Brothers' vocation has been the object of
much study in recent times, and Miguel Campos refers us at this
point to such major contributions as Michel Sauvage's Oltichese et
Laicat and an extended articlc in Lasallianum I by G. SanchezMoreno Izaguirre FSC. Campos's own commcnt centres on the
Founder's phrase just quoted, "without classical studies}}} a phrase, he
suggests, hardly to be taken as an apologia for ignorance from a man
who was known to be insistent on professional competence for his
group of schoolmasters. It was meant only to convey that the
Brothers were unambitious laymen who aspired not at all to making
their mark in either a secular or an ecclesiastical career.
The text expands on this question:
cCYolttbs who have started their humanities} howcvcy} Rlillnot be refused,
bllt they will be received 0I11y OIl conditio" that theygive lip the muly ofthe
classus because, in the first p/iu:e, this will not be necessary for them;
secondly} because it might subsequently become an enticement for them to
leave tbeir state; and thirdly} because the commtmity exercises and the
occttpation of teaching require one's whole attention.}}
It would be regrettable and misleading, says Campos, to read these
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words of the Memoir simply in the negative sense to which, it must
be admitted, they lend themselves. John Baptist was himself a
lifelong devotee of study, and believed that such devotion should
characterise his Brothers. It would be contrary to the evidence of his
life and writings to reduce this parr of the document to a claim that
the Founder wished to keep his Brothers in ignorance so that they
would not be tempted to leave their vocation. He was too convinced
that each of them, no Jess than himself, had a personal «itinerary" to
follow under God's guidance, for him to impose restraints on them
of such a kind. No, says Campos, John Baptist, in the words just
quoted, is stressing the totality of the commitment which his men
have voluntarily accepted. Community living, entered into for a
common mission, requires singleness of purpose: to be a Brother of
the Christian Schools (the reader of the Memoir was to understand)
meant having a unique, indivisible identity. It must have seemed a
bold claim so early in the history of the community, but John
Baptist's experience of the ways of Providence was its firm basis.
Campos detects in the clause, H . . becallse the community exerrises
alld the occupation of teaching require oneJs whole attC'tltion», an early,
indirect enunciation of a principle which came to be seen as a
cornerstone of the Founder's understanding of the nature of the
Brothers' vocation. Already he is here linking the spiritual exercises
and the school duties in a unified entity demanding the Brother's
total preoccupation. The exercises have for their purpose the
preservation and strengthening of the cvangelical dimension in thc
work of the school; the school work gives expression to the
evangelical inspiration and becomes thereby an extension of Christ's
tcaching ministry. The principle would find a later and better-known
formulation in the rccommcndation of the Collection ofShort Treatises:
"Do not discrimi1l4te between the particular duties ofyour state and those
whiciJ refer to )'our salvation and peifeetion. Be convinced thatJou will n.evn'
effect your salvation m{)Ye asmredly, or acquire greater peifeetion than by
ji,ljilling IVell the duties ofyour state, provided you M so IVith the vieIV of
doi,'B the IVill of God. "
Only at this point, when he has delineated the specific and
inaJienablc characteristics of the Community of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools, demonstrating its unique nature both as to its
religious inspiration and its apostolic mission, docs John Baptist
broach the subject of the habit worn by his disciples. He begins with
a simple but detailed description of the ((distinctive)} dress, dwelling
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in particular on the motives which had prompted the adoption of
the unusual type of mantle - what the Memoir variously calls the
n . But the net effect (and intention) of this
H casaque" or the C(cnpote
description, according to Campos's reading, is to stress the identity
of a calling to a particulr task. It was the ((c«pote n which (according to
Bernard) the Founder, after considerable hesitation, had given his
disciples in response to their lCi1J.Sistent requests tbat he should choose a
fonn of dress that n'Ould distinguish them altogether from secular persons".
And the idea of adopting the clerical mantle in response to those
requests, an idea which had exercised the Founder's mind for some
length of time, was finally rejected both for practical reasons
indicated in the Memoir, and because, wearing such a mantle, the
Brothers ((would have seemed to be fashionably dressed clen'cs when they
».>ere ,wt clerics at alln . The vocation of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools was distinct from that of secular persons and from that of
clerics; the habit they wore, correspondingly distinct (to the point of
seeming bizarre) from both a secular and a clerical style of dress,
symbolised and proclaimed the fact. God had brought into existence
this body of men single-mindedly dedicated to the task of mediating
salvation to the poor through education. Their garb served as a
constant reminder of the tact to its wcarers, and challenged others
gradually to accept as providential a phenomcnon which they had
not yet understood. And the Memoir commentS apropos:
"I" all communities Jvhere the members have 1'10 personal belollgi'Ws and
practise tmiformity in e1'<ryching, as in that ofthe Christit'" Schools, the
habit is either distinctive from the beginni'ifJ or becomes so eventually. It
seellts more appropriate for the good of the commtmity that the habit
should be distinct£ve from the beginning, mther than that it should
become so later, because it is then not so easily changed and because the
habit Ivhich has allvays been distinctive takes away nil enticement to adopt
the fashion and manners ofdress of the people of the world. "
If certain passages of the Memoir like the last clause of the extract
just quoted, seem to suggest that the Founder is concerned to keep
his men insulated against all temptations to leave their vocation, and
that he is advocating a community defensively closed in upon itself,
contrary evidencc, as Miguel Campos points out, is to be found in
the dynamism already manifested in the growth and success of the
schoolwork and in the initiative of the teacher-training. If, ag<lin, the
wording of the Memoir here and there conveys, at first sight, an
impression of simple men being constrained to remain tme to their
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vocation, such an impression, suggests Campos, is invalidated by a
deeper study of the text against the background of its historical
setting, of what the biblical scholar would call its "Sirz im Leben".
The Memoir is describing a process ofstabilisation in the transition of
the Community from a group of modestly-salaried schoolmasters to
a society rapidly accumulating the characteristics of traditional
religious life. The uniform and unique style of dress that had been
adopted was, in the Founder's argument, a psychological aid to
developing in its wearers a sense of stability, of steadfastness, in the
challenging process in which they were caught up. That it was not
seen as a "constraint", or certainly not effective as such, was only too
evident from the number of withdrawals from the Community
which provided a callse for cOllcern for John Baptist at this time.
A further point made by Campos is that the clement of"separation
from the world" which figures in the argumentation of the Memoir is
nor to be read as an adverse value judgement on the world.
Paradoxically, the Brothers observed "separation from the world" in
order to be berter fitted to exercise a function within the world. The
habit they wore manifested to the world that they were not
motivated in their task by worldly considerations. The habit was
their way of saying to the world what St. Paul had said to the
Ephesian ciders at Miletus: "I coveted no-one's gold or silver or
apparel. You yourselves know that these hands ministered to my
necessities and to those who were with me. In all things I have
shown you that by so toiling one must help the weak, remembering
the words of the Lord Jcsus: <It is more blessed to give than to
recei ve.'"
A section of the Memoir which has drawn criticism in the past, and
which is not calculated to find an immediate sympathetic response in
roday's world, is one headed, HO n changes in general)). At face value
the vicws here expressed by John Baptist seem to reflect the kind of
inflexibility of character which provoked hostility in his lifetime.
Thus he writes:
((There are fill' changes which are not prejudicial to a community,
particularly when it is a questWll ofmatten in the least degree important.
Changes are always a mark ofimomtancy and oflittle scnbility. Stability,
hOJlJeI'c)", in jJl"tUtUes, customs and points ofrnle, appears to be ont ofthe
chiefsupports ofa community. One cha1Jge opens the doors to othen, ami
ordinarily leapes a bad imprem·on on the minds ofall, or at least some, of
tbe members ofthe commlmity. Most ofthe disorders and in-egularities in
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a community come fiwn a too great facility with which changes are
admitted.
)J

Miguel Campos deems it appropriate to dwell on the inflexibility
suggested by such asseverations because, in his view, this
characteristic is not marginal to the Memoir but a central concept.
But his discussion serves to show the positive aspect of the Founder's
attirude in this, and to demonstrate convincingly that to equate his
inflexibility with self-opinionated srubbornness (as some of his
opponents pretcnded to in his lifetime) is to misread his meaning
totally. Thc details of]ohn Baptist's personal history lip to the point
of his composing the Memoir on the Habit provide a sequence of
dramatic changes to which he had constructively yielded in the firm
conviction that such mutations were directed by Providence. The
community itself was the product of a series of developments, each
of which constituted a species of change. Neither John Baptist nor
the Brothers excluded the possibility of change; but no change,
whether prompted by circumstances exterior to the community or
by developments within, was admitted without long deliberation
aided by prayer and penance. In facr, the seeming finality of the
passage just quoted is immediately qualified by these further words
of the same section:
"Hence it is a maxim accepted by all those who have some experience of

community life that, before allowing any change to be introduced, it is
essential to give the matter serious thought and examine with care the

good or evil efficts which may result; but having once allowed a thing to be
established} it is necessary to be very circumspect in order not to overthrow
it} except through an unavoidable necessity. )J

The Memoir} then, is not to be read as a "nO-Change" manifesto,
the product of a closed mentality. rts argument is conducted
specifically on the question of the religious habit and the change
proposed by the parish priest ofSaint-Sulpiee. This happened to be a
change whieh neither John Baptist nor his disciples deemed to be
desirable at that point in the Community's development. The
Founder's intransigence in this matter derived its strength simply
from his experience of God's will from the beginnings of the
community, and from the profound sense of responsibility that had
developed in him for keeping the enterprise of the Christian Schools
true to the divine intention. In defending the claims of his Brothers
and himself in the matter of the habit he was defending the work of
God as he understood it. And, as Blain is at pains to point out,
!OI

worried to find himself in disagreement with his parish priest and
benefactor, he did not fail to consult persons of known wisdom and
disinterestedness, like M. Tronson and M. Baiihin (both
conveniently at hand in the nearby seminary), who advised him to
remain firm. To arrive at a valid assessment ofJohn Baptist's attitude
in this matter we need to substitute the word "fidelity" for the word
"intransigence" or its synonym "inflexibility". The Founder believed,
and his advisers believed with him, that fidelity to God's purpose and
fidelity to the persons involved in that purpose - the Brothers and
the poor whom the Brothers were called to serve - required him to
resist a change which did not tally with what his experience had
shown him and which he saw as a danger to the enterprise.
The Memoir on the Habit} concludes Miguel Campos, was a defence
ofthc raison d'ctre of a living community, a community in process of
building structures for the sole purpose of rendering to God's people
the service God called for. In this sense the Memoir gave thematic
form to a development extending over a period of almost nine years,
from the first encounter between John Baptist and Adrien Nyc!
down to the arrival in Paris. From the beginnings the random group
of schoolmasters, untrained and unorganised, had been influenced
by the successive procedures of M. de La Salle, himself responding at
every step to what he had discerned to be God's purpose. The needs
of the group and the lack of schools for the poor had brought him
gradually to the recognition that he was the one chosen by
Providence to meet those needs. From the humblest beginnings, the
community had progressively assumed a structured form, with rules,
vows (still, of coursc, only private in status, but pronounced with
total acceptance of their binding nature), a distinctive habit, an
original nomenclature. Far from inhibiting the apostolic effort, these
structures, developed from within the Community itself and not
imposed from above, had enabled the Brothers to recognise
themselves as a community of laymen summoned by God to devote
(in the etymological sense of that word) their energies and gifts to the
fulfilment of a common mission, the establishing and directing of
schools for the poor, in total abandonment to the will of Providence,
in total detachment from considerations of personal advantage. The
choice of the particular form of dress to be woro, uniformly, by the
members of this community, was a carefully considered and
deliberate choice, a "structure" needed for a purpose which only
thosc who chose it could appreciate. Its critics knew nothing of the
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experience which had led to this choice, and it is not surprising that
they found the result eccentric. The Community was a new
phenomenon in the history of salvation. People must come to
recognise this fact, and their gradual acceptance of the garb
symbolising the uniqueness of the foundation would be a help to
that end. But to change it now and to substitute for it the recognised
clerical dress which was proposed, would remove an element from
the catefoUy-balanced structure of the whole, and the foture of the
enterprise would be at least impaired, if not completely jeopardiscd.
It was because John Baptist perceived these implications more
sharply than anyone that he took such pains to answer the objections
of Henri Baudrand, and it is because the answer derived from its
writer's profound experience of God's intervention in his own life
that the resulting Menwir on the Habit can be seen, in accord with
Miguel Campos's thesis, as a parole-forcc telling us much about a
particular stage in our Saint's spiritual journey.
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10
From Community to Society
The hostile attitude of M. Compagnon and the dissatisfaction of
J\1. Baudrand with the Brothers' garb were only two of the
problems, and not the most worrying, that confronted John Baptist
during the carly years in the capitaL In particular, not long after his
departure from Rheims a counter-current to his hopes and plans
developed in a growing number of withdrawals from the
Community and a lack of applications to join. According to Blain,
the situation towards the end of1690 had rcached crisis proportions.
When he set off for Paris in 1688 the Founder left behind in Rheims
a community of sixteen Brothers together with the joint
communities of the student-teachers and the young aspirants,
comprising some fifty persons in all. The general direction had been
entrusted to Henri L'Heureux, but when the Founder had
sufficiently settled in Paris he decided to call L'Hcurcux to the capital
with a view to preparing him for the priesthood. (fhe idea of
resigning the superiorship remained persistent in his mind, and he
believed that his first attempt had failed only becausc L'Heureux was
not a priest.) The Brother appointed to take over the direction of
affairs at the rue Ncuvc was, according to Blain, exacting and lacking
in discretion - an effcct presumably of a combination of
inexperience and an excessive sensitivity to the weight of his
responsibility. News percolated through to John Baptist of unrest in
Rheims and he made arrangements for the young aspirants, the
((petits FreresJJJ as Blain caJls them, to come to Paris to be under his
own carc. The "seminary" for the country schoolmasters at the rue
Neuve gradually disintegrated; of the community ofsixteen Brothers
eight withdrew. John Baptist'S hopes of replacements from the
youngsters he had summoned from Rheims were dashed when,
having yielded to a request from the parish priest (Baudrand, whom
John Baptist felt he must oblige in this mattcr since he could not in
the matter of the habit) that these be allowed to serve at the
liturgical ceremonies in the great parish church, he saw them lose
interest in the Brothers' calling and return to their homes.
A further cause for alarm was provided by certain Paris lay
schoolmasters who already began to see the success of the Brothers'
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work as a threat to their own careers. So aggressively hostile was their
campaign that, aecotding to the biographers, John Baptist at one
point camc ncar to withdrawing the Brothers from their two schools
and returning with them to Rhcims, and he would have done so had
not his spiritual director (not named in this particular contcxt) made
it a matter of conscicnce for him to stand his ground. Othcr tests of
his faith came in the form of the death of Brother Henri L'Heurcux
and of a serious illness sustained by himself during a visit back to
Rhcims whither he had gone to raise the declining morale of the
community there. Blain sums up the situation in the following
terms: ((It IVas a gmve state of affnirs in which the saint~y man found
himselfat the md of1690. After so many sacrifices, so many mfferings and
labours, so many crosses and persecutions, and after so mallY appemnl1ces of
success, he seemed noll' almost at the same point as he had been teu .,venrs
previously, JVith few Brothers and hard~v any progress in the work, but in
great fear rather ofseeing it all come to nothil'zg)).
In what Blain further calls ((this state of great perplexity)), John
Baptist (says Miguel Campos) "brought ro bear all his ereatil'e
inspiration to sustain the work". His response to the desperate
situation (continues our guide) reveals only a renewed determination
to strengthen his association with the men who remained from the
depleted ranks. The threat of roral disintegration at this point did
not make him lose sight of what, nine years before, he had
understood of God's purpose, and which had inspired his "exodus"
from his home to the rue Neuvc. On the contraI)', the crisis served
rather to intensifY his resolution to bring the divine purpose to
fulfilment. The difference, suggests Campos, between the 1682
"option" and the one now to be taken, was that the earlier decision
had been, in the strict sense of the term, a personal one~ the onc he
was now to make was marked by a strong communitarian
dimension, a product of the intensely communitarian experience of
the intervening nine years. And the act which embodied this
resolution was an invitation to two of his most trusted disciples,
Nicolas Vuyart and Gabriel Drolin, to join with him in making a lifelong commitment, by vow, to the enterprise of the schools.
Our information about this comes from Blain alone, and the
formula employed for this act of commitment is known only from
the biographer's account. But the internal evidence of the tcxt
favours confidence that Blain was transcribing an original documcnt
(perhaps made available to him, attractively suggests Maurice
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Hermans, by Gabriel Drolin, still alive when Blain was gathering his
material for'the commissioned biography. Drolin had been back in
France since 1728 and, says Maurice Hermans, one can well imagine
that "having found strength and encouragement in his personal copy
of the document throughout the long years of his lonely mission in
Rome, he would feci obliged to make known the text which, more
than any other, gave witness to the heroicity of his revered Father').
Campos quotes the formula in full and a translation of it runs:
"Mo,t holy Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, pro,trate with the "wIt
profO"nd respect befure yo"r infinite and adorable Majesty, we consecrate
o"rselves entirely to yon to proc"re, with all our powers and with all our
endeavours, the establishment of the Society of the Christian Schools, in
the lIumner which shall seem to us to be most pleasi1tg to yott) and most
advantageou' to the 'aid Society. And for this purpose I, John Baptist de
La Salle, priest, I, Nicolas Vu)"rt and I, Gabriel Drolin, as from now
a"d for alway', u"til the death ofthe last mrvivor amo"!! "', or u"til the
establishment ofthe said Society isJhzally assured, bind ourselve, by a vow
of as'ociatio" and ""io" to effect a,'" maintain the 'aid act of
establish»ten~ without power to abandon the task, even should we remain
the 0"1y three members ofthe 'aid Society, and 'hould be obliged to begfor
aim' and live 0" bread 0,,1y. WherefOre, we promise to carry o"t
tmanimously and by common consent all that we shall deem, in conscience
and without human consideration, to be for the greatergood of the said
Society. Done this twenty-first day of November, Feast ofthe Presentatio"
of the Most BIes,ed Virgin, i" the year 1691."
Miguel Campos has a numbet of enlightening comments on the
significance of this 1691 vow. Five years earlier, the Brothers whom
John Baptist had called to an assembly at the rue Neuve had wished
to pronounce a triple vow for all their lifetime, but John Baptist had
thought it more prudent to limit their commitment to one of
obedience, and for one year only, renewable annually thereafter.
Now he took the initiative in asking two Brothers to make a lifelong
vow together with him, one of heroic quality. And it was a change of
view wrought by the sequence of events. It was not a matter of a
heroic vow taken as a gesture betokening the first fervour of a new
enterprise; rather, it was an extreme but necessary response to a
desperate need - the need to maintain and strengthen an
undertaking that was threatened with dissolution. The vow was not,
as the earlier one had been, a vow of obedience, but one of simple
association, a vow to remain together to ensure the existence of the
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Society: for, so long as evcn three members remained together, the
Society could be said to exist. Alone, John Baptist could not keep
the Society in existence; but together with t\'lO - only twO disciples, the existence of the Society was guaranteed - at Icast until
the death of the last survivor among them. It was a covenantal
situation. John Baptist was convinced that God had given existence
to the Community of the Christian Schools; if the Community reduced, if it had to be, to the indispensable minimum of three remained faithful to its side of the covenant, God could be trusted
not to fail in his.
This 1691 vow was (in terms used by Michel Sauvage and Miguel
Campos in collaboration, in their An1Unuer PEvallgik a14X PaU11reI)
the Founder's uforward way out of an impasse, an exercise of the
theological virtue of hope, a transcendental act centred in the living
God who had been with him from the beginning of the work that
was God's own more than his, and who remained present to his
deepest level of awareness now, in his state of 'great perplexity',
giving assurance of a continued summons to creative action and a
guarantee of the light and strength needed for a positive response.
But this act of hope in God was expressed in a gesture which
presupposed hope in men, an exercise oflove implying confidence in
others. Truly transcendentaJ, it was not, nevertheless, an escapc into
the supernatural: the clear and sustained vision of God's role did not
preclude, or even obscure, recognition of the indispensable role of
men. The heroic vow of 1691 was a prophetic act, in the biblical
sense of that term: the act of a seer who, aided by the Spirit, could
pierce the surrounding gloom and discern the prcsence, the call and
the will of the living God, ever at work among men to save them.
And it was an efficacious act, initiating for the Founder a period of
intense creativity, manifested in a lucid and eminently practical
strategy for achieving what the vocal formula proclaimed - the
continued existcnce and development of an undertaking willcd by
the God who saves".
Blain summarises the practical measures taken at this time by John
Baptist, the chief among them being the acquisition of a property at
Vaugirard, 011 the outskirts of Paris, a house in a bad state of repair
(which~ no doubt, brought it within range of the financial
means available to the Community), but having the advantage of a
large garden and semi-rural surroundings. The Founder thought of it
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first as a place of repose and recuperation for his overworked
disciples; then as a haven of peace for the purpose of retreat and
spiritual renewal; and, thirdly, it was there that he established a
Novitiate, a gesture which not only envisaged a sound basic training
for future membership of the Community, but also brought the
Community a step nearer to the status of a religious congregation
conforming to, but at the same time differing from, the classic
pattern honoured in the Church.
Similarly orientated, pl..:rhaps, was the introduction into the
community of usenring Brothers", destined to participate in the
enterprise of the Christian Schools by casing the burden of the
tcaching Brothers and enabling them to devote all their time and
energy to the work of the classroom. Giving these a brown habit, a
differentiation which was not to last, was again imitative of the
practice in certain established religious Orders. So confident, one
might surmise, was the Founder that his little group of Brothers
would not be allowed to disappear that he chose this time of 'great
perplexity' to manifest his intuition that it was a religious
congregation that was evolving into an enduring existence.
In this sense, the general assembly of 1694, three years later, was
the culminating act of a thought-process already well-established in
John Baptist's consciousness. The rules and regulations already
practised for some years were now put into written form by himself,
after due discussion with the Brothers to whom, Blain says, ((hegave
full freedom to express tllei,. picws and to tell him fra1Jkly what they lVould
/ike ro be included and »>har they thought should be left out." No
n1anuscript or copy of this first formal draft of the Ri:gles Communes
has come down to us, but we have a good idea of what it contained
because Blain says that its prescriptions were what the Brothers were
obsen'ing ar the rime he was writing; and in the inten'aJ three
successive drafts had appeared of which the texts arc known to us.
Bm the point of interest here is that this decision of the Founder,
with the approval of his assembly, to give written form to a Rule
seems to signify a further step in the Community's progress towards
the status of a religious congregation or, as the sources now
increasingly call it, a Society.
It was during this assembly also that the Brothers made known to
John Baptist their wish to make perpetual vows. Such a wish had
been expressed, as we have seen, at the ]686 assembly, and the
Founder deemed the time toO soon. Now it was men with some
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eight further years of community experience who put the request to
him and in persuasive terms which Blain purports to transmit as
follows:
((Are we, J) they asked, ((to be attached to God only as casual empwyees
are attached to their empwyer? They contractfOr a year)s se11Jice and then
either move on to another master oftheir choice or renew their contractfOr
a further year. With one foot in, and the other out, of the domain th~y
serve) they arejor ever poised to sray or to quit according to what suits them
best. Not one of their empwyers can count on their services beyond the
period contracted for, since none has any claim to the personal wyalty of
these mercena1)I-minded servants. A nd is 1Wt OUI' way of serving God
comparable to that ofthese workers, since we likewise contractjOr only one
year, or fOr three at the most, at the expiration ofwhich lve find ourselpes
peifectly free to leave. But this recurring sense of liberty is a recurring
temptation to grow lax in our service and perhaps lose ourselves altogether.
If we were to make a sacrifu:e ofthat liberty, the necessity ofpersevering in
our holy state of life would fix our wills unchangeably. A nd if lve thus
dedicated ourselves to God fOr all time, He in turn lPould attach our
heam unchangeably to Him.
The style is Blain's, and there is no certain means of knowing,
observes Campos, whether the quotation is only an interpretation of
his or whether it comes, in substance, from the Memoir of the
Beginnings or from the verbal or written testimonies received by the
biographer from the Brothers. But whatever his source, Blain can be
safely assumed to be recording validly the general dispositions of the
remaining disciples at this time, and specifically their wish to
structure their lives in a permanent and stable community existencc.
Such a wish, Blain goes on to say, was very much in accordance now
with M. dc La Salle's own viewpoint. The development of his
personal attitude to the nature of the Brothers' votal commitment,
from the caution of 1686 to the secret heroicity of 1691 to the
acceptance now in 1694 of the principle of lifelong consecration for
the community as a whole, represented a progressive response to
God's will discerned in the collective conscience of the Brothers
themselves. The ratification of this response, another key moment in
the history of the Institute, was reached on the feast of the Blessed
Trinity 1694, when John Baptist and twelve Brothers, chosen by
him, pronounced perpetual vows of obedience, association and
stability in the Society. Thirteen copies of the formula then used,
one for each of the participants named, arc extant, all in the
J)
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handwriting ofone of the twelve (Michel-Barthelemy Jacquinot) and
bound into a booklet preserved in the Institute archives. Separate
from this booklet's transcription of the formula used by the Founder
himself, the original manuscript formula composed by him is also
preserved in the archives.
The general editor of the Cahiers Lasalliens series, Br. Maurice
Hermans, has published in Volumes 2 and 3 a detailed study of the
circumstances and juridical status of these early Institute vows, and
Miguel Campos is content to make usc of his confrere's findings in
this part of his thesis. Hermans compares the Lasallian formula with
other voral formulas of the same period, as well as with formulas
already well established in the tradition of canonical religious life, and
shows thereby the antecedents of the triple vow of obedience,
association and stability pronounced at Vaugirard in 1694. He
explains that, of course, the simple and privatc nature of this triple
vow entailed none of the juridical consequences attached to the
formal profession made in the established congregations. He refers
us to two "Explanations" of the obligations of this Institute vow,
one found in the earliest edition of the CollectWn o[Short Treatises, the
other hand-writtcn on the reverse side of the formula used by Frere
Irenee when making his perpetual profession on 29 September 1717.
An examination of these two "Explanations" leads Maurice
Hermans to preclude any hypothesis that the reason why the
traditional vows of poverty and chastity were not mentioned in the
1694 formula was simply that they were considered to be subsumed
under the vow of obedience. There were indeed precedents for such
a hypothesis. The Benedictine formula of vows does not include the
words "poverty" and "chastity", and this precedent was followed by
subsequent monastic foundations like the Carthusians, the Canons
Regular of St. Augustine, the Premonstratensians, the Dominicans
and the Carmelites. Certain commentators of the Rules of these
congregations have deemed the two other vows of the classic triad to
be contained in the vow ofobedience. One such commentator, in an
article contributed to the Dictumnaire de Spirituaute) writes as follows:
"The reason why these two vows, poverty and chastity, are not
explicitly named in the formulas of profession is that their practice is
so essential to the monastic state that they arc inseparable from it,
and one cannot even conceive the possibility of a religious, man or
woman, not bound by the practice of continence and poverty. It is
not therefore strictly necessary for these obligations to be mentioned
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in the profession formula." And the official tcaching of the
Dominican Order on this point, quoted in Latin by Maurice
Hermans, runs thus: "In our act of profession we mention only the
vow of obedience, but this embraces the observance of chastity and
of voluntary poverty, as also of the precepts contained in our Rule
and Constitutions and those which are imposed by the Superior."
But Hermans quotes such examples only to conclude that the
reasoning they represent is ruled out, in the case of the Vaugirard
vows of 1694, by the text of the "Explanation" available in the
Colleetron.
The same authority likewise notes the almost total absence from
the Founder's writings ofany mention of vows. There is no reference
to them in the Memoir on the Habit, even though in that apologia he
was defending the internal autonomy of a community of which at
least some members had made an annual votal commitment to their
work during the three years preceding the Memoir. The earliest
known drafts of the Rules prescribed a renewal of vows for Trinity
Sunday each year, and also differentiated the suffrages to be offered
for the deceased Brothers according to whether they had made
perpetual or temporary vows or had not made vows at all. But no
specific reference was made to the nature or obligation of the vows.
Even the chapter ({On the manner in which the Brothers are to behave
towanis the Brother Director" conveys the impression that nothing
more than the binding power of the Rule, combined with a spirit of
faith, is needed to retain the Brother in a disposition of submission
to his Director; there is no mention of an obligation imposed by the
vow of obedience. Whenever these drafts of the Rules find it
necessary to categorise the Brothers (as for example in the chapters
on Travel and the use of books which contained Latin) the criteria
relate to age and length oftimc in the Society, never to status as to
vows. Only in the ] 726 edition of the 1feg/es commulles) which
followed the granting of the Bull of Approbation the previous year
(i.e. six years after the death of the Founder) do chapters appear,
headed, "O[the Vows" and "The Obligatifms o[the Vows". True, the
OJllecti<Jn, from its earliest known edition (1711) had, as has been
mentioned, an ((Explanation of the Vows)))' but other chapters of the
same book which might well have been expected to include reference
to the vows - like those on Obedience, on the subjects appropriate
for conversation during recreation, and on the considerations which
the Brothers were to make from time to time and especially during
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the annual retreat - have none. The Meditations are without
mention of the vows, with the possible exception of an indirect
reference to the formula of the vows in the meditation for Trinity
Sunday: "You shOltId pay special homage ro this adomble mystery on this
day, and devote )'Ourself unreservedly to the Most Blessed Trinity, to extend
its g/Qry, as fitr as)'Ou are able, throughout the earth."

Hermans discusses the possible reasons for this surprising, but
presumably deliberate, silence on the Founder's part with regard to
the vows, and concludes with a passage, most of which Miguel
Campos incorporates into his own discussion at this point: "M. de
La Salle's Institute existed. It had a cohesive internal hierarchy, an
efficient and supple system of government. New subjects applying
for admission were attracted. it would seem, by the spirit of
abnegation thcy witnesscd in the humble and generous men who
were already members. Once accepted into the community, the
newcomers were hardly distinguishable, in mere terms of rank, from
their elders: the Rules sufficed to establish a bond of fraternity.
Without formal conditions, the new members simply became
'Brothers" not merely by virtue of the title they assumed, but
because, in a shared discipleship of M. de La Salle, they received the
same doctrine, undertook similar services, and accepted comparable
duties. Several of them would bind themselves more fully, making
vows of association, stability and obedience for a limited period or
for life; and by thus supplementing their existing obligations, these
'professed members' served to buttress the solidarity of the group.
But a votal engagement did not seem to be essential to the structure
of the Community. It was not - as it was in the monastic orders and
congregations - an obligatory principle of incorporation and
subjection, forming the basis of all the duries and rights, if not of all
the privileges, of the religious. The Brother was what he was
independently of his vows: he belonged to the Community before
promising association and stability therein; the Rules which he
accepted on entry prescribed nothing further in the way of
obligation. So, in writings which were intended for all his disciples,
John Baptist understandably avoided allusion to the vows."
The insight contained in these words of Br. Maurice Hermans
contributes to our understanding of the religious significance of the
perpetual vows pronounced by the nucleus of the Community in
1694. The vows were not needed) as such, to give cohesion and
solidarity to M. de La Salle's enterprise. The sense of fraternal union
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with one another under the totally accepted leadership ofone whose
vision they trusted because it had led him to become one with them,
this had already given the Community a true corporate existence.
The introduction of perpetual vows, however, was a development
which could no longer be deferred, because it manifested, now
insistently, a corporate consciousness of belonging to a Society for a
specific purpose in the divine plan _The verbal expression of the sense
of urgency underlying this consciousness, which we have quoted
from Blain, was not now to be gainsaid. It was a desire to ratify their
conviction that welled up from within the Community's conscience.
The perpetual vows were not to be imposed as a binding influence to
keep the Community together; nor were they a structure aimed at
expediting the eventual recognition of a new religious congregation
in the Church. The desire expressed by the Community told John
Baptist that they had recognised a stage in their spiritual itinerary
which corresponded with his own urgent recognition three years
earlier, when he had made a lifelong commitment with Vuyart and
Drolin (though this vow had been taken without knowledge of the
rest of the Community).
The importance, indispensability even, of M. de La Salle's
incorporation with them as a factor in the Community's existence is
dramatically demonstrated at this moment by the failure of a
renewed effort on his part to havc himsclfreplaced as Superior. Blain
well conveys John Baptist's motivcs in pursuing this objective despite
the reversal he had accepted eight years before when he had been
briefly replaced by Henri L'Heureux. The biographer artribures ro
the Founder a lengthy discourse delivered to the assembly rhe day
following the ceremony of perpetual profession, and Campos quotes
a portion of it ~~bccause of its rich thematic conrent":
"M. de La Salk said tbat si"ce Pruvidcnce bad bound them t'¥Jethe,.
with perpetual pows, it would be wise ,ww to seek the means ofnmdC7ing
tbeir union so solid and Sn1J1!!! that "either the wod" n01' the devil would
be able to shake it; that the first mch means was to place thei,- confidence
in God alone, rememberirw that those who depend for support on man
lean on a fragile reed. . He added that the seCfmd effictive means JVas to
haJ'C as their superior one like themselves, 1"tot a priest, saying that so 1011,8
as the sacerdotal status diffC1"Cntiated thei,. kade1" from themselves, the
1Inion ofthe community JVould remain insecure . . _It was time, in fact,
a"d urgently so, f01" them to take from himself the goven"'lCnt of the
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Brothers, for if they contillued to delay in doing so they would have J"Cflson
to regret it. He assured tbem tbat if they failed to take his advice on tbis
marter, thc.v IVould have tbe sad expa--jCllce of discovering, when deatb
r(mol'ed him from them, that they bad as man.v different superiors as they
had schools; chac chis multiplicity ofpascors would "mly divide the flock
and that the scattered sheep would dnft out of touch with one
another. . and, having no umger a 1I11ifor-mguida1Jce, the~v would cease
to bape a common spi1-it, a single heart, n, united outlook. The dispersed
groups IVould no longer constitute It single society; differe-nces ofattin,de, of
doctrine, of custom and t'1Je11 ofgarb, would emerge, and ruin would
result frm1't such divisions. For, thus sepamted, the Brothers would be
replaceable ollly bv people ofa diffimlt killd oftaielJt, outlook ami purpose,
so that soo11 the;,- schools UI01dd come mlder the directioll of salaried
schoolmasters and would lost the principle ofgratuity and, with it, their
Christitm inspimtion and their n'ue value ftr the education of the
young.
The wordy style, again, is Blain's, bur he is no doubt faithfully
reporting the general line of the Founder's argument. The evidence
for this is, in fact, that the biographer's own interpretation of John
Baptist's reason for wishing to resign is at variance with the
motivation revealed in the passage quoted. For Blain, once again, it
was his saint-hem)s humility that was the key factor in this persistent
effort of the Founder to have himself replaced as Superior. The
words with which the biographer introduces this renewed attcmpt
by John Baptist translate thus:
((This assemb~y of tlvelpe BrothtJ's, united and established in their
mention ~v vow, appeared once nwre to !'tesent the humble fou.nder with a
jal'otllnble opportunity to descend from the first place ill the Community.
His Immiliry, &11e,. tmllappy with that positiolI, bad never relinquished
the intention to bave one of the Brothers replace him. He bad alreafi.y
gladly takm the opp(Jrnmity ofa similar assembly to achiCl'e this purpose
and had S(J !Veil presented his case that he had ",«ceded to the fi'll
sarisfaction of the holy passion of humility whicb animated him. ))
But such an intcrprctation misrepresents (to the point of
caricature, says Campos) the motivation of the Founder. Of coursc
the wish to relinquish the leadership was the wish ofa humble man,
and was movingly consistent with the sustained pursuit of total
oneness with his disciples that had become a lodestar of John
Baptist's spiritual itinerary. But, more significantly, it constituted a
positive, deliberate movc towards the lasting stabilisation of the
J)
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Society, which was his God-given task. The speech attributed by
Blain to the Founder and quoted above carries the stamp of
authenticity in its reasoning, if not in its style, precisely because it
reveals this practical aspect of John Baptist's purpose.
And the response of the disciples on this occasion is revealing also
of the distance they had travelled in their understanding of God's
purpose in their lives. Eight years before, they had yielded to John
Baptist's wish to resign and had elected Henri L'Heureux in his
place. They had done so reluctantly but out of deference to the will
of the man whose guidance they fclt at that stage to be their only
sure pointer to God's will. On this second occasion they declined his
wish from a corporate conviction that the moment was inopportune
for acceding to it. Blain's account of the Founder's efforts to bring
them to his way of thinking on this matter well suggests the
atmosphere of tension that developed. Rut John Baptist's failure to
have himself replaced as Superior (successive ballots, despite vehement
dissuasions and reproaches on his part, having unanimously
confirmed him in that position) was, in fact, a victory for the
ultimate purpose that motivated his wish. The comlllunity was
already taking its destiny into its own hands by thus imposing its will
on that of the revered leader. It demonstrated thus early what was
entailed by the vow of obedience "to the body of the Society" which
he had led them in pronouncing the day before.
But although his sense of disappointment was profound, his
argument had not been in vain. The minute which recorded this
quite dramatic exchange in the 1694 assembly admirably conveys the
facts and the implications, and is worth quoting (the original
document, in the handwriting of Michel-Barthelemy Jacquinot, is
preserved in the Rome archives):

((We, the undersigned Brothers, Nicolas Vuyart, Gabriel Drolin, Jean
Partois, Gabriel-Charles Rasigade, jean Henry, jaeques Compain, jean
jacquot, jea" Louis de Marchevtile, Michel Barthelemy jacqui"ot,
Edme Leguillon, Gilles Pie17e and Claude Roussel, haJJing, ky vows
pronounced yesteniay, associated ourselves with M. Jean-Baptiste de La
Salle, priest, to comiua free schools, together ami by association, record
that, in consequence ofour vows and ofthe association Ive haJJe contracted
by them, we have chosen M. jean-Baptiste de La Salle as our Superior;
and we promise to obey him with entire submission in virtue ofour vows,
as also to obey those who will be appointed by him to direct us. We jitrther
declare our intention that our present choice ofthe said M. de La Salle is
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not to be take11 as a precedent for future elections, our resohJe being that
hence/ortb and for all time no priest or person in Jarred on/err is to be
accepted into 0111' Society or elected as Superior, and that IVe shall neva'
admit as Superior an)'011e who has not associated pimself with us by the
same POll' as IVe bave pronounced, and as will be pronounced by future
members of the Society. DOlle at Vazwimrd) this sCI1enth day of}mu i11
the year 1694.))
This document confirms (says Miguel Campos) that if M. de La
Salle accepted afresh the superiorship he had tried to shed, it was
because he recognised in the insistence of the Brothers a specific
summons to continue the task of consolidating the enterprise of the
Christian Schools. On the other hand, it shows that by
determination of the same Brothers, the Society (the term they now
usc) was henceforth to have a purely lay character. Continuity was
thus established between the self-awareness of community identity
revealed in the Memoir on the Habit and the further dcvelopment
recorded in this election minutc. The essence of the mattcr was that
the Brothers were now sure that they constituted an autonomous
body - a Society - and that in the excrcise of that autonomy they
had chosen to renew their obedience to John Baptist de La Salle,
having, with full deliberation, appointed him to be their Superior,
the one and only priest that would ever fill that role.
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11
The Formula ofVows as a CCParole-ForceJ)
The development described in the previous chapter - thl.'
il'ill&11l&nt-clefill Campos terminology - may be briefly, if less than
adequately, summarised as the crystallization of the Brothers'
awareness that their personal destiny was bound lip with that of
John Baptist de La Salle in constituting a Society willed by God as
parr of the divine plan of salvation. The 1694 perpetual vows were
the culminating expression of that awareness and it is the
formulation of that consecration which Miguel Campos has chosen
as the relevant parvle-furce. The present chapter will try to convey
some of the rich insights that arc contained in his commentary 011
this noble text, composed (we arc expressly told by Blain) by the
Founder himself. For the purpose of his discussion Campos links thc
formula pronounced by John Baptist together with Ticolas Vuyarr
and Gabriel Drolin in 1691 (already quoted on p. 106) with that of
1694, and indeed sets out the two side by side on the page. He
believes that a c0l11parativc study of the two texts will shed light 011
the way the mind of the founder worked from one course of action
[0 another, and on how the measure of 1691 developed into that of
1694, the religious expericnce revealed therein being sustained and
controlled throughout by the dominant purpose of conducting free
Christian schools for the poor, If, following Campos, we place the
two formulas in parallel columns the subsequent comments will be
more clear:

1691
Most boly Tn'llity} Father,
Soil alld Holy Spirit, pmstmte
with tbe most proftlllld respect
before YOllr infinite and
adorable Majcsty, we consecrate
ourselves entirely to )'Ou to
pr'Ocurc, Ivith "" our POIVC1"S
and with alt our e"deavouys,
tbe establishment of the Society
ofthe ChrzstUm Sebools, ill the

1694
Most Ho~y T,lllity, Father,
So" a"d Holy Spirit, prostmte
with the most prv/olmd respect
before .vollr infinite and
adorable Majesty} I consumte
JJl.vsclf C11tin:.~y to )'Olt to procUl1:
YOUy gum as far as I am able
and as Y0lt will require of me,
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mamler IVhich shall seem to lIS
to be most pleasing to ),011, and
most advantageous to the said
Society_

A nd for this purpose, I john
Baptist de La Salk, priest, [,
Nicofns VII)"'~ and I, Gabriel
Drolin, as from nolV and for
always, IIntil the death of the
last sunJil'OJ' among us, or Ulltil
the "tablisl"'lenc of the said
Society is ftnal(r asstlred, bind
ourselves by a VOIl' ofassociation
and 1111 ion to effect and
maintain the said act of
establishment, IVithout poIVer to
abandon the task, even should
IVe n:main the only three
members of the said Society,
and should be obliged co beg for
alms ami li"e on bread only.
Wherefore,

lVe

promise to

carry out unanimously and b)'
comm.on consent all that lVe
sball deem, in conscience and

without hUl1Uln consideration,
to be for the greatergood of the
said Society_

Ami fm- this purpose I, john
Baptist de La Salk, priest,
p1Vmise and pOJV to unite myself
ami live in Society with B1Vthers
Nicolas Vu.yart, Gabriel
£>rolin, jean PartJJis
ete_, /))
keep tqgeth,,- and by association
gratuitous schools, Whereve1' I
may be, evm if 1 were obliged to
beg for al",s and live on bread
only; or to do anything in the
said Society at which I shall be
emplJJyod, whethe,. by the body
ofthe Society or by the stIpe,-iors
lvho Ivill have the gfllJernment
th~of

Wh"~fore, I promise and
vow obedience co the body of the
Society as well as to the

superiors;

testimony
signed.

Done this tlVmty-frst day of
November, feast of the
Presmtation ofthe Most Bkssod
Vi'Ein, in the year 1691_
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wbic/}

110JVS

of

association as well as ofstability
in the said Society, and of
obodimee, I promise to keep
inviolably all my lifetime_ In
IVhereof I

have

Done at Vaugimnl, this
sixth day of june, feast of the
Most Holy Trinity, in the year

[694_

The first thing to be noted from this comparison (absenres
Campos) is that the structure is the same in both formulas, each
having a parallel division of three paragraphs, the first expressing the
act of consecration, the second the means to be taken to ratify the
consecration, and the third indicating the practical implications. To
be noted is the use of the same introductory phrases in both
formulas: "Most Ho~'Y Trinit)')), "And fOr this pU1pose.
and
((Whereftre .. J) This recognition of the stmcrural similarity enables
the differences between the formulas to be seen in sharper relief, and
these differences, in turn, suggest the way in which experience has
deepened between the two votal acts.
In the first formula the consecration to the Trinity has for objective
((to procure.. the establishment of the Society of the Christian Schools)};
that is to say, the strengthening of the cohesion and continuity of
the work, in a manner contributing to the good of the Society
(meaning the Society's potential for effective apostolic action) though only by means which will be deemed to be most pleasing to
the Trinity. In other words, the enterprise of the Christian Schools is
not to be dependent on the means taken by men, but on the good
pleasure of God who guarantees the "establishment" of the work in
response to the resolve of John Raptist and his two disciples to aet in
a manner pleasing to the Trinity. The second formula substitutes the
logical conclusion of this reasoning for the implied reasoning itself:
((to procure.
the establishment of the Society of the Christian Schools})
has become ((to procure your glory)). The inferenre is that for John
Baptist, the glory of God is to be achieved by the firm establishment
of the Society: the Founder is emboldened to believe that the
humble work to be accomplished by his disciples in schools for the
poor is equated, in the designs of Providence, with the glorification
of the Trioity.
But the term '"the glory of God" belongs to the realm of mystery,
as does any term relating to the divine Being, and hence the
establishing of the Society of the Christian Schools was a way of
interpreting the mystery of the Trinity to men. The Brother, by his
consecration of himself to the Blessed Trinity for the work of the
schools was assuming the role of mediator of the divine mystery. An
alliance was thus formed, transcendental because it involved the
participation of God himself, but binding for the human partner in
terms fulfillablc in the here and now of intramundane existence. The
phrase of the first formula ((in the manner which shall seem to us to be
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most pleasing to you" becoming, in the second, ({as far as I am able and
as you will require of me", preserves this terrestrial dimension in a
contract which might otherwise remain a generous but inconclusive
venture into mere mysticism.
According ro rhe second paragraph of the first formula the object
of the vow is association and union for the purpose of effecting and
maintaining the firm establishment of the Society. A phrase of the
corresponding paragraph of the 1694 formula might seem ro suggest
an inversion of the twofold commitment, and that the emphasis in
1694 is on unity within an association now assured. But the second
formula itself precludes the idea that the Founder intended such an
inversion since, in the third paragraph, he speaks of the same vows
("lesqucls voeux'') as ({associatWIlJ) and ({stability", placing the concept
of association first, as in 1691. However, he now uses ((stability" to
correspond to the previous phrase ((Iipc in Society with)) (((demeureren
Societe avec'') and we are reminded thereby that the French word
'"demeurer" (deriving from the Latin <~dimorari") connotes
something more than simply "live"; it means rather "continue to
live", Hremain". Indeed, by introducing the term ((stability" the
Founder seems to express a confidence that the Society will now
endure. The corporate and spontaneous wish ofthe Brothers to bind
themselves by perpetual vows has revealed to him that the purpose
of the 1691 vow - to ensure the establishment of the Society - has
been sufficiently fulfilled for the object of its establishment to receive
due recognition in the act of consecration. And it was this object,
the conducting of free schools for the poor - not the establishing of
a Satiety per se - which would procllrc God's glory.
The mention of authorities in the second paragraph of the 1694
formula - "the body ofthe Society" and "the superiurs who will hal'" the
governmutt thereof) corroborates this concept. Only an established
Society, not a Society in the making, can claim stmctures of
government such as these words imply. The three who made the
1691 vow promised to carry out whatever would be necessary for
their purpose "unanimously and by com11UJn consent", it being
llnderstood that each would be motivated by what, in the depths of
his conscience, he believed to be "for the grmter good of the Society".
No doubt, the concept of unanimity and common consent
presllpposes a disposition to obey, and specifically the idea of
obedience "to the body of the Society" is germinally present in 1691.
But the thirteen who made their act of consecration three years later
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introduced a juridical element by promising and vowing "obedience"
- "w do anything in the said Socuty at which I shall be empkJyed" - not
from a motive of consensus however religiously inspired, but by
submission to others, even to others still in the future who would
have the right in consequence of this vow, to engage their
obedience.
Significantly, the advance from the status of a Society evolving to
that of a Society existing, docs not preclude the reappearance in the
second formula of the «heroic" clause of the first: H . . . even if I were
obliged w beg for alms and live on bread only". The dimension of
evangelical detachment, expressive of total trust in Providence, on
whom alone the enterprise was founded, remained integral to the
fulfilment of the mission. If the establishing of the Society was worth
such self-sacrifice, the fulfilment of the object for which the Society
was established, the conducting of schools for the pOOf, was no less
wonh it. The recognition that this terrestrial mission was an
undertaking to procure God's glory, and therefore to be fulfiUed at
whatever cost to self, could hardly, says Campos, be expressed in
more radical terms.
There is much more to Miguel Campos's discussion of the
significance to be perceived from a comparison of these two
formulas, each an eloquent testimony to the mind onohn Baptist de
La SaUe at two related stages of his spiritual journey. But perhaps
sufficient has been said to indicate his line of thought. To conclude,
however, it will be appropriate to quote a passage from a chapter of
Annoncer tJEpangile aux Pauvres) a chapter in which Miguel Campos
and Michel Sauvage in col1aboration reflect on the religious
significance of the 1694 votal formula. Their words, written for a
wider public than the former's academic thesis, will convey very well
the reason why Campos ranks this document as a precious pa1'Ole-force
for our understanding of a particular stage in the Founder's faithJourney:
"The twelve men who, with the Founder, pronounced the vows
of 1694 associated themselves in brothethood because they had
each experienced the presence of God in their personal history.
The consecration of each was to a transcendental God, even if it
could be fuLfilled only by community with men. Likewise it was
with the specific object of contributing to the salvation of the
children who would be entrusted to his eire that each Brother
pledged himself, in association with others, to conduct free
1

1

1
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schools. What furthet united these men in a bond ofbrothethood
was each one's identical experience of the need ofsalvation for the

poor and of a personal responsibility to meet that need. The
apostolic zeal of each individual Brother rea,hed our to poor and
neglected children, bur that zeal could find oudet only through
community.
«The vow 'to live in society .. together and by association . .. '

which ratified an antecedent experience, both human and
religious, reinforced the reality of that experience. In the very act

of commitment by vow all that had gone before was summed up
and, in a sense, accomplished. The undertaking of M. de La Salle,
first with Drolin and Vuyart in 1691, and then with them and ten
other companions in 1694, was more than an endorsement of the
past: it ratified in a decisive manner a project previously tested in a
real-life situation. In making their affirmation these men were
raising an edifice; they gave voice to a purpose and by the very fact
a Society came into existence."
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12
A Charism at Work Against the Odds
At the point we have rcached in his thesis, Miguel Campos
reminds his readers that his purpose is not to present a biography of
John Baptist de La Salle but to attempt to discover in what way the
Saint himself understood his religious experience. So far he has
shown that the recognition by John Baptist of a pcrsonaJ vocation
coincided with the first efforts to ensure success, in an apostolic
sense, of the enterprise of the free schools, triggered by Adricn Nyc!'s
arrival in Rheims. If M. de La Salle gave himself totally and, in the
event, irrevocably to this work in 1682 it was because he had reached
a certainty in his mind that the enterprise was "God's work",
fulfilling an ecclesial function destined to contribute to the building
of God's kingdom. Simultaneously with, and inseparably from, this
process of adhering to a personal summons, John Baptist had
recognised as indispensable that, in order to be an ecclesial
enterprise, the schools should be conducted, not by salaried teachers
primarily concerned about making a living, but by schoolmasters
called to the work by God and transformed by that call into ministers
of the Gospel. The gradual maturing of the community of
schoolmasters towards their own awareness of their elevated
vocation was the fruit of M. de La Salle's sustained formative
procedures which culminated in the definitive commitment by vow
in 1694.
Campos quotes at this point a document dating from Inl (two
years, therefore, after the Founder's death), a memorandum
apparently addressed by the community of Rauen to their civil
authorities by way of explaining the origin and purpose of their
Institute. It runs, in translation:
"This Inrtitute wasfounded in 1680 by Monsieur de La Salk, Carwn of
Rheims, who was muved with great compasswlI for the mauy children of
the poor ami of the labouring classes, children whose upbringing was
neglected because their paren.ts, who were without education themselves
and, in any case, were obliged to spend each day eaming a living, were
umWk to instruct them in the primiples ofreligion. He comeived the idea
of founding sehools where the children of these pour mul worki,'B-crus
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families could, without parvment of fees, Ieanl reading, writing find
arithmetU, and receiJ1C a Christian education by means of cauchetical
and other daily instructions suited to the fonning ofgood Christians. For
tlJis purpose, he brought tqgether certain umllmried young men IVho
showed themselves most wi/b"ng to become teachers and aIro to lead a
spiritual lift, bill' had previousl), fOlll1d 110 opporttmity to do either. The
said M. de La Salk, findil1g that the 1I1mlber of mch helpers steadily
itu:reased, and that their services bftJan to be called for in sel'ernl towns of
the ki,!!!dom, applied himself to the task of C>labli,!!! them to live in a
manner appropriate to the purpose of their Institute. A l1d in order to
renew in them the life of the early Chnstians atui to inspire them to put
tbeir possessions at the disposal ofall, and so OlVn nothing as ptrJmlRl to
tlJemselves, he drew up ruks for them relating both to the geueral
administmtion oftbeir Institute and to the daily exercises to be practised
in it.
Miguel Campos singles out for comml.:nt from this memorandum
the juxtaposition of the phrases {(enabling them to live in a manner
appropriate to the pmpose of their Institute." and "to rt:new in them the life
of the early Christians". In the understanding of the Rouen community,
writing so soon after their Founder's death which had takcn place in
their midst, the efforts of M. de La Salle to integrate {(unmarried JOU1l!J
men)) into a community had been inseparable from his growing
awareness of a mission to establish free schools for the poor. As the
Roucn community saw it, "to live in a manner appropriate to the
purpose of their Institute" was to IivC' as a truly Christian
community; they were quite clear that there was no opposition
betwecn their community life and their apostolic mission - between
community and school. On the contrary, the two were in dissociable"
The rules which, as the Rouen memorandum pointed out, M. de La
Salle drew up for his young men, by way of renewing in them the life
of the Christians portrayed in the Acts of the Apostles, precisely
underlined this integration of community and school. The opl.:ning
words of the (earliest known) 1705 draft of those rules ran: "The
bltitute of the Brothers of the Christian Schoolr is a society ill JVhich
professiOlI is mtuk of cOIlduc,;,!!! schoolr grtltllitollsly." The point could
hardly be put more forcibly that the vety raisOll d'etre ofthe Society of
Brothers was to conduct free schools; it is the same point,
incidentally, as the Founder had made in the Memoir on the Habit
when he wrote ((The memben ofthis cotmnunity are occupied in teaching
ingmtuitotts schooIr. .)) and also in the formula of vows where the
J)
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act of consecration to the Trinity had for its objective the procuring
of God's glory by thc conducting of frec schools.
John Baptist's recognition of his personal vocation and his
unswerving acceptance of its implications have, in fact, involved at
every stage thus far his adherence to the project of founding free
schools for the poor. The ive,wlle1'lt-clef now to be considered is
specifically the combination of measures adopted by the Founder to
ensure the success of the work of the schools - ((pour que PCcole ai/Ie
bien.)), to lise a simple but expressive phrase used by the Founder
himself. And our guide conducts his investigation under two
headings, namely, uThe Consolidation of the community" and "The
Extension of thc Work of thc Schools"; but, though scparatdy
studied, these two developments arc not to be seen as independent
of each other. On the contrary, they are interconnected at evcry
stage, logically because the Society existed for the enterprise of free
education, existentially because the historical faCtS show the
interaction taking place.
Reference has been made to the critical situation in which the
Community found itself by the end of 1690 and to the practical
measures adopted by M. de La Salle to meet the crisis. One such
measure, we saw, was the acquisition of a large house at Vaugirard,
in a semi-rural suburb of Paris, for the purpose, among others, of
establishing a novitiate. As things turned out, both the parish priest
of Saint-Suipice and the parish priest ofVaugirard itselffound reason
for dissatisfaction with this development. Henri Baudrand, at SaintSulpicc, had withheld his approval for a protractcd period, seemingly
resentful that another parish should prospectivdy sharc a benefit of
which he thought he had a monopoly; the cure of Vaugirard,
friendly and welcoming at first, took umbrage when John Baptist
obtained permission from the Archbishop, Louis Antoine de
Noailles, to establish a domestic chapel at the Vaugirard community
house. Baudrand's displeasure, according to Blain, led to the
withholding of the agreed salary for the work done by the Brothers
in the rue du Bac school, and this deprivation aggravated the
hardships of the struggling communities, already severe owing to the
particularly bad winter of 1693-94. (Battersby questions Blain's
attribution of this cessation of payment to Baudrand's annoyance
over the Founder's insistence on starting a novitiate at Vallgirard,
and suggests that the real motive was simply a lack of means caused
by the increased calls on the parish priest's charity during the severe
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winter. But Campos seems to accept Blain's interpretation.)
As for John Baptist, however, the austerities thus imposed by
circumstances, though not sought or welcomed by him as a good in
themselves, were not seen by him as a threat to the consolidation of
the young Society. They served, on the contrary, to intensify the
fervour of those whose motives for remaining members were singleminded, and they provided a test for the others either to purify their
motives or to withdraw. The net effect was that evangelical values
prevailed among these early Lasallians, not (Campos observes)
because of a predetermined arrangement inspired by the gospel
pages, but because of the very down to earth circumstances imposed
by the train of events. John Baptist himself, of course, saw these
events with the eyes of fuith and as expressing the purpose of
Providence. He saw in the hardships he and his disciples were called
upon to endure (and they are described in chilling detail by Blain) a
sign ofGod's endorsement of what had so far been accomplished; for
he knew that a religious congregation cannot come into existence
without going through the crucible of evangelical purification.

In 1695 M. Baudrand resigned his position as cure of Saint-Suipice
and was succeeded, early in the following year, by the 60-year-old
Joachim Trotti de La Chetardye. The new parish priest had no
personal knowledge of M. de La Salle, having spent the previous
thirty years, first as a seminary professor at Le Puy and then as rector
of the seminary at Bourges. But he came to the large parish of SaintSulpice full of zeal for the salvation of souls, and his cordial reaction
to the work being accomplished there by the Brothers was
immediate and self-evidently sincere. Unfortunately the generous
patronage he forthwith showed for the Community, the paternal
interest he took in each of the Brothers individually, and the
influential benevolence he won for the Lasallians from the important
personages he came to know in the capital, all amounted to an
exercise of that kind of charity which, unconsciously or otherwise on
the part of the benefactor, establishes proprietorial claims, and M. de
La Chetardye was to become for the Founder one of those friends
who render enemies superfluous. Georges Rigault has provided a fine
psychological sketch of this formidable character in the first volume
of his Histoire Genemle of the Institute, and a translation of a couple
of his paragraphs here will be helpful for a better understanding of
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Campos's discussion of the evcnts consequcnt on Chcrardye's arrival
at Saint-Sulpice:
"Wc may safely assume that M. de La Chetardyc did not recognise
the workings of his own subconscious. He was innocent, in his
own mind, of secret manoclIvrings, blind anger, ignoble
intentions. When Blain refers to him anonymously, but cxplicitly
enough, as 'the enemy of the servant of God" thc impression
given is of a lurking, shadowy figure, full of quasi-apocalyptic
menacc. And by thus cloaking his identity in mystery, out of
respect for his reputation, the biographer only succeeds in
damaging the memory of a virtuous and vencrable parish priest. It
would have served his purpose better to record the simple fact
that when M. de La Chetardye decided to dispense with the
personal services of M. de La Salle, he believed he had no other
motive than the good of his parish and the interests, not indeed of
the Institute as a whole, but of those Brothers who were working
in the Saint-Sulpice schools. He had the same concept of his role as
his precdecessors, MM. de La Barmondihe and Baudrand, but to
an even greater degree. Like a French gardener he thought it his
business to prune and trim a tree that was growing out ofline and
appearing too high above the enclosing wall.
uO nce separated from their Rheims founder the schoolmasters
at work in the Saint-Sulpice schools would form a parochial
religious community. A clergyman, appointed by the Archbishop
on the recommendation of the parish priest, would act as their
Superior. A suitable daily programme, less demanding than the
one followed at Rheims and at Vaugirard, would enable them to
devote themselves to their work without excessive fatigue and
premature illness. New members \\'ould be recruited within the
parish and the community would be maintained by the clergy or
by gifts and legacies of parishioners. When the time came to retire
from teaching they would be supported, in old age or in illness,
by the charity of those who had benefited from their services.
Their only link with the Brothers tcaching elsewhere would be a
common vocation and the use mainly of the same pedagogical
methods, though their relationship with their former colleagues
would remain appropriately fraternal. n
A significant development which occurred a couple of years afier the
appointment of La Chetardye was the transfer of the novitiate from
Vaugirard back to within the parish boundaries of Saint-SuI pice, at
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the large enclosed property known as the Grand'maison. The
biographers, Maillefer and Blain, (Bernard's narrative, or the part of
it that has survived, ends just before the move to Paris) art: at
variance in their explanations of this return of the novitiate from
Vaugirard. Blain seems to place the initiative for the transfer with
John Baptist. The accommodation at Vaugirard having become
inadequate for the number of applicants for admission, and its
distance from Paris having caused various difticulties to arise, the
Fall nder "decided to look for a more spacious and convenientproperty nearer
to Paris". The vacant Grand'maison seemed ideal for the purpose and
(continues Blain) finding the stipulated rent of 1600 livres quite
beyond his means, the Founder sought and obtained the financial
assistance of the new parish priest. Maillefer's version is that La
Chctardye himself suggested the transfer, in order to have the
advantage of the edifying life of the novices for his own parish. John
Baptist ((had recourse to prayer)) to discover whether the move would
be in conformity with God's will and, because the situation ar
Vauglrard was becoming untenable, he yielded to the cures
promptings, the latter assuming full responsibility for the expenses
involved. As Maillefer expresses it in a briefsentence which may have
been intended to convey La Chctardyc's unhesitating readiness to
oblige, but which, in the light of subsequent developments, sounds
ominously like the dosing of a trap: aM. Ie Cun prit tout sur lui)).
Whate\ler the correct version, John Baprist's Paris communities
were once again entirely within the Sainr-Sulpice confines and,
according to Rigault, this development catalysed the sequcnce of
difficulties which made up thc Founder's associacion with the
French capital. But ir was the practicalities of an unlooked-for
dilemma which had led him to believe that the transfer of the
novitiate was what God willcd for him at that moment. The austere
condirions at Vaugirard had had the paradoxical effect of attracting
more would-be recruits to the Society than the accommodation
could cope with; and John Baptist was unwilling to refusc anyone
admission, preferring to leave the sorting-out of the genuine
vocations ("the sepamting ofthe IVheatfrom the chaff" in Blain's phrase)
ro the resting rourine of the novitiate itself. Whatever the Founder's
personal conviction about keeping open the lines of independence
and autonomy, he clearly saw as providential the availability of the
Grand'maison and the cures offer of means for rcncing it, at a
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moment whcn a fitting novitiate training was no longer viabk at
Vaugirard, and he acted accordingly.
The transfer took place on 18th April 1698, and the new
establishment was placcd under the patronage of St. Cassian. The
novices numbered thirty-five and the Founder appointed as their
Director, Brother John Henry, a saintly man whose tenure was sadly
terminated by his premature death a year later. Other appointments
made by the Founder at this time included a director of studies and
inspector of schools in the person of the twenty-six year old Jean
Jacquot. As general bursar for rhe Society he appointed Charles
Frappet, known as Brother Thomas, described as a man of good
sense, conscientious, methodical, diligent and devoted. At the age of
twenty-eight he had the full confidence of M., de La Salle, and he
appears also to have won the esteem of M. de La Chetardye who
would, it seems (from certain implications made by Blain), have
thought of him as a possible figure-head superior of a Saint-Sulpice
branch of the Society; but Thomas remained loyal to John Baptist
throughout. A general secretary was appointed in the person of
Brother Antoine (Jean Partois); and the Founder's ever-present
anxiety about the Brothers' health led him also to choose as general
infirmarian a Brother Jean Chrysostome who was to die a few years
later, in 1705, at Chartres, tending the Brothers laid low by an
outbreak of purple fever there.
The Brothers were now conducting four schools within the parish
of Saint-Suipice - at the rue Princesse, the rue du Bac, the rue SaintPlacide and the rue de Vaugirard. The total number of pupils,
according to Simon de Doncourt, historian of the parish of SaintSuIpice, was about a thousand. It was at this time also that the
Founder accepted the request of M. de La Chctardye (acting on
behalf of the Archbishop of Paris who himself had been asked by
King Louis to intervene) that he assume responsibility for housing
and educating at the Grand'maison some fifty Irish boys, fellowexiles of James II.
The administration of the Society was becoming complex and the
constantly growing need to delegate responsibility put pressures on
John Baptist which resulted in his making two unfortunate
appointments. The early death of the Director of Novices 1 Jean
Henry, left an unexpected and crucially important vacancy, and the
chosen successor, Brother Michel Legucasse, a model of regularity
and self-denial, created problems for the Founder by the harshness of
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his tn.:atmcnt of the young people in his care. Another man of
similar character, Brother Ponce Thiseux, hard on himsclfbut, as it
turned out, hard all others also, was made Director of the rue
Princcsse community. These two appointments were to provoke a
series of misfortunes which were to harass John Baptist for years. The
indiscretions of the two men were deemed the responsibility of the
one who had appointed them and his status as Superior was called
IIltO question.
In fact, John Baptist had no juridical claims to superiorship at all.
He had indeed broughr rhe Brorhers rogerher as a Sociery and had
been nominated by themselves as their head, but in ecclesiastical and
canonical terms he had no rights. As charity schoolmasters, working
in parish schools, the Brothers came under the authority of the
parish priest and were accountable to him for what they did in the
schools. But, as Miguel Campos observes, such considerations hardly
entered into John Baptist's thinking at this time. For him,
everything was ill the hands of Providence and he simply continued
to follow wherever he believed Providence was leading him,
responding to requests for Brothers which were now rcaching him
from Bishops and other authorities, training his men personally and
through others, following closely the spiritual and professional
progress of each. He concerned himselflirrlc abour rhe possibiliry of
hostile reactions until one such was upon him. Complaints about
the harshness of Michel and Ponce were brought to the notice of La
Cherardye and even to rhar of rhe Archbishop. The painful sequel,
culminating in the attempt to impose the Abbe Bricot as Superior, is
dramarically chronicled by both Maillefer and Blain.
The biographers once again focus attention on the humility and
submissiveness shown by the Founder in these trying circumstances.
But Miguel Campos suggests that there was nothing merely passive
in his response to these events. He accepted responsibility for the
misdemeanours of his disciples which had precipitated the hostile
moves, but in doing so he was motivated principally by the need to
save rhe Sociery from dissolurion. The Cardinal Archbishop had
become involved in the affair, and had appointed a Superior to take
rhe place to which John Baprisr had canonically no righr. When his
Vicar General reported back whar had happened ar rhe arrempred
induction of the appointee - concluding his account with the
memorable resrimony: "If all religinm Wert as alfietionately attached to
their superiors as these Brothers arc to M. de La Salle, tbe cmnmttnitics of
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Paris would be only a source ofconsolation. )) - the Cardinal realised that
he had been led by false reports into over-hasty action. But even he
could not now cancel the arrangement without seeming to have had
his authority successfully repudiated by a community of lay
schoolmasters; and that, as John Baptist well understood, must have
disastrous consequences for the Society.
According to Blain, a member of the Sulpician community, M.
Madot, devised the compromise solution which, in effect, was to
leave the Abbe Btieot with the title of Supetior and M. de La Salle
with the real authority. It was an unsatisfactory solution but the only
way out of an impasse which else spelt ruin for the enterprise of the
schools. It was a solution also which required both the acquiescence
of the Founder in a humiliating arrangement and the acceptance,
however reluctant, on the part of the Brothers who had shown,
throughout the episode, a striking corporate loyalty to their leader
and, more significantly, a shrewd discernment ofrhe motives at work
and the implications for themselves as a Society. But the influence
which won their acceptance was that of]ohn Baptist whose personal
humility was indeed equal to the tcst, but whose overriding
consideration was the survival of an undertaking which he was
convinced was "God's work" - not to be destroyed by human
machinations from whatever source.
The whole unhappy situation had evolved not so much from the
accusations of harsh ness levelled at the two Brothers as from the fact
that these had provided an opportunity for M. de La Chetardye to
try to dispense with the Founder. What was really involved was a
confrontation between two opposed concepts ofgovernment for the
Society of the Christian Schools. As Maurice Hermans has expressed
it in his doctoral thesis published as No. 11 in the Cahiers Lasnl/kns
series, "M. de La Salle had wished this form of government to be
hierarchic and centralised. M. de La Chetardye, cure of SaintSuipice, wanted to have in his own hands not only the overall
direction of the parish schools but also the internal government of
the Paris community." Hermans quotes in support of this view the
testimony of Charles de La Grange whose letter, written at the time
of the events to the parish priest of Laon, is our first-hand source of
information about the affair. "As far as I can gather») wrote La
Grange, "M. de La Salle)sgreat crime seems to have been, that he has not
acted acconiing to the views ofthe cun! ofSaint-5ulpUe. The latter would like
to have a say in the private concerns ofthe community ofBrothers and this
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M. de La Salle has refitsed him.. This is the principal souree of the
trouble, ami ifan understanding were to be reached with the cure it would be
easy to settle with the A rehbishop. "
Bur John Baptist believed that no understanding with M. de La
Chetardye was possible which would not divert the Society fTom the
path laid out for it by Providence, and so he was not prepared to seek
such a way out ofrhc impasse even to "settle with the Archbishop".
Cardinal de Noailles, in fact, seems to have been less than totally
convinced of any culpability on the part of M. de La Salle and when
the latter, in a gesture to dissociate himself from the seemingly
disobedient Stance of the Brothers, wished to surrender his diocesan
faculties for hearing confessions, the Archbishop declined to accept.
Miguel Campos notes also that by the year 1703 de Noailles must
have formally recognised John Baptist's status as Superior of the
Brothers, since the Institute archives possesses a legal document of
that year concerning the foundation of the school at Troycs and
signed by M. de La Salle in the capacity of Superior.
But the tensions between him and the parish priest ofSaint-SuIpice
persisted, and these led in the first place to John Baptist's decision to
withdraw his novices from the Grand'maison and to repair with
them and their community to a less satisfactory domicile in the
faubourg Saint-Antoine and situated in the parish of Saint-Paul. But
the schools in the Saint-Sulpice parish continued to function, with
their staff's remaining to form the base-community at the rue
Princesse - all being now maintained entirely by M. de La
Chetardye. John Baptist did not lose touch with the rue Princesse,
visiting the Brothers from time to time and sometimes prolonging
his stay. Bur the parish priest did nothing to make him welcome and
the Founder had increasing cause to feel that his role had become
redundant as far as the parish of Saint-Sulpice was concerned. But it
was a redundancy which he refused to admit) not because his
personal rights were at stake, but because to concede the implied
claims of the cure of Saint-Sulpice would have been a betrayal of the
trust which Providence had placed in him for the future of a work of
salvarion. So sure was he that that future was bound up with the
autonomy of the Society, with the internal government centralised
in the hands of the Brothers themselves, that he had tried twice (as
we have seen) to shed his role of Superior in favour of one of
them. It was the principle which had inspired his refusal of the
offer of the Archbishop of Rheims to confer diocesan status,
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financial security and the immensely influential patronage which
he, the brother of Louis XIV's chancellor, the Marquis de
LOllvois, could offer. It was the same concept which had made
him persist in establishing a novitiate at Vaugirard despite the
pressures of M. Raudrand to keep the Brothers within the
confines of his own parish. Significantly, the troubles he had now
run into with Baudrand's successor seemed to stem from the
element of compromise which had led him to bring the novices
back into the Saint-Suipice parish. Whether or not John Baptist
now read this apparent compromise as an error to be regretted,
he: was firm in his intention that La Chetardye should not split the
Society and cultivatc a branch membership for his parish ~
thereby, additionally, setting a model for parish priests
e1scwhere to copy.
Although the attempt to displace John Baptist was doubtless
the most serious threat yet encountered to the Institute's
survival, it was only one among a whole sequence of trials which,
as wc have seen in part, tested his faith and his fortitude during
these years in Paris. But what Miguel Campos centres our
attcntion on at this point in his thesis is the remarkable
expansion of the Society's work which took place in the midst of,
and despite, this alliance of forces scemingly bent on its
dissolution. The mere chronolgy speaks for itself. In 1699 two
schools were added in Paris to the four already mentioned, and
in the same year, at the nearby town of Chartres, the Founder
provided Brothers for two schools. In the July of the following
year two Brothers were sent to open a school in Calais. Then
followed foundations at Troyes and at Avignon in 1703, at
Darnetal, Rouen and Dijon in 1705, at Marseilles in 1706, at
Mende in 1706 or 1707, at Valr';as and Alais in 1707, at Grenoble
and Saint-Denis in 1708, at Macon and at Moulins in 1709, at
Versailles and Boulognc in 1710 and at Les Vans in 171!. Miguel
Campos seems justified in describing these developments as "a
charismatic irradiation" of the work. Yct the initiative for all the
foundations came not from John Baptist himself but from others
- bishops, parish priests, social welfare groups (the history is
studied in learned detail by Yves Poutet in the second volume of his
work, Le XVT]e Sieck et les Origines Lasallie>mes).
This paradox of an Institute just surviving from day to day in
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the capital, but at the same time becoming known and sought
after from north to south of the French kingdom (to borrow a
phrase from Rigault) reveals (says Campos) the soundness of the
form of administration the Founder had devised and which made
it possible for him, in the midst of all his harassing distractions, to
deploy the men and means for an effective response to the
successIve calls made upon him. But it would be an
anachronism to think that the hierarchic and centralised form of
government that had evolved under his direction had placed the
Brothers in an attitude of passive dependence upon his person. It
would likewise be inaccurate to assume that he conducted his
Society by hard and fast rules, or that he created a monolithic
pastoral structure in his schools. His particular gift was rather a
capacity to bring strategically into play all the energies of
ordinary men whose principal qualification was a desire to lead a
life exclusively devoted to the poor, learning in the process the
value of their consecration to the humble tasks of
schoolmasters.
The way the Society was governed and the way the schools
were conducted evolved from the combined experience of the
Founder and that of his disciples, the driving inspiration being
that their way of providing for an urgent social need was a means
of "procuring the glory of God". The term "Christian" carried full
weight in the title the Institute had adopted for itself. Christian
schools for a neglected area of a society which was officially
Christian were what M. de La Salle and his Institute provided. In
organising his schools the Founder believed himself to be
accomplishing an ecclesial work , in the sense that he was
enabling the poor to become integrated into the French social
structure, which was a necessary step towards their becoming
integrated into the Church. To achieve this end, he and his
disciples acted "by association", themselves constituting a truly
Christian community, acting together in total dependence on
Providence whose purpose they sought to discern in every event
of the world they worked in, specifically the world of the poor to
whom they sought to make known the good news of salvation.
John Baptist's personaJ religious experience must (Campos reminds
us) be considered in the context of his relations with others - with
his Brothers in the first place, but aJso, now, with the persons who
successively requested him to provide schools, and with the poor for
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whom he readily, and with charismatic assurance, responded to these
calls. Which is another way of saying that his fidelity ro God's
summons was achieved in a particular historical context madc up of
the rcligious and social cross-currents of the France of that timc. It
was an intramundanc fidelity involving such requirements as thc
formation of masters equal to their tasks and the conducting of
schools at an effective level. In neither area of concern was the
second-rate sufficient: God's work required the best possible
deployment of thc available human ways and means. However sclfevident this might seem to us at this distance of timc, it was, in its
context, an ideal that was, in fact, realisable only because of the
unique existence of a community of laymen consecrated by vow to
procuring God's glory by conducting schools.
And the Founder was no less sure of the way God willed the
schools to be conducted than he was about thc way his Community
was to develop. Just as he had adopted an inflexible stance in the face
of attcmpts to interfere with the autonomy ofrhe Community, so too
he showed firmness in upholding the principles of pedagogy which
he deemed necessary "pour que les ecoles aillcnt bien" . We have seen
this firmness illustrated in his procedures whcn he was asked by La
Barmondihc to assume full dircction of the rue Princesse school.
The changes he introduced, though he proceeded with charitable
tact, provoked a hostile reaction, but he persistcd because the
welfare of the poor children attending the school was his first
concern and it was evident to all that his changes were beneficial to
them. Subsequent complaints by parish priests, for example at
Vaugirard and latcr at Raucn, that the Brothers did not participate in
the parish liturgical offices as fully as the cures thought that they
should (for the edification of the people) were met by the argument
(recorded by Blain) that the Brothers' proper place at the High Mass
and at Vespers was with their pupils. Such a presence, said the
Founder, formed a part of the process of Christian education for
which the Institute existed: left to themselves on Sundays, might
not the pupils lose the benefit of what they had gained throughout
the weck~
His displacement of Latin by French was inspited by the same
concern for the children's ultimate good. The Bishop of Chartres,
Paul Godet des Marais, was a personal friend of John Baptist since
seminary days. He was also an influential figure of the time, the
spiritual director of Madame de Maintenon and a friend of Bossuet,
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Fenelon and other luminaries of the Paris scene. It was he also who
had obtained for John Baptist the Cardinal Archbishop's approval for
the establishing of a novitiate at Vaugirard. Nevertheless when, as
Bishop of Chartres, he expressed grave concern that Latin was not
being taught as the first language in the schools he had invited the
Founder to open, the latter presented his case in a ten-point
memorandum which Blain reproduces. His argument, as Miguel
Campos notes, is not based on linguistic considerations but
concentrates rather on the realiries of life as lived by the poor
children attending the schools. These needed all the available time
(and it was in many cases of a very limited duration) to be given a
sound Christian formation as well as a sufficient education for
earning a reasonable living after leaving school. Moreover, a
command of their mother-tongue would make it possible for them
to supplement by their own reading the catcchetical instruction they
had received from the Brothers. The aim was not to train future
clerics. The lads in the Brothers' classes needed a sufficient basic
schooling to fit them to obtain and hold a job, as well as a grounding
in the Christian faith which would remain firm and develop when
the responsibility for it depended on themselves. Laborious hours
spent on learning Larin seemed a hindrance rather than a help
towards achieving these aims.
Incidentally the importance rhe Founder attached to sound secular
instruction should not (Campos points out) be underestimated
against his well-known insistence on the religious formation to be
ensured in his schools. It is true that the catechism lesson had pride
of place, but not at the expense of qu~lity in the other lessons. The
school as a whole was the pastoral agent; it did not exist simply to
provide an opportunity for catechetical formation. Integration into
the social structure, was the object in view, since without that
integration there would be scant hope of perseverance in faith and
religious practice.
Apropos of this Lasallian balance between the "sacred" and the
"profane", Miguel Campos refers his readers to two chapters of his
confrere Michel Sauvage)s masterly work Cattchese et Laicat, namely
the chapters headed (in translation): "The priority of religious
teaching in the life of the Brother" and "The apostolic purpose ofthc
Christian Schools and the profane teaching of the Brother". It is
normally unfair to an author to quote even a substantial passage from
a closely-argued discussion which extends through many pages, but a
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translation of a couple of Br. Sauvage's paragraphs may bc permitted
here in view of their relevance to the point Miguel Campos is making
at this stage in his thesis:
uJohn Baptist de La Salle was well aware of the existence of the
nvo Cities ~ the temporal City and the City of God, the State and
the Church. He makes express allusion to this concept in his
Meditation for the feast of Saint Louis, King of France: (Your
ntlssion requires you to labour both jar thegood ofthe Church ami jar that
ofyour country. Your pupils are already members of the State ami will
soon he endolVed lVith full cih·unship. .. ' He neither confuses the
two Cities nor opposes them to each other as irreconcilable foes.
Ifill many of his Meditations he puts the Brothers on their guard
against 'the world' it is, 110 doubt, because he is addressing men
who have renounced the world in pursuit of a religions call.
Neverthelcss, it seems very rnuch as if, like Saint John, he cmploys
this term 'the world' sometimes to designate humanity in general
and sometimes that pan of humanity which rejects God and acts
in hatred of Christ and his followers. Understood in this lattcr
sense, the world has a 'spirit' which must be guarded against, but
which threatens from within one's own self rather than by means
of a localised activity which it would suffice to steer clear of. In
fact, as the Founder makes repeatedly clear, the Brothers must, in
the nature of their vocation, <frequent the world'.
"Certainly the Saint in no way equates the world, in the
pejorative sense just referred to, with the 'terrestrial City'. . The
work which the Rrothcrs are called upon to accomplish in their
schools is ordained to the good of the State. The tcaching of the
<profane' disciplines, the human education they arc obliged to
give, will serve for the building of the earthly City: cYou w£l/
contribute to thegood Oh'01," country by teaching )~ttr pupils to ..ead ami
write and all that pertai'" to your proftssum.' (Meditation 160). And
again, emphasizing that one of the results of the education
provided in the Christian Schools will be to prepare the pupils for
their future career and thereby serve a useful purpose in the terms
of this world, he writes: 'God has bem pleased to supply a remedy. ..
by the esmblishmellt ofthe Christian Schools, where the teachi',!! isgi"''''
free ofcha'lle and solelyfOr theglory ofGod, ami where pupils are kept all
day and are m',!!ht reading, writing ami religum. Thus they are prepared
to earn their living as soon as their parents wish to make them do so. J
(Meditation 194)."
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Seen against the background of the time, this refusal of the
Founder to treat the secular instruction provided in his schools as of
inferior importance compared with that of religious formation is
evidence of the originality of his mind. As Michel Sauvage has
written again (in a passage quoted by Campos):
~'The Founder of the Brothers belonged to an epoch when the
Church held, in practice, a monopoly in the field of education,
especially that of primary education. The role of the State was not
exactly non-existent in this area, but it consisted often, in France
at least, in merely supporting the authority of the Church. And
the Church saw its responsibility for the provision of schools from
a religious perspective: it saw education as a privileged means of
training in the faith. Instruction in the profane disciplines came
second and was at that time very rUdimentary:'
John Baptist de La Salle did not, in fact, raise in principle the
question of the difference between "profane" and "Christian". It is
certainly true that he saw the activity of the Brothers as an
apostolatc, as a collaboration in God's work ofsalvation. It is true that
to achieve this apostolic purpose the Brothers wcre to propound the
Good News by means of catechism lessons, thereby awakening and
fostering faith in their young charges, so that the incorporation of
the lattcr into the mystical body of Christ might be an evCfdeveloping reality. The ministry of God's word, exercised in this
particular way of religious instruction, an authentic mission to which
the Brothers were called by the Church, was undoubtedly seen by
the Founder as the essence of his disciples' task.
And yet, it was an order of schoolmasters that he founded, not an
order of catechists. His sons arc not called Brothers of Christian
Doctrine, despite the tacr that this title has often been bestowed
upon them, sometimes even by writers who might have been
expected to know better (like Etienne Gilson and Yves Congar). The
carefully-considered title the Lasallians adopted from the beginning
was "The Brothers of the Christian Schools". And as schoolmasters
they were to teach the Hprofane" disciplines - to prepare their pupils
for life here below, to make a contribution to the building of the
secular city.
But a difficulty arises in that certain expressions of the founder's
writings do, in fact, seem to give an exclusive aspect to the specifically
apostolic aim of hls Brothers' work: expressions like, ((You received
greatgraces from God when he called you from the wwld to a ministry where
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you are concerned sowly with the salvation of souls. . (Meditation 146)
and "You are mnde only for heaven, )~u should labour only for
heaven. .. n, Michel Sauvage answers this difficulty by suggesting
that for the Founder the school as a whole was educative ofthe living
faith of its children. The Brother was not to be a catechist
functioning in a school sirurion nor a schoolmaster who doubled as a
catechist. The one ultimate aim of the Lasallian school presupposed
and ensured a profound unity in the ministry of the schooJmasrcrcatechist, so that the sense of responsibility and dedication brought
to the one role was not devalued or diminished by that brought to
the other.
Michel Sauvage pursues this argument at length and convincingly
illustrates with detailed references to two of the Founder's
pedagogical works, the &gks de fa Biensiallce et de fa eivilitt Clmitiemze
and the Conduite des Ecoks. Miguel Campos refers us for this to the
relevant pages of Cati'hese et Laicat and rakes the discussion on from
there. The opposition shown by the Writing Masters and the
teachers of the Little Schools to the Founder's work derived precisely
from the latter's particular understanding of the purpose of a school.
For De la Salle, schools must be open to all and without payment of
fees, because they were signs of the universalism and gratuity of
salvation. John Baptist stood in opposition to the narrow interests of
the corporations of schoolmasters, but the inflexibility he showed in
this was less a sociaJ criticism of their mentality than a proof of his allprevailing intention to be at the service of the poor. Of course, in so
far as his opponents' reactions jeopardised the making known of the
Good News to the poor, his attitude constituted a criticism ofthcm
- just as the zeal of the biblical prophets for the rights of God turned
them into critics of the adverse social influences of their time. But
criticism was not the primary concern of the founder of the Christian
Schools. The thrust of his enterprise was creative, his endeavour was
to make the uniquely balanced apostolic services rendered by his
schools as widely available as possible. The legal actions brought
against him in Paris, the physical violence to which his work was
subjected, caused neither the Founder nor his disciples to waver.
Their firmness manifested not only that by now the Society was
stable and self-assured in its purposes but also that it had a clear
understanding of the unique nature of the mission with which it had
been entrusted. The Brothers knew, with their Founder, that just as
their religious life could not be identified with any of the classic
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forms already recognised in the Church, so their way of conducting
schools was motivated in a quite different way from that of the
associations of schoolmasters who objected to their "damaging"
presence.
The remarkable success which attended the procedures and
dedication of this new type of schoolmasters was what made their
presence damaging in the eyes ofthe protestors, And although that
success was a community achievement the personal contribution of
the Founder can hardly be overestimated. The demands made on
John Baptist's time and energy by the rapid expansion of the work
have: been delineated by Maurice Hermans in his L 'Institltt des Freres
des [coles Chrinemles Ii fa recherche de son stahlt canonique. .. : the
appointment of the directors and assistants for the proliferating
schools was still his personal responsibility; he had established the
custom whereby each Brother wrote to him every month and
(without fuil, according to Blain) he replied individually (the
majority of his extant letters are self-evidently of this kind); and he
made personal visits to the communities in the various towns. And
in the midst of all these preoccupations he found time and
tranquillity to compose works of spirituality and pedagogy which
provided his disciples with the guidance they needed both for their
personal spiritual progress and for the efficient accomplishment of
their professional task.s. Blain says thar the Founder's writings belong
largely to the Vaugirard period, but Campos points out that nothing
like such a considerable literary output could have been produced
within such a limited period. If, in fact, we follow the chronology
established by Leon de Marie Aroz, the extent in time of the
Founder's literary work covers just a quarter of a century, beginning
in 1694 with La Omduite des Ecoler and Ler &gler de '" Biemianl:e ami de
'" Civilire Chritim1le and continuing to nearly the end of his life
when, at Saint-Yon, he composed his MiditatWtlS and L'Exp/icatiDn
de '" Methode d'Orairo1l,
The purpose of the Founder's writings was, says Miguel Campos,
to give unity to the efforts of his disciples. His spiritual and ascetical
works were not composed with the intention of constructing a
system of spirituality in the abstract but always for the purpose of
explaining and reinforcing the gospel inspiration of the Brothers'
teaching ministry. These writings, it is true, owe much to traditional
spirituality as well as being influenced by the pervading religious
mentality of their own time. Maurice Hermans has shown, in a
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monograph entitled Pom' U1le meil/eure lecture de 1WS Regles Communes
(1954), how the classical tradition of monasticism influenced the
composition of the Brothers' Rules which, nevertheless, were
themselves innovative with their chapters directed to the Brothers'
work in thc schools. And just as the Common Rules were true to the
spirit of the norms of religious life which preceded them, so the
Founder's pedagogical writings were influenced by works already
promoting educational reform in 17th-century France. Much
research, comments Miguel Campos, remains to be done to discover
such influences and literary affiliations. (An excellent example of
such ongoing research is to be found in the most recent work of Br.
Jean Pungier, JEAN-BAPTTSTE DE LA SALLE: Le message de son
Catechisme) Rome 1985.) But, says our guide, what catches our
attention in these writings of the Founder is his sense of mission and
association in his approach to the pedagogical question. In his
borrowings from his predecessors he did not select ideas in the
abstract or because they supported a pre-conceived theory of his
own. He took ideas and practices in order to adapt thcm in the light
of the accumulating daily experience of the Brothers. In the Preface
to the Conduite des Eeoles we find these words: "This 'Conduite} has
been compiled only after agreac nllmber ofmeerings wich the senior Brothers
of this ["'timte and with those who have shown most ability as teachers, and
only after an experience ofseveral years.
"
The evangelical dimension, in fact, is paramount in the pedagogy,
not so much ofJohn Baptist de La Salle himselfbut of an association
of men who, thanks to him, possessed an understanding of their
particular apostolic mission in the Church. His writings, both
spiritual and pedagogical, envisage always the Christ of the Gospels
and the mystery of the Blessed Trinity, considered not in abstract
doctrinal terms but in terms of their manifestation through the
immanent activity of God. Reference to the Trinity was to be
inseparable from the daily work which was the fruit of consecration.
The glory of God and "association to keep schools" were to be
correlative in the life ofthe Brother. Consecration to the Trinity for a
ministry of teaching, fuith that the glory of God could certainly be
procured by zeal in the service of the young, especially the poor and
dispossessed - such was the synthesis which made the Brothers of
the Christian Schools like no other religious congregation of men
that had preceded them in the history of the Church, and like no
other body of schoolmasters that the history of education had known.
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13
More ((Paroles-Force)):
The Personal Rules. . .
The first of the paroles-force chosen by Miguel Campos for an
understanding of the Founder's mind at this period of his life is a
document the heading of which, in literal translation, is: ((The Rules

I have imposed upon myself. We know of it only from the pages of
Blain, but there seems no rcason to doubt its authenticity or indeed

the fidelity with which Blain has transmitted it. The biographer
introduces it with the following words:

"In order to see to what extent M. de La Salle had set limits to his
personal freedom we need mlly read the private set of rules he had
flrnc>ibed for himself. It is a domment whuhgives us reason to regret the
loss ofall the others whuh his h'''''ility caused him to dispose of Divine
Providmce !Eft this one i" the hands of his disciples to be for them an
everlasting memorial, an ever-living example, and a motive ever-new for
imitating the regularity of their Father. Here it is just as it exists. .. ))
One of the first things one notices on reading this list of twenty

rules of personal conduct is the resemblance of some of them to
certain exhortations incorporated by the Founder into the Collection
ofShort Treatises. The verbal coincidences occurring in both texts lead
Miguel Campos to the consideration of a possible common source.
For this purpose he refers his readers to a work by Maurice Hermans

and Jose A. Gareis, published as No. 16 in the Cahim Lasallims series
under the title: Contributimr a ['etude des sourees du Rectleil tk difJ'erents
petits !mitis. These researchers discovered what they describe as "an
identity of structure, and a parallelism" as between the chapter of the

Collection entitled Reflections whuh the Brothers should make from time to
cime, espcially duri"B the Retreat and a 17th-century work by a French
Jesuit, Pere Julien HayneutVe. They found also that nine of the RJtIes
I have imposed upon myself have close parallels in the CollectUm and
therefore in the Hayneutvc work.

The study of the literary sources of the personal RJtIes, observes
Campos, is evidently important, in that it tells us something not
only about what authors John Baptist chose to rcad, but also about

the ambience of religious ideas in which he moved. For the purpose
of his thesis, however, Campos says that such study has a further
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interest. It provides an opportunity to discover how far the Founder
was able to take over the words of others to express his own deeplyfelt convictions, so that the borrowed words become paroles-force of
his personal religious experience. Of similar in terest is the fact that he
borrowed from Perc Hayneufve not only to express his own
understanding of God's purposes but also to educate his Brothers in
their understanding of them - since he incorporated the borrowings
not only into his personal rule of life but also into the Collection
which he compiled for their spiritual instruction. Having found in
certain examples of the Jesuit's terminology an adequate expression
of his own need, he shared his discovery, so to speak with his
disciples: his spiritUal journey, as Campos insists, was made in
company with others; he made them free of his own experience at
every stage because the call of God to the emerprise of the sehools
was no less theirs than his.
An example of the parallelism existing between the two LasalJian
texts is to be found in No.3 of the Rules I have imposed upon myself.
This reads as follows:
((It is agood nIle ofconduct to make no distinction between the matters
proper to one's state and the business ofone's salvation and peifection; and
to be convinced that one will never work betterfOr one's salvation, a1'ui will
never acquiregreater perfection, than by accomplishing the duties ofone',
dnily empkJytnent, prrwiIkd that one carries thcre out in view of God',
i1'ltenhon. It is necessary to keep that always in mind."
The corresponding passage from the Collection is the one already
quoted in an earlier context (p.98). Miguel Campos reminds us that
when John Baptist made this rule his own, and before sharing it with
his Brothers, the "duties of (his) daily employment" were being
accomplished in terms of multiple journeyings to various houses of
the Society, personal and written communications with his disciples,
negotiations with the various authorities seeking the services of the
Brothers and, of course, the recurring need to defend the Society's
rights against adverse influences. This No. 3 of his personal RuleJ
showed that he had understood the vital unity of a relationship with
God, discoverable in the accomplishment of a mission. For him,
God was not to be found in isolation from the business of living and
working: God was where he willed his servants to be; he was to be
found in the faithful accomplishment of the tasks his will had
imposed. Working out one's salvation was not, in John Baptises
understanding, a subjective pursuit involving some kind of escape
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from the realities of one's Iifc; it was the continuous discovery of God
in all that happened in one's relationships with others, particularly in
association with others for the fulfilment of God's purpose.
Not, of course, that John Baptist's life was one of feverish activity,
totally caught up in the interplay of events and influences. The
serenity with which, in the midst of so many distracting forces, he
was able to pilot the work to success, derived from his sustained
watch for the hand of God in all that happened.
Nor was this search for the divine purpose to be allowed to become
a dream of utopian ideals pursued in spite of, rather than by means
of, the down-to-eanh realities of life. Campos underlines this by
quoting another of the personal rules, No. 14:
((It is agood mle to be less concented about knowing what one will have to
do than about doing peifi:ctly what one knows is to be done.})
The "ideal" is attainable at every moment, since each moment
yields its divine purpose to one whose mind is set on doing God's
will. The important thing is to accomplish that moment's behest as
perfectly as one can. The Founder's own existence, particularly at
this period of the rapid multiplication of the schools, was a
continuous response to needs from resources which were only too
limited and, as we have seen, he was, on occasion, pressuriscd by
circumstances inro making appointments which proved ro be
unfortunate. But he remained tranquil no less among the failures
than amid the successes that punctuated his efforts, because his
motive in all he did was to find the best possible means to achieve
what he knc.::w was nec.::dcd.
Like the 3rd personal rule, this 14th onc is also to bc found in the
same chapter of the Collection, formulated thus in the English
edition:
((Snipe to peifOnn JOUY actions as perftetly as you k'WIV how, without
being warned abo"t how perfectly they may be performed. By doing as
well as you knoJl' how, you deserve to learn and know that perftctioll of
which you are still ignorant. Be satisfted IVith whatyou can do, since God
is satisfied; but do not span: yourself 1l1be1lgrate conus to )'Our assistnnce.
Be convinced tbat with the divine help you Cfl11 do more than you
imagine. n
In thus sharing this particular piece of wisdom with his disciples,
John Baptist wanted them to understand that perfection could only
be sought for within the concrete realities oftheir existence, and that
there muSt be no discouragement when the result fell short of the
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intention. At the same timc, they must trust that God's grace could
enable them to achieve more than they could aspire to by their own
powers, and that therefore co-operation with that grace was a
condition, as weB as a guarantee, of success. By bringing all their
energy and natural talent to bear on the accomplishment of their
modest tasks as parish schoolmasters, they would, because God's
grace would foster their efforts, lead their pupils to salvation and to
holiness, and at the same timc grow themselves into that likeness of
Christ which is the ultimate pcrfection.
Another of the RJtles f have imposed upon myseifcontinues to ponder
this qucstion of the ideal and the reality, No.8 rUlls thus:
"T shalt always consider the work ofmy salvation ami that ofestablishing
and directing our Community as God)s work. Hence I shall commit to
him the cart ofall this, so as to do 110thing of what concerns me without
his orders. I shall often consult him 011 aliI shall have to do, whetlur it
relates to the one or to the other, often saying to him those words of the
prophet Habakkuk: Lonf, it is .rour work. "
In other words, if the tasks that fell to John Baptist as Founder
were assumed and fulfilled as a response to the incessant summoning
of a God who works out his plan of salvation in the unfolding of
history, all such tasks, so far from distancing him from God,
provided the very Context of the divine companionship which
sustained him in his faith-journey. Salvation is God's work, not the
product of man's striving for personal perfection. In the
consolidation and expansion of the Society of the Christian Schools
John Baptist saw only the saving activit), of God, and it was to this
God, recognised in the daily sequence of human events, that he
abandoned himself and [he matter of his own salvation and
sanctification.
Miguel Campos proceeds ro a consideration of the 9th of the
personal rules which may be translated:
eel must often recall that I am like all implement, usefUL 01lly in the
hatlcls ofa worker; ami tbat therefore T mltSt awa;t the orders ofdivim:
Providence before acting, without) however, letti'ng these orders go by
default otlee they arc ktlown.
The first comment of our guide on this rule is that a study of its
linguistic content would be enlightening. The simile of an
implement in the hands of a worker carried particular overtones in
the context of the religious ideas of the 17th century) a period when
Thomist theology and the decrees of the Council of Trent were
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exercising a powerful influence on the movement for reform among
the French clergy. The idea of man as an "implement", useless until
made use of by God, relates to the Thomist concept of God as first
cause and man as instrumental cause. The Founder's usc of this
model reveals in him a consciousness of unaided man's incapacity for
good. but there was nothing negative or passive about his awareness
of this: he was very far (as the quoted rule shows) from letting thc
orders of Providence r~o hydefaultJJ once he knew what they were. It
was his wish, as "implement", to respond as perfectly as possible to
the touch of the divine Worker's hand, and the fulness of the
response was to be seen in the success of the schools.
The general effect of Miguel Campos's commentary on these
personal rules is to show the consistency oOohn Baptist's reflections
on God's dealings with him. Thus he next quotes for comment Rule
No.5 which runs:
u1 shaillmite my mtWns to tbose ofjesus Christ at least twenty times a
day, and I slmll snlJ1f to mnke my views and intentious Manti with his.
For 'his purpose I shall have a small piece of paper ",hich I shall pierre
each time I make my act of union; and for every one that I slmll have
omitted 011 any day, I shall say a Pater before n:ti,lng, kissi,W tbe floor
once for ench Pater. JJ

As Campos says, this rule cannot be appreciated without reference
to the others. It would misconstruc the Founder's intention if we
gave undue weight to the element of computation contained in this
rule - an elemcnt which reflects the particular type of personal
devotion favoured at the time the Founder wrotc, and which felt the
need to support the wavering will by setting "targets" to be achieved
and sanctions to be applied in case of failure. The device may well
secm to be no more than a psychological help to spiritual progress,
but to stop short at defining it thus would be to misunderstand that
the conformity with Jesus Christ which John Baptist sought was
indissociably linked with the will to carry out the orders of
Providence. His Utarget" was not twenty acts of union a day, but a
sustained - though repeatedly willed - identification with the mind
of Christ, who came not to do his own will but the will of the Father
who had sent him (In. 6,38), whose vcr)' food was to do his Father's
will and accomplish his work (In. 4,34), whose judgement was just
because he sought not his own will but the will of him who sent him
(In. 5,30), who did as the Father had commanded him so that the
world might know that he loved the Father (In. 14,31) ... It was a
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sublime aspiration, this conformity with Christ, which John Baptist
formulated in this fifth rule of personal conduct, but its fulfilment
was to be sought in the harsh reality of the circumstances in which
his life was cast. Unsparingaucntion to the multifarious needs which
pressed in upon him was his way of participating in thc mystery of
Christ, and it is not surprising if, as a child of his time, he fdt the
value of "accountability" as a device to keep his purity of intention
firm. The point is that conformity with Jesus Christ was not
understood by John Baptist as an abstract ideal attained by a mere
repetition of a prayer (twenty a day!) but (after the example of
Christ) only as a persistent, unwearying application of all his human
powers to fulfilling each behest of God as revealed to him in the
circumstances of each day.
Nevertheless, such an aspiration and such a fulfilmcnt presupposed
a life of intense prayer - an aspect of the spirituality of John Baptist
de La Salle on which his cartiest biographers dwell at some length. His
self-identification with Christ included his divine model's everpresent concern to pray for his disciples. In the 6th of the personal
rules, the Founder wrote:
"When my Brothers come to seek my advice I shall ask our LOl1i to anJ1l'er
for me. If wbat tbey ask is a matter of some consequence I shall take a
little time to pray over it and shall at least be careful to recollect myselfand

ciel"'te my heart to God during a suitable period of time. "
But in thus seeking divine guidance for what he must advise his
Brothers, the Founder was seeking what was best also for the mission
in which they were involved. For the journey he had so far travelled
with them had convinced him that their spiritual well-being was
inseparable from the common task to which they, with him, had
been called; and that in praying for guidance for them he was praying
for the prosperity of their work - which was God's work.
The Saint's uncompromising adherence to the divine will could
hardly be expressed in more cOllvincing terms than those which
make up Nos. 1,2 and 18 of the personal rules.:
tel shall not kave the house without need and without having taken a
quarter ofan hour to examine before God whether the need is a real ur an
imaginary om. Ifthe matter sums urgent I shall take at kast the length
ofthe time requiredfur the recitation ofa Miseren to thi"k it OJ," and to

Pitt mpelfi" the rightframe ofmi,,"jOr the task.

. Every day I slmll set

aside a quarter ofan hour to l1mew the COllsecmtion ofmyself to the Mort

Holy Tri"ity.

. [shall talu meam to eieJ'f<te my mind to God as o[tell as
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I begin a fresh action; and whateJ'er I undertake, I shall make a point of
not beginning ul1till have prayed ab()Ut it. JJ
Once again the practical measures (Ua quarter tif an hour).. Uthe
time required fur the recitation of a M iserere". .. ). reflect the religious
ambience in which John Baptist had grown up, but when we seek
beyond these to the essence of what he says, we find a living
determination to remain attentive, at ever}' juncture of the day's
unfolding, to the divine will - to be an implement functioning only
in response to the touch of God's hand. Quite simply, for the
Founder prayer was inseparable from action. It is interesting, in fact,
(comments Miguel Campos) to notice that for a man who made no
distinction between the affair of his salvation and perfection and the
duties of state, the prayer which he deemed (in the rules just quoted)
an indispensable preliminary to action shows his gift of discernment.
The period of creative action outlined in the last chapter was no less a
period of intense prayer for John Baptist personally and for his
disciples.
Underlying all these JU,1e> I have imposed upon myself one senses a
profound conviction that time is a commodity to be used for God
alone - that all time is "God's time". In some of the rules this
conviction is made particularly explicit, as when the Founder writes:
"In whatever new situation I fi'ui myselfI shall keep toafIXed timetable,
trnsting in thegmce ofo"r Lord to be able to do this, since I have 'uwer
managed to do it of myself. A nd the fint thing I shall do when my
situation changes will be to spend a day in retreat fur the purpose of
drawing up a new personal progmmme." (No.IO)
U] must take measures about the time I have wasted and be careful
'm"" to lose any more. A long retreat will be necessaryfur me to be able to
develop due vigiltmce in this matter." (No.I3)
"Every murning I shall take a quarter of an hour to foresee how to
acquit myself well of the cmks I shall have to perform. I shall plan my
whole day accordingly." (No. IS)

The Founder's biographers (remarks Campos) in their presentation
of him as a perfect model of every virtue, have overlooked the very
human traits revealed in these last extracts from the personal rules.
John Baptist was overwhelmed with work, with unforeseen
emergencies and with difficulties of all kinds; and the need he felt for
a programme, his dissatisfaction with himself for never having
managed to adhere to one, was purely religious in its inspiration.
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Temperamentally, no doubt, he inclined to orderliness and method
and indeed the evidence of his history and his writings runs counter
to his self-criticism in this matter. But such self-criticism is
understandable as the expression of a conscience acutely sensitive to
the idea that time is a gift of God and every moment an opportunity
for fulfilling his will.
This attention to the value of time shows the seriousness of the
Founder's commitment to his mission. Consciousness of the passing
of time, of the irrevocability of moments lost, of the uncertainty of
the allocation of time to come, the haunting image, so to speak, of
the hour-glass ever present to the mind's eye, such was the measure
of the intensity of the Saint's sense of God's presence in his life.
Consciousness of this presence of God everywhere is another
pervading theme of the personal rules, as in the one already quoted
about his intention to elevate his mind to God at the beginning of
every fresh action, and in the following 19th article:
((It is a rule of the Community never to enter the house or one)s room
without a prayer and a renewal of one}s attention to God)s j»'esence. I
shall take care myself not to fail in this."
Such terminology could well seem to postulate limits of time and
place on God's activity in his creatures' lives - as if the divine
assistance were dependent on one's having specifically prayed for it.
But the "make no distinction" element in the Founder's spirituality
sufficiently refutes any such implication. Certainly John Baptist
himself was no less closely united to God when he was absorbed in
the conflicting calls on his attention than when he was "elevating his
mind" to the Lord before commencing an action. Miguel Campos
suggests that a study of the Explanation ofthe Method ofMental Prayer
would throw light on the Saint's total reference to God amid the
centrifugal pull of intramundane affairs.
Our guide has an interesting reflection at this point in his
discussion which raises the question of the nature of divine
revelation. The Founder's insistence on the practice of the presence
of God, combined with his constant recourse to Scripture in his
writings, leaves no doubt as to the reality of his concept of a divine
plan already fulfilled in the past. The spirituality he offered his
Brothers invited them to apply to themselves the mysteries of Christ
revealed in the New Testament, imitating his virtues made familiar to
them by constant meditation thereon, drawing upon his merits for
their progress in holiness and the fruitfulness of their apostolate. It is
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a sublime formula, one which has led innumerable Lasallians to high
levels of sanctity, some few to the ultimate reaches of achieved or
potential canonisation.
What has perhaps been insufficiently noticed, however, is that this
self-application of the revelation contained in Scripture (and, of
course, in its interpretation by the Church) can only be made in the
existential circumstances of each one's life, with all the variations
which that implies for different generations, different places and

times. Miguel Campos makes the point that precisely the Founder's
attachment to the sense of God's presence in every moment of his
busy and distracting life, expresses in a certain manner the reality of
God's continuing revelation of himself to each individual.
The present writer was prompted at this point in his reading of the
Campos thesis to turn back to a book by Bishop Christopher Butler
O.S.B., published by Darton, Longman and Todd in 1967 under
the title The Theology ofVatical1 II - the printed version of the Sarum
Lectures which the Bishop had delivered at Oxford the previous
year. Chapter 2 of this book, written with the authority of one who,
as Abbot of Downside, had been an influential participant at the
Council, is a discussion of the Dogmatic constitution on "Divine
Revelation". The discussion seemed to the present writer to provide
fresh insights into this area of]ohn Baptist de La Salle's thought and
conduct. It should be said that Campos makes no reference to this or
any other work of Bishop Butler either here or in his extensive
bibliography; bur a brief look, with quotation, at the Bishop's
discussion will not, it is hoped, be a mere digression from the
Lasallian's line of thought.
Dr. Butler remarks that the Council's Constitution does not begin,
as a manual of dogmatic theology might, with a scholastic definition
of the term "divine revelation". Tanquercy's Brevior' Synopsis} for
example, offers one such definition in these words: "Divine
revelation is the manifestation of some truth made to us by God
through a supernatural illumination of the mind" - following which
Tanquerey provides a discourse on scholastic cognitive psychology.
"But what is missing here," comments Butler, "is any reference to
the personal Thou-and-1 relationship which may be set up between
him who receives a divine revelation and God who reveals." The
Tanquerey concept leaves the impression of a "third-personal
enrichment of the intellect rather than a second-personal self
disclosure to the heart."
ISO

But, continues Butler, "it is precisely this element that is brought
into the foreground in the Constitution: God does not simply
increase men's store of speculative knowledge; he addresses them as
his friends and 'holds converse with them'; his immediate purpose is
both to make known the mystery of his will and to disclose himself;
and his ulterior purpose is not only to invite but to take them into
fellowship with himself... " The Bishop develops this theme for a
page or so and thcn quotes a passage from Section 2 of the
Constitution as follows: "This plan ('occonomia') of revelation takes
place by deeds and words intrinsically interconnected, so that the
works wrought by God in the history of salvation manifest the
teaching and realities signified by the words and corroboratc them;
while the words proclaim the works and illuminate the mystery
contained in them." And Bishop Butler comments: "Thus we see
that, according to our Constitution, the notion of divine revelation,
as it concerns the Christian gospel, is part ofa larger notion of divine
action in history; it is not by 'words' alone, but by 'deeds and words'
that the revelation is given."
It would take this incidental discussion too far to attempt to
consider the treatment of this theme by a fellow-Lasallian of Miguel
Campos, Gabriel Moran. Campos docs not refer to him at this point
in his thesis any more than he does to Bishop Butler, but he does list
all Moran's works on the nature and theology of revelation in his
bibliography, and in the general introductory section of his thesis he
refers his readers specifically to Moran's Theology of RevelatWn (1966)
and The Present Revelation (1972).
But here it must suffice to observe simply that the new light
thrown on the nature of divine revelation first by the Constitution
Dei Verbum itself and then by its commentators, adds a considerable
degree of richness to our understanding of John Baptist de La Salle's
spirituality. We appreciate bet:n what Miguel Campos is intcnding
when he writes at this point "In the facts of M. de La Salle's life, as
we know them, we discover that his pervasive consciousness of God's
presence expresses, in a certain manner, the 'presentness' of
revelation in its most concrete historical form." We gain a new
insight into Campos's persistent theme that the Founder lived out
his relationship with God not in a self-devised isolation from the
world and from the men of his time, but in a freely accepted and
total commitment to the world, a commitment by which Godls
revelation was mediated to him. Needless to say, such revelation was
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monitored, so so speak, at every stage by the revelation already
stored in John Baptist's consciousness from his familiarity with
Scripture and his loving and constant adherence to the Church's
teaching. But his itinerary was a sustained progress in the knowledge
of God's mysterious ways, and that itinerary was followed - with
others - in a particular world at a particular time.
Christ was the supreme revelation of God and this revelation too
was presented to mankind in historical terms: Christ revealed his
Father in the world of his time, defined with careful deliberation by
Saint Luke in the early pages of his Gospel. And in the solemn prayer
uttered on the eve of his passion, and recorded by Saint John, Jesus
dwelt on this thcme of God's presence discoverable in the world,
whilst pointing the paradox that the world is in need of salvation: "1
do not pray that thou shouldst take them out of the world, but that
thou shouldst keep them from the evil one. They are not of the
world, even as I am not of the world. Sanctify thcm in the truth; thy
word is truth. As thou didst send me into the world, so I have sent
." (In.J7,ISfl".). John Baptist de La Salle
them into rhe world
understood the paradox well. His doctrine of separation from the
world is integral to his spirituality: but the mission God revealed to
him could hardly have been more intramundanc.
Campos quotes two more of the personal rules which have
reference to the Founder's attitude to the \\'orld. First, No.4:
((When I go to see someone) I shall take care to say only what is necessary
and not to talk about worldly or useless matters, and to sray no longer than
halfan hour at the »wst. ))
and next, No. 12:
((When anyone, whether in authority or not) hurts my feelings or,
llaturally speaki"tJ, seriourly upsetJ me, I sball take care llot to speak abOllt
it,- and if 50me01Je else raises the subject with me, I shall make excuses for
tbe perro'" wbo haVt: illjured me atld justifj tbeir bebaviour. "
The Founder's biographers place much emphasis on his love of
silence and retreat, his withdrawal from the "world", and also of his
self-effacing meekness. But, says Campos, in some instances they
come very close to caricature - for example, in what they say about
his relations with his family, about his self-seclusion at Vaugirard
and, rowards the end of his life, at Saint-Yon. This insistence of the
biographers on his "separation from the world" could lead the reader
to a quite erroneous understanding of the Founder's religious
experience. His involvement with the world is, in fact, underlined in
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other examples of the Rules I have imposed llpon myselfwhich show him
dealing with the problems arising from his ministry. The problem,
for instance, of prayer and personal devotions when travelling. In
rule No.II he wrote:
"When I haw togo into the cOllntry I shall make a day's retreat by way
ofprepamtion, putting myselfin the rightfmme ofmi",i to make at least
three hOlt" of meditation a day while I am on the road. H
and he supplements this with Rule 17:
HI mttst also make run: wt to let a sillgle day pass, whilrt I am Otl,t of
town, without visiting the Most Blessed Sacmme1lt; eJ~'Y time I am i11
reach ofa viilage chllrch I shall enter, to kneel in adomtion before the
M.B. Sacrament.
Such resolutions, comments Campos, speak for themselves of the
intramundane dimension of M. de La Salle's religious experience.
Schools to be founded and then put on a secure footing involved
visits to the various communities and meetings with the civil and
ecclesiastical authorities. Slow and comfortless journeys were part of
the pattern of his life. And amidst them all, the hunger for prayer
persisted because prayer was his lifeline to God who had called him
to the task and on whose guidance and strengthening power he was
consciously dependent at every moment of his busy days. Campos
quotes two other personal rules which have direct reference to the
subject of prayer. No. 16 reads as follows:
"In the past I have often jailed to say my rosary although this is a prayer
prescribed for the Community. From now on, I shall not ,wire to bed any
day without having jim said this pmyer. n
and, in similar vein, No. 20:
((Every day, I shall recite one Pater Noster with the utmost devotion,
J)

attention and faith, as an aU of submission to our Lard who taught us
this prayer aJUi bade liS say it. "
The first of these two quotations reminds us that in imposing rules

of conduct on himself, John Baptist was not acting independently of
the rules already in practice in his communities. The earliest known
draft of the Regles Commllnes has for article 7 of Chapter 3 the
following: "Notle ofthe Brothers shall omit to say the rosary every day, mui

if atly one of them has bem llnable to say it lVith

the commllnity, he will
make it good at some other time indicated by the Brother Director."
Campos notes that the Saint's admission, in the formulation of his
personal rule on this subject, that he has "often failed" to fulfil this
rule of the Community, speaks eloquently of the absorbing demands
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made on his time and attention by the responsibilities accruing to
him. It reflects also, as do the other relevant ones quoted, a certain
anxiety lest those responsibilities should cause a diminution in his
application to prayer. Whatever his "duties of state" involved, he was
intent to preserve explicit moments for prayer, personal or with the
community - explicit moments of communication with God.
Incidentally, the particular devotion to the Our Father just noted
In
his personal rule No. 20 is reflected also In the
listed in the Collection) where we read:
"Considerations.
"Consider that God has promised to hear prayer well said; there is no doubt
about obtaining all that is contained in the Lord's Prayer, if we place no
obstacle in the way, since it is the rwblest, most excellent, most efficacious of
allprayers." And this devotion in turn reflects the Founder's sense of
identification with Christ, the divine model, who was ceaselessly
attentive to the work his Father had sent him to do, and whose
communication with his Father was unceasing.
This habitual purpose of self-identification with Christ is at the
hean of the one personal rule still to be quoted, No.7, whieh reads:
"When the Brothers tell me theirjiu,1ts I shall deem myselfblameworthy
beforr: God for my failure to prevent those Jim Its, whether by the helpfUl
advice I should havegiven them or by watching over them. A nd if I give
them a pename, I shall give myself a greater one; when a jiJutt is
considerable I shall add to my penance a period ofprivate prayer, a half
hour or even an hour, on severaL suaessfve days, just to beg God's pankJn.
For ifI accept that I represent our Lord to chem, then I am obliged to take
their sins upon myself, as our Lord took ours upon himself. This is a
responsibility whi<h God has placed upon mefor the sake ofthe Brothers."
The theme here is penance in imitation of Jesus Christ, and the
Founder's penitential spirit is a trait that the Institute has particularly
remembered, following therein Blain's reading of the life. But while
Blain was happy to describe his hero as "011t ofthegreat pmite1lts ofthe
17th century" and to substantiate the claim intermittently
throughout the Life and with circumstantial verbiage in the relevant
chapter of the Spirit and Virtues, what has been less noticed in the
Institute tradition on this subject is the relationship between the
penitential spirit and practice and the commitment to an enterprise.
In the spirituality of the 17th century, self-effacement by
mortification was the recognised means of leaving the field free for
the divine action. The will to maintain the undertaking of the
Christian Schools in the line intended for it by divine Providence was
.)l
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the motivation for what Blain calls M. de La Salle's ((holy excessesJ) in
the sphere of penance. This understanding on the Founder's part
explains why, in the personal rule just quoted, he associates himself
with his disciples to the extent of assuming responsibility for their
faults. However earnestly he might personally strive to please God in
all that he did, the enterprise of the schools could be threatened, or
at least distorted, by infidelities within the Community as a whole,
and for such infidelities, vicarious satisfaction must be made. It was
a spirituality identifiable, as has been mentioned, with a particular
period in the Church's history; but at the same time there was a
certain logic about it, quite independent of time and place, for one
who, like John Baptist de La Salle, had a profound sense of Christ's
redemptive role and a Pauline conviction of his own participation
in the work of redemption.
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14
And Some Letters

To his study of the personal rules Miguel Campos appends a
supplementary consideration of certain passages of the Founder's
correspondence which, says Campos, ··constitutes a collection of
writings of priceless value for a study of M. de La Salle's religious
experience and of the way he interpreted that experience in the
accomplishment of his mission.)) The Letters provide a direct witness
to his manner ofguiding the Brothers and administering the Society,
bringing his disciples to an ever-deepening understanding of the
significance of their work as schoolmasters. And we who, at this
distance of time, have the privilege of reading these letters, relatively
few though they arc (53 otiginals and some 42 copies out of a
probable rotal of thousands), gain insights inro the mind and heart
of their writer which only personal letters, not intended for
publication, can give.
Campos selects for special consideration a group of lettcrs
belonging specifically ro the period of the Founder's life which we
have becn reviewing in chapter 12, the period of the remarkable
expansion in the number of the Society's schools. Thcy were letters
written between 1701 and 171 J to three of the Founder's disciples in
particular, Brothers Denis, Clement and Anastasc. Campos draws
attention to this small group of letters (five in all) to demonstrate
how certain constant themes emcrge - and thcrefore tell us much
about the Saint's contemplation at this busiest and most
prcoccupying period in his life as Founder.
One such theme (it is 110 surprise to discover) is the need for the
Brothers to refer all things to the will of God. Thus, in a lerrer dated
26 June J706, he wrote to Clement Uacques Garcler, a teacher at
Laon who had entered the Society in April J700 and was twenty-two
at the time he received this letter):
"Take eare, I beseech you, to be pmdentand to cOllfunll to the will ofGod
in everytbi1lB, and above all by submission, not only exterior but
interior. .. To have God in view when performing)'01lr actions is the best
way of doillg them well. God demands IlOt ollly the exterior parr of our
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acts, but he requires that they should be peifomted with becoming interior
dispositions. ,n.
An earlier letter, this time to Brother Denis (Jean-Louis Guynand,
who had made his profession at Vaugirard in 1697) (ontains this
advice:
((It is not enough to have the wish togo to God i11 tbe most pcifect mammpossible; you must actually do so, ami this is accomplished only in so far as
lJ'e do ourselves violence. . _I rejoia at your nbandoml1t1Jt to God, and at
you,- i1Uiifference to being smt anywbere. This is my necessary in our
Society. "
On such passages Campos comments that in the Founder's
understanding, abandonment to the will of God is nothing other
than the ready acceptance of existing situations which have
developed from a conscious purpose of accomplishing that will. But
such acceptance must not be a passive thing - complacency in
success and resignation in failure. The emphasis is on doing what is
discerned to be God's will - even at the cost of doing violcnce to
one)s own - and doing it as perfectly as possible, not just wishing to

do so.
Nevertheless, prayer and the remembrance of God's presence are
never to be separated from this preoccupation with the daily tasks to
be accomplished. In the same letter to Denis, John Baptist wrote:
"Make it a babit also to tbink ofieu oftbe boly presence ofGod, fbI' tbis is
thechieffruit ofmeutalpmyer. It ",ould be oflittle use to you, bo",ever, if
you did not stril1e to mortifY yourself; or if you sought after your own
comfort. "
This and the previous extract from the letter to Denis give the
impression that the latter, in his monthly reddition [0 the Founder,
had either been frank about his tendency to seck his own comfort or
had complained about the lack of comfort in the community he was
in, But once the ascetical priT'!ciple has been affirmed in the
Founder's reply - that progress in virtue is conditional on a degree of
self-denial - a note of encouragement enters and it is prompted not
by an abstract principle but by the circumstances of the Societis
work at the time the reply was written. The Founder is pleased with
Denis's spirit of uabandomn£nt to GOIP', especially as manifestcd by
the Brother's ((i1uJijference to being sent anywhere whatsoever" because,
adds the Saint, "this is very necessary in our Society))_ The need to be
·The Ierters arc quoted from the Battersby translation: De 1.A $RIle: !.etten and

Docu_tr (1952).
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able to move a Brother from onc community to another, and at
short notice, was beginning to be urgent at this time when the
demands for new schools were reaching the Founder with growing
insistence.
The same inseparability between spirituality and apostolate eomes
through in a sentence from the one extant letter to Brother Anastase
(Antoinc Paradis, aged 22 when hc reccivcd this letter and a member
of the Society from less than two years previously):
uOften enter into yourself in order to rt1leW and increase the
remembrance of the prese>ue ofGod. The more )'01' try to procure it, the
easier it will be for you to perfonn )'our tutu",s well ami tucomplish YOU'.
duty ('devoir>' the Founder's usual words for school tasks)"
Campos notes that practically all the Founder's letters to Brothers
that we possess contain one or other reference to their school work
- advice on difficulties experienced therein, exhortations to ensure
the efficient conduct of the establishment. This passage from
another letter to Brother Denis is typical:
"Deal in a few wonts with the people who ",II at the school, in order not
to make the pupils lose time. Be ",refi" to correct the pupils - the
ignorant even more than the other>. Tt is shameful to call them abusive
names. . I amglad that you now have a IaWe number ofpupils. Try to
keep the numiler up . . ."
Characteristic also is this reminder to Brother Clement of the rules
relating to school work:
"Mi"d you do 'lOt strike the pupils with yo"r hand. TOI' know that this
is ftrbidden by IV"e. .. IfyOIl know ofany WIly in which I could prevent
the classes of 0111' Brother> from getting alit of hand, I shollid be milch
obliged ifYO" WOtIId let me klIOW, jOr we must do 0I1r best to stre"gthm
them. . I am of the opinion that the pupils who attend irregularly or
who come late should be sent away, for it bri"gs disonkr in a school to
tolemte the one or the other. ))

Both these brief extracts are revealing of the mind of the Founder at
this period. His consciousness of the value of time, which we noted
earlier, and also his scale of priorities, can be discerned in the opening
words of the quotation from his letter to Denis. The joy he shows in
the same extract that Denis's school has «a /nrge numberofpupilr" has
nothing to do with income to the community, since no pupil paid
fees, bur ollly to do with the number of young people able to have
the advantage of his disciples' tutelage - the numbet of the poor able
to have the good news made known to them. Also, the large
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number of pupils is taken as a sign that Denis's school is functioning
well and, as has been noted already, the efficient working of the
schools remained a dominant preoccupation of the Founder.
The quoted extract from the letter to Clement provides impressive
evidence that M. de La Salle regarded his disciples as collaborators in
a mission as much as religious to be directed in the path ofholiness.
He will be "much obliged" to be told by Clement (aged twenty-two)
of any way the latter knows to help the Brothers who arc having
discipline problems. It is interesting, however, that the sentcnce
immediately preccding this request for advice reads: (eTake only one
deftct at a time for your Particular Examen, and keep it fOr several days

ntnni1¥J)), In the letter to Denis, immediately before telling him not
to cause thc pupils to lose time, the Founder had written: OMental
prayer is the maillStay ofpiety, hence apply yourself most sedulously". The
way in which, in fact, the Saint passes in his letters from the subject
of school to spiritual matters and vice-versa (with total disregard for
literary cffcct) is evidence in itself that for him the two aspects of the
Brothers' life wcre inseparable. We are enabled to sec how, having
laid down the principle of unity between the practices of the
religious life and the efficient conduct of the schools, he fostered its
observance in the person-to-person situation of the correspondence.
We notice also, in reading the letters, that the Founder, while
setting the highest ideals in his advice, writes as one who is well aware
of his disciples' limitations. In this connection it is instructive (as
Miguel Campos points out) to focus one's attention on a sequence of
letters directed to a particular Brother - an illustration, in Campos
terms, of how the spiritual journey of the Founder merged with that
of his early disciples. There are two series which arc particularly
illustrative here, namely ten letters to Brother Mathias and twenty to
Brother Gabriel Drolin.
The early registers leave us uncertain about the identity of Mathias
but it is evident from John Baptist's letters to him that he was, in
Battersby's words, "an exceptionally unstable character. . . never
pleased wherever he was». But the Founder deals with him with a
delicately-balanced combination of forbearance and reproof from
which we derive the impression that Mathias's happiness was second
to nonc of the Saint's many preoccupations but that he was not
prepased to let his disciple think that happiness could be achieved
without self-discipline. Thc relevant letters could be quoted almost
at random:
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"There is nothing l desire more than to be abk to help yolt in yoltr
difficltltie,. . Let me know all yoltr trottbks. .. " (3.12.1706)
((1 know bow you were in Paris, ami I believe that you are more sick in

mind than in body. A, long as JOlt are J1Ibmmive God will Itphold yolt. l
am 'orry that yolt ,h!Jttld be a"'lOyed. I ,hall do aliI possibly can to take
away yoltr annoyancc." (18.11.1707)
In fulfilment of this promise John Baptist gave Mathias the change
of community he had asked for, but the move failed to bring the
restless disciple peace and the Founder responded energetically,
though with patience still intact:
HI do not know why you wrote to me in such all ungnuious manner and
so contrnry to the truth . .. You should not have insisted so much on my
sending you so far ifyou wanted to come back so soon. As you see, it is not

possibk to bring Brothers back J1Ich a dista,ue before Easter, nor to 'md
any there, and we should not rmdertalu journeys to obtain a dispensatum
from fasting dltring Lent. . . Re,t assltred, my very dear Brother, that l
,hall do eve>ything that is reqltired for YOIt. " (30.12.1707)
Tenderness and forbearance continue to prevail in the Founder's
dealings with the wayward Mathias, but we sec also that the Saint
desists from taking over the disciple's responsibility for his own
"itinerary":
"l shall see that yun are led to God with gentleness and not harshness.

There is nothing l ,hall IIot do for yonygood atld for yultr salvatioll, bitt,
on YO'" part, yolt mnst act more grnciottsly and tlOt by impltlse or
allger.· . . Y!Jtt mllstgo to God, my very dear Brother, and work !Jttt yolty
,alvatioll. Do not abme the means whith Godgiv.. yolt." (13.1.1708)
Patience (and, no doubt, the prayers of the Saint) provided a
therapy the gradual effectiveness of which can be discerned from the
letters. In due course we find the following:
"I am greatly delighted at the good dispo,ition, yolt are in at presmt to
Imzain in your vocation, whith is a very sanctifyi1tg 0111: for you, and to

accomplish JOItr ditty in it. . . YOIt are right in apologising for JOItr
letters, for they have occa,wnally bem not only indiscreet, bitt very abmive,
a,1d I cantlOt Itnderstand how YO" can write in ,tteh a way. I have tried,
however, not to take offence and, as far as I am concerned, to bear no
grudge. . . Try and acqltire, I beseech JOlt, a level, stendy and sttbmis,ive
,pirit, for otherwise God woltld not bk" JOlt. I commend myself to yoltr
prayers in this holy season. . ." (4.4.1708)
What comes through perhaps most noticeably (and movingly) in
this correspondence with Mathias is John Baptist's total lack of sclf160

importance, the complete absence of any sign of personal offence or
of wounded dignity. At the time he was writing these letters to the
difficult disciple, his name and (in human terms, which of course he
would have rejected) his achievements were known in many parts of
France. Yet he was corresponding with Mathias at a quite
uncondescending, person-to-person level, as a pilgrim discoursing
with a fellow-pilgrim on a journey which God had planned for both.
Mathias was even led by this disposition of the Founder to indulge in
abuse - a grotesque error which he seems gradually to have
recognised with shame and regret. In the final letter of the series,
John Baptist was able to write such things as:
HI am glad to see you itl. the disposition to go wherever I want to se1Jd
you. .. I am pleased you like the rtgion .,berr you art and that you wish
in future to give me aJ mt«h pleasure as you have caused me
amwyance. .. I am very pleased to know that yon wish to makt yourself
useful in lJVery way. .. I shall not omit to pray, as you ask me, so that
God may grant you ptrJlJVerance to the end of yonr Mys. .. "
(16.5.1708)
And, in fact, if (following both Rigault and Battersby) we idemi!)'
this Brother Mathias with Laurent de Douay, the Catalogtu des Frn-.s
des Ecoles ChritiemltJ, preserved at the Bibliotheque Nationale in
Paris, informs us that he died in the Institute at Guise (date not
given) - a happy, ifunlikcJy, ending to a chequered journey which
had, however, the immensely compensating advantage of having
been made in the company of a saint.
Campos takes his final examples of the way John Baptist's letters
serve as a supplementary parole-fOrte for this period of his life, from
the correspondence with Brother Gabriel Drolin - a correspondence
which reflects (says Campos) a journeying more fascinating even than
that travelled by John Baptist with Mathias, and one deserving of a
full monographic srudy. Our b'llide notes that the tone of the
Founder's letters to Gabriel reminds us of the particular bond which
existed between them, scaled on the day in 1691, ten years before
Gabriel's departure for Rome, when both, together with Nicolas
Vuyart, pronounced the "heroic vow". The trust in Providence
which had formed the basis of that vow is a recurrent theme of the
letters to the disciple in distant Rome. One such reference is singled
out by Campos as a particularly revealing comment about the
Founder's own way of envisaging Providence at this most fecund
period of the Society's expansion:
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"AsJOr myself, I do 'lOt like to put myselfforward in any way, and I shall
not do so at Rome mare than anywhere else. Provide1U;e must make the
first step, and I am content when it appears that I aet aecording to its
dictates. })

The letter in which he wrote those words is dated 28 August 1705,
and that year, as we have seen, marked the high point of the
expansion of the work. Busy as John Baptist was in human terms, he
was not, according to this avowal to Drolin, taking initiatives himself
but simply following those which he attributed to Providence. The
enterprise, as he kept reminding the Brothers, was "God's work". At
the same time, the letters to Dralio exemplify particularly well the
Founder's realistic assessment of the human factors involved in
fostering the enterprise. Sometimes a long letter is taken up almost
entirely with "business" details. For example, the one addressed from
Paris exactly a week after the one just quoted, contains an early
rebuke for Gabriel's failure to notify him of a change of address and
then goes on to the question of his disciple's expenses (finance is a
recurring topic throughout the Drolin letters): money is in shorter
supply than ever, since ({a fine hottse f01m&rly occupied by nuns i1J a
suburb of Rotten" has been rentcd for a novitiate - so Gabriel must
not expect to keep ((relying entirely)) for his support on his home
base. Nor must he keep on incurring debts: there is nothing his
Superior holds ((more in horror)) than debts and Gabriel must cease
attempting to pay his way by giving promissory notes and expecting
these to be honoured from source. However, a further subsidy of
fifty francs will soon be on its way to the impecunious disciple,
through the office of the Pope's treasurer at Avignon. Mention of
Avignon prompts John Baptist to add that henceforth letters may be
safely transmitted by that route. News is given that openings have
been made at Dijon and at Brest, and that there are plans for an
esrablishment at Marseilles. Copies of the school prayer book are
going to be forwarded etc.
All these references, and more like them, are to be found in this
one letter, and onc has to search for anything in the nature of
spiritUal dircction. Thcre is, predictably, a word about trust in
Providence, but evcn this serves only to reinforce the impression of
utgeney that Gabriel should busy himself more about what he was
sent to Rome to do:
"I know it is better ro live independently, even though it is more dijfU;u It,
and I am g/nd that you are in these dispositiom. But in that case) one
J
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must either abandon oneself eutirely to providence or, if one hm not
enough virtue to do so] or insufficient faith] one mllSt take tbe necessary
precautWns beforehand; othenvi.se it is neither wise nor Christian to tut
thus. JJ
Even the one brief mention (in this letter) of prayer seems directed
to the tasks to be accomplished rather than to Gabriel's
sanctification:
((Pray hard. . and ask God to conduct our affairs in Rome and
elsewhere according to his holy ",ill. "
It is as if the Founder believed that if Gabriel took more seriously
the work for which he had been sent to Rome, his spiritual progress
would be quite safe. There is, of course, throughout this
correspondence an underlying confidence in his disciple's religious
quality, a confidence which he voices with emphasis in his letter of
27 April 1705:
HI k,lOW that Y01< are very jar from doing what Brother Nieolas did, and
that is why I have so completely pkued my confulen" ill )'01<. "
John Baptist knew his man. Vuyart had sadly failed his trust, but
Drolin, hc was sure, still meant what he said when, fourteen ycars
before this letter, he pronounced the words: ((We bind ourselves by a
vow of msociation and union to effect and maintain the said act of
establisbment, without power to abandon the task, eIJel1 should lVe remain
the Ollly three members of the Society, ami should be obliged to beg for alms
and liJJe on bread only. JJ That the Saint's confidence was well-placed is
convincingly demonstrated by the fact that Gabriel remained faithful
to his lonely assignment for twenty-seven years, without sight ever
again of his Founder, and without company of confreres until the
last few months of his long exile. No doubt his fidelity owed mueh
to the awareness the letters gave him that his Founder and friend was
with him in spirit, his companion on the particular and strange
journey that Providence had mapped out for him, Gabriel Drolin, in
these foundation years of the new work of salvation. The letters he
received (and carefully preserved) were often frank in their
promptings and advicc but it was a frankness allowed by the mutual
understanding existing between the Founder and the disciple.
Gabriel well knew that John Baptist's concern in everything was that
God's will be fulfilled - specifically his will for the mission entrusted
to them both. A school in Rome, and a school functioning wcll, was
the objective of that mission in the particular case of Drolin. The
clement of eommunity life was absent bur had not (needless to say)
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been intended by the Founder who had sent Gabriel's brother
Gerard with him to Rome in the first place; Gerard soon lost courage
and returned to France, and although the need to send another
companion was a constant preoccupation of John Baptist (the letters
provc it) circumstances repeatedly defeated the intention. So
Gabriel's community life was found in the letters he received from
M. dc La Salle. The many items of news they conveyed about the
growing Institute arc to be read in that light. As Miguel Campos
puts it: "Everything was shared - the sorrows but also the joys".
And throughout the Drolin letters - and indeed throughout all the
others that we have - we are able to note the detail of the Founder's
awareness of the development of "God's work'" and especially his
concern that that development remain true to the line intended for it
by Providence. That is why the correspondence is a valuable pamkforce tor a particular stage in the Saint's journey of faith.
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15
Self-Effacement for the Good
of the Enterprise
The final evbu:ment-clef of those sclected by Miguel Campos as
crucial stages in the spiritual journey of St. John Baptist de La Salle
has reference [0 the sequence of incidents which led the Founder to
leave Paris in 1712 for a long absence in the south of France, whence
he returned only in response [0 a letter from the '~principal Brothers"
of the Institute. This period ofJohn Baptist's life is at once enigmatic
and revealing. For him, apparently, it was that "dark night of the
soul" which, according to the mystical theologians, is the common
experience of high holiness. But what was darkness for him is full of
enlightenment for us, seeking to observe rhe ways of God with his
faithful servant. In particular it provides a specially revealing occasion
to appreciate the phenomenon which is at the heart of the Campos
thesis, namely, the inseparability of the Founder's personal spiritual
growth and the development of the work God had called him to
accomplish,
The historical facts relating to this period are complex and less than
totally clear. The two source-biographers treated them in their own
fashion and (nott=s Rigault) between their interpretations the reader
cannot always be sure of the reality, Maillefer had warned his readers
in his foreword to his (second) biography that he had felt it "a ditty to
suppress information about cerraitl secret intnjptes)) out of consideration
for the reputation ((ofsClleral men"ton'ous person.s)) whose views "wIJich
it bas not seemed desimble to discuss" had caused trouble for M, de La
Salle, Behind this disclaimer was the fact that some of the
((melitorious persOllS)) concerned were of Janscnistic persuasion,
including some who had appealed against Clement Xl's Bull
"Unigenitus" which had condemned the sect and which, as it
happened, was promulgated on 8 September 1713, chronologically
at the half way point of John Baptist's stay in the South. Maillefer
himself was a partisan of the seer and was aware, of course, that John
Baptist's brother, Louis, was a committed "appellant", Rather than
cause even indirect offence to the uncle still living, the Maurist
biographer settled for a discreet withholding of details concerning
the tribulations of his deceased uncle,
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Canon Blain, on the other hand (according to a particularly critical
assessment by Georges Rigault) dramatises the events, calling his
hero's journey to the South a "flight" and then modifying the
historical content to suit this interpretation. All the incidents
relating to the Founder's period in Provence are presentcd by Blain
(says Rigault) from this point of view: «. . His portrayal is given in
bold colours, without nuancc, his personages arc fixed 111
conventional attitudes, and his facts are distorted in order to evoke
either compassion or blame... " M igllcl Campos is less forthright
than this in his assessment of Blain's treatment, and even adopts the
latter's term "flight" to describe John Baptist's departure from Paris
in 1712. But his understanding of thc motivation for that departure
goes beyond the simplistic reading of Blain and offers an
interpretation which seems wholly satisfying, espccially when the
tJ,cnement-clef of which the «flight" was the historical core is reflected
upon in the light of the parole-furr:e chosen by Campos for the
purpose.
But in order to set the situation in context it is necessary to sketch
the sequence of events which led to what seemed to be a selfimposed cxile from the administrative centre of the Society, namely
Paris. Campos begins such a sketch with a reminder of the litigation
to which the Founder was subjected at the hands of the writingmasters and the masters of the so-called Little Schools. This is an area
of the Saint's life which awaits a monographic study as a contribution
to the definitive biography towards which the vigorous scholarship
at work in the Institute during the last three decades has been
leading. The source-biographers raise more questions than they
answer in their accounts of this series of legal actions. Documents
unearthed by later researchers, notably Lucard, Ravclet and Guibert..
have made it possible to answer some of these questions and to fill
out the historical content, and Rigault's discussion of the issues
involved has the quality of critical insight so often noticeable
throughout the first volume of his Histoire Genemle. But one is still
left wondering about the state of thc French judiciary at that time
which made it possible for a man of De La Salle's patent goodness
and beneficence to suffer incessant persecution . in the name of the
law, during some dozen years.
A chronological summary (based on present knowledge) of this
sustained onslaught must suffice herc, since litigation was not the
onl)' weapon employed by the opponents of M. de La Salle and the
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work he had established. The first attack occurred in 1690 when the
second school to be opened in Paris, the one in the rue du Hac, was
pillaged within less than a year of its foundation. Blain and Maillefer
mention no other lawsuit until 1699, but later research discovered a
letter of Madame de Maintenon, written in 1698 to the President of
the Paris regional parlemcnt on behalf of the Founder's schools, from
which it is fair to deduce that other attacks had been launched during
that interval. The 1699 case - another violent ransacking, this time
of the school in the rue Saint-Placide - resulted in the closure of that
establishment for three months. From 1704 the frequency of the
lawsuits and condemnations reached a crisis level, following one
another with a do-Dr-die determination to stop the Christian Schools'
challenge ro the survival of the fee-pa>'ing establishments: the
relevant dates are summarised by Campos as 1 February, 22
February, 30 May, 11 July and 29 August all in 1704, then 5
February 1706.
The parish priest of Saint-Sui pice, Toachim de La Chctardye, could
effectively have shielded John Baptist from these attacks but, as we
saw in Chapter 12, the estrangement of La Chctardye had by this
time reached a point when John Baptist had fclt obliged, for the sake
of peace, to betake himself and his novices to a residence outside the
Saint-Sulpice confines. La Chctardyc, in fact, maintained a passive
attitude in face of the lawsuits, even though these threatened the
work of the free schools within his own parish. Two years after the
1704 barrage, the Brothers labouring in the Saint-Sulpice schools,
exasperated beyond endurance by the harassment of the
schoolmasters, prevailed upon M. de La Salle to withdraw them
from the parish. The closure took placc in July 1706, and Blain
describes the bewilderment and anger of the parents, whose
protestations, when they realised what had happened, forced the
cure to beg John Baptist (now with the novices in what Blain calls H a
kind of exile" in Rouen) to re-open the schools. The Founder,
unconcerned to score off his enemy by refusing the request, but
conscious, rather, of the needs of the Paris poor, and still convinced
of the advantage for the future of the Society to have a base in the
capital, agreed. But he asked for a guarantee that the Brothers would
be able to carry out their work without further harassment.
Significantly, La Chetardye was able to give this guarantee and to
ensure that it was honoured, and we hear no more of the hostile
irruptions of the school-master corporations.
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The severity of the winter of 1708-9 caused a food shortage which
obliged John Baptist to bring the novices back from Rouen to Paris.
A suitably spacious house had earlier been acquired (through the
good business skills of the bursar, Br. Thomas Frappet) in the rue de
la Barouillere. The Founder, thinking and acting positively, as he had
done throughout the difficulties he had met in Paris, had wanted the
Brothers working in the Sainr-Sulpice schools to have more
comfortable and salubrious accommodation than the dingy residence
attached to the rue Princcssc school, where they had been from the
beginning. It was to this property in the rue de la Barouillerc that

John Baptist now brought the novices.
The move was imposed upon him by the incidence of famine, but
it did something to case his concern for centralisation and unity. The
fear offragmentation was an ever-present preoccupation at this time,

arising from the fact that he had felt obliged to respond to as many as
possible of the requests for new openings, a number of these in
distant towns. His experience of the proprietorial attitudes of the
successive parish priests of Saint-Sulpice, especially of M. de La

Chetardye, had made him sensitive to this danger. Fidelity to the
providential plan for the enterprise of the Christian Schools seemed
particularly threatened at this period when John Baptist was
approaching his sixtieth year and was~ no doubt, increasingly
conscious that time was running out for his personal oversight of the

work God had called him to accomplish. Even had the fortuitous
need created by the famine not occurred, the urge to return to the
centre of things in Paris cannot have been far from the Founder's
mind. Such a movc, hc was well aware, involved a return to the
tension-fraught relationship with the parish priest of Saint-Sulpice

which had driven him first to seck a kind of refuge at the rue de
Charonne in another parish of the capital, and then to go further
afield to Rouen. But personal feelings were not to be allowed to
impcde what he was convinced was God's will at this particular
juncture. He forthwith rook up residence (accompanied by his

novices) with the Saint-Sulpice Brothers at the rue de la Barouillere
in July 1709.
It was a marc critical moment in his personal spiritual itinerary
than he knew. It was one thing to have assembled the Brothers of
the Saint-Sulpice schools and the novices in a single residence, under
his own direction~ but another to re-create the unity of mind and
heart which had prevailed in the early days at Rheims and which the
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Saint knew to be the first and indispensable condition of future
success for the Congregation. The divisive influence of the years in
the Saint-Sulpice schools, under the supervision of the possessive M.
de La Chctardye, and the concomitant psychological, and even
physical, exclusion of M. de La Salle, had wrought a damaging effect
on some of the Brothers who now showed resentment at the
Founder's new arrangements at the rue de la Barouillere. As
described by Maillefer: "Some Brothers among those who had been left to
conduct the schools in Paris had lost their spirit ofobedience in the absence of
M. de La Salk. He sought to bring them back to the practiee ofthe Rule but
they, with perverse disregard jOr his authority, set themselves up in opposition
to him, reJUsed him their obedience and complained strongly against the
severity of the vules he wished them to observe. .. "
This was a new test ofJohn Baptist's trust in God, and one perhaps
more severe than any that had gone before. Individual defections
had been a recurrent trial from the beginning, the most wounding
that, four years previously, of Nicolas Vuyart. But the Founder had
learned to cope with such disappointments because he had found
that God made good such losses by calling others to fill the vacant
places. His faith had also been well able to sustain the sequence of
trials which had been his experience since he had committed himself
to the service of the poor - the alienation of many of his relatives
and friends, the hostility of M. de La Chetardye, the attempt to
displace him as Superior on the ground that he was incompetent, the
harassment by the schoolmasters, and the rest. His profound
relationship with God had long enabled him to understand that
suffering was inseparable from participation in Christ's redemptive
work - which the establishing of the enterprise of the Christian
Schools most assuredly was.
But the new situation now confronting him at the rue de la
Barouillere was in a different category from what had gone before. If
Maillefer has accurately conveyed the historical reality, John Baptist
now found himself opposed from within the community by a
considerable proportion of its members - who, apparently, were
not proposing to withdraw from the Society but to give it a different
character. The autonomy which the Founder had striven to defend
against interference from outsiders was now threatened by a
polarisation of views within. The formula of vows had established
the principle that it was ((together and by association)) that the work of
the schools could be accomplished and, thereby, God's glory
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procured. The schism within the Paris community now threatened
to make a dead letter of this principle and thereby bring about the
failure of the whole undertaking.
According to Blain, the personal animosity shown him by Joachim
de La Chetardye (a zealous pastor, esteemed by all who knew him)
had first caused John Baptist to entertain doubts about his own role
in the work he had thus fur been convinced God had given him to
do. In the first place these doubts had taken the form of sclfquestionings as to whether the hostility directed against himself and
his disciples in Paris was not the result of the provocative nature of
his own temperament and procedures. It was in this state of mind
that he decided to put his doubts, so to speak, to a test, by betaking
himself to the Carmelite friary in Paris where he spent a fortnight in
prayer and reflection, his whereabouts known only to two or three
of his disciples. He had begun to sec himself, says Blain with
characteristic imagery, "as a Jonah who had to be thrown into the sea»,
and by this temporary withdrawal to the Carmelite house he was
testing "whether the tempest would abate" in his absence.
The experiment served to strengthen his doubts. La Chetardye,
under the impression, it seems, that the Founder had left Paris,
showed a new cordiality to the community in his absence which
contrasted only too sharply with his renewed coldness when John
Baptist returned. The latter's self-questionings persisted and took on
subtly disturbing modulations as his adversities continued. With the
declared opposition ofa clique of his own disciples, his doubts began
to coalesce into a pervading darkness in which he was no longer able
to discern with confidence the way God wished him to go. As
Campos says, the impression John Baptist had that his disciples were
rejecting him began to equate itself in his mind with a rejection by
God. The seeming impossibility for the enterprise to move forward
unchecked created in him a doubt as to the authenticity of what he
had hitherto been sure was his vocation.
According to Blain, it was the turmoil of yet another entanglement
with a lawsuit which finally decided the Founder to yield to
circumstances and leave the capita1. The story of the Clement affair is
sufficiently well known to readers of the Saint's life not to need
detailing here. John Baptist chose not to appear as defendant in
court, preferring simply to entrust to "certain persons ofstanding and
allthorityJ) (Blain's phrase) a memoir presenting his side of the case,
together with thirteen letters he had received from the Abbe
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Clement - these constituting sufficient evidence that the initiative
for the founding of the teacher training college at Saint-Denis had
come from the Abbe and not from himself. Blain says that the
lawyers to whom these trusted persons submitted the dossier
happened to be sympathetic to the Jansenistic faction and merely
used the documents to reintorce the case against M. de I....a Salle.
Blain's version of the Clement affair, in fact) suggests that the
eventual condemnation of the Founder was the effeer of hostile
forces determined to get him out of Paris. The thinly-disguised figure
of M. de La Chctardye hovers in the background throughout the
unhappy story. He, says Blain, "had umg wanted to see M. de La Salle
far from Paris in order to profit by his absence to take over the direction ofthe
Brothers in the capital". The biographer goes on to say that only M.
de La Salle's virtue enabled him to bear with patience the suffering
caused by this new trial which he accepted Hlike holy Job~ as coming
fivm the hand of God . . . Neither complaint ,"". mllnllUr escaped him
against so many people who seemed to have made a pact to oppress him.
Silence and patience were the only weapons he employed against the badfaith
of the Abbe, the fury of the latt,,·'s ji:tther, the injltStice of the sentence
pronounced agaimt him, the malevolence of the lawyers in the case, the
indolence ofthose persons who should have come to his defence, the creachery
ofone who had been his friend (Louis Rogier) ... Thus, finding himself
in enemy territory in Paris, SU1TOUnded by persecutors knonm or unknown,
with friends who were either i,uiiffermt to his "" or even treachen",s, where
he could trust no one and where he could not even be sure of his personal
saftty, he left the capital in the first week ofLent, to escape the worst excesses
of the persecution, bearing in ",i,ui the words offeslls Christ: 'When they
persecute you in one town, flee to the next. .' He went into hiding in
remote Prrwem::e, with the intention of not reappearing in Paris until he
could do so with safety) that is, until his secret and ntthless persecutar, the
institJatur of it all, ,vas 1W longer in a position to hann him. "
The passage is typical Blain, the historical content of the
information just managing to emerge from the misty hagiography
which threatens to conceal it, the essential truth of the
interpretation endangered by the bland partiality of the biographer's
stance. Miguel Campos corrects the historical perspective by noting
that the Founder's refusal to fight the Clement charges in court was
due to his awareness that, in strictly legal terms, he had no chance of
succeeding. The establishment of the teachers' training seminary at
Saint-Denis had cut clean across a formal order ofthe Paris parlement,
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dated 5 February 1706, that "the said De La Salk must ji,rthemwre
establish no community under the name of seminary for teachers of Littk
Sthools JJ • His having advanced, in simple trust, a first instalment of
5,200 livres on the property of Mlle. Poignant was evidence of his
part in this, and his case would not have been helped by the fact that
he had personally kept himself in the background by asking Louis
Rogier to act on his behalf. Moreover, the whole project was
dependent upon a promise by the young Abbe Clement not only to
reimburse John Baptist's advance of 5,200 livres, but to pal' off the
total cost ofthe Saint-Denis property. As Clement was under the age
of twenty-five, and therefore unqualified to enter into a legal
contract, a prosecuting counsel would have had little difficulty in
establishing M. de La Salle's procedures as a case of "suborning a
minor".

Sentence was pronounced against him, in his absence, on 31 May
1712 - an example, surely, of the way the law ofa country, designed
to ensure justice for its citizens, can sometimes succeed only in
inflicting a moral injustice. John Baptist had acted in good faith
throughout. His wish to provide training for country schoolmasters
had never deserted him, even though he had seen two earlier
undertakings of the kind come to nothing. When the Abbe Clement
made his proposal to establish a training college at Saint-Denis, a few
miles outside Paris, the Saint had seen this as a providential
opportunity to try again. The court order forbidding him to make
any such foundation was an injustice sustained in the course of the
campaign waged against him by the schoolmaster syndicates. In the
sight of God this did not bind his conscience; nor had he scen
Clement's promise to finance the Saint-Denis undenaking as
anything other than the generous wish of a zealous young priest to
funher the work of Christian cducation. But, without the suppon
of his parish priest or of the Archbishop of Paris, Cardinal de
Noail1es, whose Jansenistic leanings set him at variance with the
uncompromising adherent of Rome that John Baptist was known to
be, he would make little headway in court with the moral defence on
which alone he could build his case. So he departed for the South of
France where, by this timc, his disciples were conducting schools in
eight towns.
Brother Clair Battersby provides a sufficiently lucid account of the
subsequent events in Chapter XX of his 1957 biography of the
Founder, the chapter headed "Tour of the South". Miguel Campos
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delays less over the historical detail of this complex period in John
Baptist's life than to consider its meaning for the Saint's spiritual
itinerary - though, of course, as throughout the thesis, the latter is
shown to be related to, and conditioned by, the former. What is to
be noted in the first place is that, even if Blain has used the right
word in describing this journey to the South as a «flight", the
Founder's purpose still remained firm for the consolidation of the
work he had been given to do. Doubts as to his continued usefulness
to the Society were ever present to his mind, and the disaster of the
Clement business had only served to intensify them - not least
because he felt he had blundered in reading the abbes apparently
good intentions as a providential sign. But the account of his visits to
the Brothers' communities at Avignon, Ales, Les Vans, Mende and
Marseilles shows his concern for the well-being of the schools there
and also the consolation he gained from the marks of esteem for the
Brothers by the church and civic authorities. His visit to Marseilles
afforded the greatest comfort of all in that it culminated in the
establishment of a novitiate there.
But it was, in fact, the subsequent events in Marseilles which
triggered a fresh onset of self-doubt. The local support which had
made the Brothers' work in Marseilles a flourishing success was
provided by patrons sympathetic to Jansenism, and when the
Founder's opposition to the sect became known there, the support
turned to hostility and the work suffered a disastrous decline.
According to Blain, this was the occasion chosen by certain Brothers
to tell rheir Founder that he had evidently come South to demolish
rather than to build. As in Paris, so now in Marseilles, John Baptist
became convinced that his continued presence would only do harm
and he withdrew, this time not to visit other communities but to
find relief in prayer at the monastery of Saint-Maximin, some thirty
miles north-east of Marseilles.
Miguel Campos stresses that the doubts now nearing certainty in
the Founder's mind were not purely an effect of subjective illusion.
The criticisms which he had experienced from the beginning in Paris
had centred on his fitness to govern the Society he had founded.
True, his disciples had firmly registered their confidence in him when
his opponents had succeeded in getting him replaced by an
ecclesiastical superior, but his own fundamental attitude of respect
for authority - his innate tendency to equate the wish ofa superior,
in that case the Archbishop of Paris, with the will of God - had
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raised the first question mark in his mind. Perhaps God had called
him to establish the Community but not necessarily to conduct its
development beyond a certain point? Much that had happened since
then had seemed (0 reinforce the validity of this question. Perhaps it
was God who wanted him out of the way of the Institute's
development and was only using the machinations of hostile forces
to bring about this object? Perhaps, even, the whole enterprise was a
product not of God's will but of his own ambition? Such questions
as these, it may be fairly surmised, occupied John Baptist's mind in
the prayerful solitude of Saint-Maximin.
At this rime, according to Blain, the Founder was persistently
drawn to the idea of seeking parish work, with a special aposrolarc
for the conversion of sinners (a charism which, according to
examples quoted by the biographers, he possessed in a high degree).
Campos sets this statement of Blain's in the context of his "itinerary"
theme. At this late stage in his journey John Baptist, now agcd sixtytwo, found himself at yet anothcr junction of roads at which he
must make a choice. Campos believes that we must give full weight
to the biographer's assurance that the idea of a new form of
apostolate was now presenting itself as a serious possibility. Maillefer,
for his part, indicates another option that beckoned at this time,
namely to remain in seclusion at Saint-Maximin and ({end his days
tbere, unktlOR'tJ. to anyone" - a solution to his perplexity which we
may well believe he found strongly attractive. Objectively speaking,
these two alternative routes, either of which would have diverted
him completely from the one he had so far travelled, were potential
ways ofadhering to God's wiU. Neither was an option of despair, nor
even of wavering faith. It was only his determination to foHow God's
will that had brought him to where he was. Ifit was now God's will
to take him along a new route, then he would unhesitatingly follow.
His purpose, says Campos, was not at all to make a prophet-like
judgment on the Brothers who had turned against him, nor even on
those outside the Community who had challenged the way the
enterprise of the Christian Schools had developed and the structures
he had given it. His withdrawal expressed only a profound doubt
about the validity of his own role in that enterprise.
Campos refers to a passage of Blain's at this point in the biography
reporting a sense of guilt which pre-occupied John Baptist at this
time: "Berift of all consolation, the holy priest blamed his own sins,
believing that they alone were the cause of the twoftld persecution he IlOW
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suffered, one at tbe hamls of God, tbe otberM tbe ba1Uls ofmm ... " This
sense of guilt would have been much more than a manifestation of
the deep humility which the years had developed in his soul. It
would have arisen from an acute consciousness of the religious
significance of the undertaking which he believed God had entrusted
(0 him. The contrast between rhe demands of that undertaking,
considered as a part of the history of salvation, and the sense of his
own inadequacy for the task, filled him now with a sharpened sense
of the nature of sin, specifically his own. A sentence of Sr. John of
the Cross seems not too wide of the mark to describe the FOll nder's
state of mind at this time: "The greatest affliction of the sorrowful
soul in the state of the dark night is to be convinced beyond all
doubt that God has abandoned it, that He has cast it away into the
darkness as an abominable thing». Ccrtainly cverything that had
happened to him seemed now to tell him that God no longer wanted
him with the Brothers.
As for the Brothers, the biographers tell a story of bewilderment
and disarray. In Paris, by a kind of unspoken consensus among a
majority, Brother Barthelemy had assumed responsibiliry for the day
to day business of the Community, but he had no mandate from the
Founder and his assumption of the role was not to the liking of alL
Those who disapproved feared that he would be too pliant in the
hands of M. de La Salle's enemies. He did, in fact, evince either
excessive trustfulness or shecr weakness in agreeing to a suggestion
that he should write to some of the communities proposing that
they might invite a local ecclesiastic to assume direction of their
affairs. Blain assures us that in doing this Barthelemy was motivated
by pure charity. The Founder seemed to have abandoned the
Institute to its own resources: correspondence with him was at a
standstill, either because letters were not reaching him or because, as
the majority of the Brothers now feared, he preferred to leave them
unanswered. Barthelemy, conscious of the heavy responsibilities
weighing upon him. acted upon what seemed to him well-meant
advice to save the Society from collapse. But his action served to
drive out of the Institute men who saw that his procedure was only a
step in the direction precisely of collapse.
Blain says that the Founder's reason for leaving unanswered any
letters that reached him was that ((he wished to i1'ldu!e the Brothers to
f01lJet bim completely". Campos considers that this assessment by the
biographer is well-judged, that it accurately reflects John Baptist's
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beliefat this moment that he was no longer needed by, or useful to,
the Society_ All he could do for it now was to leave it free to work
out its own future. As wc have seen, the conviction that he must
eventually be displaced as Superior by one of the Brothers had been
with him for many years - from at least as far back as 1686 when, at
the rue Neuve, he had persuaded the Community to elect Henri
L'Heureux in his place. That had been a short-lived arrangement,
and when he had tried again eight years later at Vaugirard, the
Brothers had stood firm against his insistence that they should elect
one of themselves to take his place. By his self-deprivation now of
that communion which his faith in God and his trust in them had
built, he may have felt that he was placing thc ultimate pressure on
them to take the future of "God's work" into their own hands.
The narrative of the events shows, howevcr, that if he considered
that his place was no longer at the centre of things in Paris, he did
not equate this with having nothing more to do with the Society at
aiL His enemies in the capital had already put it about that he had
abandoned the Brothers, but this was an accusation prompted by
wishful thinking rather than by genuine conviction. To have yielded
to his inclination to stay in the solitude of Saint-Maximin or to take
up parochial work would have been to pre-empt the orders of
Providence. He was still seeking light in his darkness, still awaiting a
sign which, like the many signs he had so far followed in his journey
of faith, would convince him of what God wanted him to do.
This was why, upon leaving Saint-Maximin in June 1713 he went
directly to the community established six years before at Mende,
where he had learned that serious irregularity had developed. He
needed no special sign for this. The offence to God and the possible
scandal to parents and pupils represented by a community whose
Director had abdicated his post had to be rectified. He was coldly
received by the discontented community and, according to Blain,
was obliged, after a few days, to seek accommodation in the
neighbouring Capuchin friary. But he remained in the town some
two months, and succeeded by patience and tact in finally restoring
order in the community.
The Mende episode is significant at this stage of our study of John
Baptisr>s sustained response to what he believed was God's will for
him. It shows that, even if he had become convinced that God no
longer wanted him to carry the burden of responsibility for the
future of the Society, nevertheless he knew that it could not be
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reconcilable with the divine will to be indifferent to its fortunes as
revealed in the daily events occurring in his vicinity. '-"hat was
developing in his mind, suggests Campos, was a consciousness of a
new role for him in the Society. When he left Mende, it was to go to
Grenoble, not this time to bring tranquillity to a restless community
but to share the peace and companionship of the small group of
Brothers who gave him welcome there. The impression one derives
from the biographers is that this stay at Grenoble provided a kind of
a halting-place in his itinerary, and that the new role he gladly
assumed was that of a simple member of one of the several
communities which had sprung into being under his charismatic
leadership. It was here, as Blain tells us, that he once again took his
place in class and taught the children who frequented the school.
But the occasion for this act of participation in his disciples' daily
work symbolised, in fact, the ambivalence of his situation at this
time. God had not yet given him the sign that he was no longer to
act as Superior. Whatever his growing conviction, the present fact
was that, in the sight of God, the only Superior of the Institute was
himself, since, despite all his efforts to the contrary, he had been
chosen as such by his disciples. Any idea of returning to Paris to
impose his authority had by now been ruled out. Yet his conscience
told him that he should at least know how the situation had evolved
in the capital during the year and half since he had left there. His
compromise solution was to send a Brother from the Grenoble
community to carry out a visit on his behalf, and to take that
Brother's place in class.
His continuing state of doubt at this time was also indicated by his
decision to visit the Parmenie recluse Sister Louise, to seek the
benefit of her famed gift of discernment.:" Her assurance that his
developing wish to spend the rest of his days in solitude was not in
accordance with God's will served to confirm his own intuition but
not to convince him that his place was back in the capital actively at
the head of the Society. He returned to the haven of the Grenoble
community to resume the archetypal way of life, comprising prayer
and work and fraternal union, envisaged by him from the beginning
as the ideal of every Brother of the Christian Schools. It was for God
to intervene in his own good time, when and if the respite should
end.
4 An absorbing account of this episode is to be found in EtlCounters: Dc La Salk at
Parmenie by Leo Burkhard FSC & Luke Salm FSC (Romeoville, 1982).
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16
Light out ofDarkness
The divine intervention came in the form of a letter, dated 1 April
1714, addressed ro the Founder by the assembled Brothers of Paris,
Saint-Denis and Versailles. It was a remarkable document about
which Michel Sauvage has said that "it would be difficult to discover
a more convincing proof of the solidarity of the Society established
by M. de La Salle, or of the Brothers' consciousness of being an
autonomous Community". The incident that had brought them to
the point of writing their Icrrcr was a step taken by the cleric, aM. de
Brou, whom M. de La Chctardye had asked ro act as Superior of the
Saior-Sulpicc community. De Brou, prompted by the parish priest,
had drawn up a set of regulations for the Brothers, quite different
from the rules already formulated by their Founder, and had
submirrcd these to the Cardinal Archbishop for his approval. It was a
move which united the Brothers in all alarmed awareness of the
threat to their existence as a Society such as they knew their absent
leader had intended it to be. They took the only step available to
them: they "ordered» M. de La Salle, in the name of the vow of
obedience which he had pronounced with them, to return to Paris
and resume direcrion of the society.
For John Baptist it was the sign he had awaited. The request of
«tbe principal Brothers ofthe Christian Schools)) (thus the writers of the
lerrer termed themselves), gathered together as forming "tbe body of
tbe Society)), was an unmistakable expression of God's will. Not to
have obeyed this request would have been to default on his vow and
therefore to have refused the divine purpose. But his response
transcended a mere material act of obedience. As Miguel Campos
points out, Blain remains at the mere surface of the Founder's
reaction to the letter when he says that, ((having inwkated the virtue of
obediem:e in bis diseipks so often by word, be felt it was only rigbt tbat be
should noJV provide a lesson by his example)). Obedience certainly entered
into his motivation and indeed it was the direct appeal to his
obedience contained in the !cner's words, ".. .and we comma1ui y01l
in tbe name of tbe body of tbis Society to wbicb you bave vowed
obedie1lCe. .. )), which left him no room for doubt as to where God's
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will lay. But the experience of his two years away from the capital,
the deepening of his understanding which his intensive prayer and
meditation had wrought, made him sure of how he muSt read the
letter's injunction that he was to ({resume forthwith thegeneml conduct
of affairs)). The writers of the letter no doubt meant that he must
take up again the reins of government from where he had left ofE
They could not know that the experience he had been through
during the two years since they had last seen him moved him to a
different understanding of their words.
The letter from Paris provided light in his darkness, not only
because it invoked his obedience to ((the body ofthe Society)} but also,
and by that very fact, because it demonstrated for him that the
Society was now, at last, capable of taking its destiny into its own
hands. It told him that the auronomy he had defended at the cosr of
being thought stubborn and inflexible (by men whose minds and
characters he respected) was now securc and needed his protection
no longer. It told him that, by wording their request to him - their
Founder to whom, at every stage of their spiritual journey together,
they had looked for guidance - as a command, the ((pn·ncipal
Brothers)} had understood what the term ((the body of the Society)}
meant and its significance for the future. Without, surely, advening
to the fact themselves, their request served only to convince their
Founder that his role as Superior had now become redundant - and
also (fulfilling his persistent dream!) that the Society would never
have another priest as its Superior, but only and exclusively one of its
own members.
If we bear these considerations in mind, the remaining sequence of
events will not seem as surprising as perhaps the)' have tended to in
the past. For example, Battersby, in his valuable 1957 biography,
having commented that the Founder left Grenoble "without further
hesitation", goes on to say that "instead of arriving in Paris within a
week or so, as he might easily have done, took four months to gct
there, and this provides us with yet another of those problems with
which this period is full». Bur the fact was that now John Baptist felt
no urgency about his response to the Brothers' summons. His
prolonged absence from the capital had brought about the very thing
he had hoped for: a futther delay could only serve to consolidate the
Brothers' awareness that the Society'S future was now, under God's
providence, in their own hands.
It happened also that rhe incident which had aletted the Brothers
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into writing their letter had proved to be a false alarm. The Cardinal)s
response to M. de Brou's request for approval of the Community's
new regulations was that he deemed it ((inappropriate for any decision to
be taken relating to changes in the existing rule». The date of this
communication was 4 April 1714, and no doubt John Baptist
would have had word of it a few days after receiving the Brothers'
letrer written just three days before. The news would have seemed a
providential intervention, allowing more time for his return to Paris.
The biographers say that after leaving Grenoble he travelled north
to Dijon, but broke his journey at Lyons in order to visit the tomb
of Sr. Francis de Sales (in fulfilment of a promise made to the
Visitation nuns at Grenoble). He stayed some little while with the
Brothers at Dijon, where a school had been founded nine years
before, but then, instead of pressing on to Paris (he was about halfway there from Grenoble) he retraced his steps and revisited other
communities in the south. No doubt he had a premonition that he
would not sec these communities again, not only because he sensed
he had not many morc years to live, but also because he foresaw that
future «visitations" of these places would be the responsibility of
others.
It is true that there was one further consideration which surely
helped to make his return to Paris a leisurely affair. The old enemy,
M. de La Chcrardye, was still in possession at Sainr-Sulpice. John
Baptist had no reason to believe that the attitude of the redoubtable
parish priest had changed, and he was in no disposition to n:turn and
resume the battle which, in essence, had been the cause of his
departure from the capital two years before. More than ever, since
receiving the letter of I April, he was confident that the Brothers
could defend their autonomy even against any further
encroachments by La Chetardye himself. He wished neither to
renew trouble for them by returning now, nor to seem to have
triumphed over his opponent by responding to a vote of tOtal
confidence on the part of his disciples.
But on 29 June of that same year, M. de La Chetardye died, aged
78, ((in the odour of SIlru:tity» as Brother Barthelemy said, without a
trace of ira ny, in a letter he had occasion to write to thc parish priest
of .Mende, who presumably conveyed the news to John Baptist. As
Georges Rigault comments, the conventional term "in the odour of
sanctity" was not whoHy misplaced. La Chctardye had been an
esteemed priest to whose «virtues and Sflintly labours)) the reigning
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Pope Clement XI paid personal tribute, and whose eighteen years of
zealous ministration to the people of Saint-Sulpice were recognised
by all who had known him there. But his death removed the one
great obstacle to the free development of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools, and it is significant that within three weeks of
learning the news, the Founder arrived back in Paris, 10 August

1714.
According to Blain, reporting no doubt from a reminiscence ofone
who was present, John Baptist's first words to the welcoming
Brothers were, ((Here 1 am. What do you want me to do?)) He spoke,
from the moment of reunion with them, as one who had no tllrther
role but to be under obedience to "the body of the Society)). His
concern was to deflect attention from himself and to concentrate the
efforts of the Brothers on securing the future of the enterprise of the
Christian Schools. They engaged his obedience to accept once again
the title and duties of Superior, but he associated Barthelemy with
him in all that he did, leaving the day to day administration to him,
advising when asked) but otherwise limiting his activity to that of
chaplain and spending much of his time composing or revising works
for the spiritual and professional use of the Brothers. He did exercise
his authority to transfer the novitiate back to Saint-Yon in October
1715 and took up residence there himself a month later. But his
tendency throughout this period was to efface himself, to prepare
the Brothers for the day when death would remove him definitively
from them.
Once the transfer to Rauen was complete, he again llsed his
authority to set in motion arrangements for a general assembly of the
Brothers with the purpose, above all, of ensuring the election of one
of them as Superior. But even in this he avoided any semblance of
autocratic procedure. He assembled a group of the Brothers of the
Rouen area and deliberated procedure with them. The result was a
formal document, signed by each of the Brothers present (John
Baptist adding simply ((1 am in agreement with what the Brothers have
herein decided. De La Salle") appointing Brother Barthelemy to visit all
the twenty-two existing communities throughout the realm (a
round journey of some 1800 miles, begun in mid-December) to
secure their agreement for the holding of a general assembly at SaintYon the following spring. This agreement was expressed by the
signatures of the Brothers constituting the twenty-two communities
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(exactly 100, not including some] 8 novices)* to a formula assenting
to the holding of ((all asse11lb~y oftbe pn"l1clfxrl Brothers ofour Institute in
the said boltse of Saint- YOll, at tbe time indicated by ollr Brother
Bartbelemy, in order to determi11e and finalise our rules and at tbe same
time to make pruvision fOr the gOlIC1?lment of our Institute . . "]) The
booklet containing the twenty-two signed statements is preserved in
the Rome archives"
The gathering took place in May 1717 and Brother Barthelemy,
Joseph Truffet, was elected Superior. The Founder himself took no
official part in the proceedings and did not sign any of the acts of the
assembly, nor even the formula of vows when a rcnovation ofthcm
took place during the meeting. (He did, however, sign the formula
when the renovation took place the following year and the
attestation of the act describes him there as ((priest~ ftunder of the
Brothers of the Chrirtian Schools, serving the chapel of the said house of
Saint-Yon]).) By remaining apart now from the formal administrative
tasks, he was underlining the lay character of the Society and its
government from within by consecrated laymen freely elected. The
attempts of his opponents to decentralisc the administration had
foundered; their total result had been to strengthen the bonds that
held the Brothers together in that unity they had discovered in their
personal spiritual journey madc in company with him who, under
God's guidance, had given their Society its unique character. And,
observes Miguel Campos, the self-effacement of M. de La Salle, the
obligation he had imposed upon his disciples to do without him for
an extended period, had certainly contributed greatly to the
solidarity which found its expression in the 1717 general chapter at
Saint-Yon.
Acting further as a self-contained legislative body, the capitulants
entrusted to the Founder the task of making a definitive revision of
the Rules. There is evidence in that revision to show how the Saint's
understanding of his mission had developed since the first draft of
the Rules was drawn up in 1705. Miguel Campos treats this evidence
as a supplementary parole-force for this closing stage of John Baptist's
faith-journey and a consideration of his treatment, following his
discussion of the principal relevant parole-force, the Brothers' letter of
•And not including Gahriel Drolin. W(~ know rrom a subscqucnt IcrrcT" or
R:1rthclcmy to Gabriel that thc FoundeT" wrote per.;onally to the larreT" to obtain his
af,'l'"Ccment to the decisions orthc general assembly, bm the lcrrcT" seemingly fuilcd to
n:ach Drolin.
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1 April 1714, will form the subjecr matter of our next and final
chapter.
Seeking still to be as non-existent as possible to the Brothers, the
Founder obtained Barthelemy's approval to make an extended stay at
the Paris seminary of Saint-Nicolas du Chardonnct, returning only
after five months and at the insistence of the Saint-Yon community.
No doubt the latter were unable to treat him other than as ifhe were
still their Superior and this he now abhorred. His disposition of total
kenosis (the tenn used by Campos) is well illustrated by a letter he
wrote from the seminary to Brother Barthelemy apropos the
purchase of the Saint-Yon property (hitherto held only on lease).
One can discern from the letter that John Baptist considered the
opportunity of purchase not one to be missed, but at the same time
he declined to give advice (which of course Barthelemy had
requested) that could be construed as direction: HI am zmable togive
Y"" ruime on the subject, alld you should cOllsult mon: mlightmd pers01lS,
for it is a matter ofimportallce. Thillk the thillg uver carefully, sillce it is 1IOt
yet settkd. I sho,,1d 1IOt ruivise yo" to borrow mamyfor the p"rchase. On tbe
other hand I do not say outright that it mllst not be done; you can consult
othm 0" this poillt. I esteem that whatever yon decide ill the matter will be
all right. It is rwt becomi"g that I shmld have any share ill these
deliberations, for I am nothhlg, whereas yr)U" as Superior, are the master".
The original manuscript of this letter is in the Institute archives,
bur Blain quotes others of this period, of which the originals have not
come down to us. Miguel Campos cites passages from these which
reveal the same insistent tendency to self-effacement. Blain, in fact,
introduces his references to these letters with the remark that the

nearer M. de La Salle felt himself approaching the end of his life, the
mote he strove "to die to ,werything a"d to efface himself ftvm the
l1Ii1uis of everyone, even of his dearest discipks". To one of these
latter, a senior member of the Society whose request for advice he
had not felt able to ignore, he added in his reply: "I beg )'0/1 fOr tbe "",e
of God, my dear Brother, that for the future you think no more about
comlt/ring me on anything. You have your superwrs whom )'Olt must consult
on matters spiritual a,ut temporal. For myself tbere is nothing noJV but to
prepare myselffor death whi<h mllst SOOIl make my filial sepamtioll from a/l
creatures. n And in another Ieuer quoted by Blain and written at this
time to a correspondent not belonging to the Institute, he
remarked: "Allow me to say, Si,', tbat you have apparently been
misillformed by whoever told you that I ,vas doing good ill the Ch"rcb a",i
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providillg schoolmasters for towns alld villages to illstnt€t the young. It is true
that [ began the WUYk of training Broth"", to cmuluet free schools, but for a
long time noJV I have had 1/0 part in theirdirectio1'l. It is one ofthemselves, a
Brother Barthilemy, who directs them at present and who resides in this
house, and whom the B1"Others, i1lcludil1g those at Saint Denis, recognise as
their Superior. ))
Bearing in mind the total reduction of his scnse ofuscfulncss to the
Institutc, wc can understand bctter the tranquillity with which hc
received the ncws, on his death-bed, that the Archbishop of Rauen
had withdrawn his authorisation to an as chaplain for the
community. Canon Blain, who was pcrsonally involved in the
episode as the one to whom fcll the task of conveying the
Archbishop's decision to John Baptist, assurcs us that he listened
((without losing peace 01' calm, reflecting only cheerful contentment, showing
1J() least sign ofannoymu:e or resentmen~J. Coming at the end of a long
process of self-annihilation, such a decision could only seem to the
Founder a logical endorsement of his own conviction: so
unnecessary was he now to the survival of the Institute that even his
role of chaplain could be dispensed with. Any sense of personal
insult did not enter into his reaction at all. His faith-journey had
taken him long past the point at which any personaJ injustice could
wound him, least of all an injustice inflicted by a prelate who had
never shown him much sympathy.
All that mattered now to the dying Saint was the future of the
work which God had given him [0 initiate. And the assurance that
his intimate converse with his Lord gave him was that the work lIJould
endure because, as he had so often told his disciples, it was "God's
work". He could die in profound peace (and with what symbolic
appropriateness!) 011 Good Friday, 7 April 1719, endorsing every
step that Providence had led him to take in his life's long and
arduous pilgrimage, with his last words: ((Ycs, I adore God in
Cl'C1Jthing He has lVilled for me".
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17
((Monsieur Notre Tres Cher Pere

))

Miguel Campos's choice of the principal parole-fOrce for these final
stages of the Founder's gospel-inspired itinerary is momentarily
surprising because it is the only one selected by our guide which is
not a writing of the Saint himself. It is, in fact, the letter sent to him
by the group of "principal Brothers" assembled in Paris, requesting
and requiring him to resume direction of the Society. Campos ranks
this letter with the autobiographical documents chosen by him as
paroIes-force in the course of his study because, no less than they, the
letter rcflected John Baptist's discernment of God's will at a crucial
moment in his journey of faith, a moment when he was at a parting
of the ways and was awaiting the sign which would show him the
way he must choose. It did so because the very wording of it spoke
to him at the deepest level of his religious experience. Beginning with
a form of address in which respect and affection were combined:
«Momieur 1wtre tres cher Perc. .)) the letter continued (as translated
by Battersby in his 1957 biography):
((We, the principal Brothers ofthe Christian Schools, haviug in view the
great." glory of God, the good of the Church and that of our Society,
consider that it is of the ut11lOst importance that .You should resume the
conduct ofGod'>s holy work, which is also your own, since it has pk,ased the
Lord to make use ofyou to establish it amiguide itfOr so long a time, We
are all comrinced that God hasgiven you the necessarygraces and talents
for the properglJVernmeut ofthis new Society, whIch is ofsuchgreat utility
in the Church, and we acknowledge in all justice that .you have in fact
always guided it with much success and edification. For this J'eason we
humbly beseech you, ami we commaml you in the name ofthe body ofthis
Society to which you have vowed obedience, to resumeftnhwith thegeneral
comluct ofaffairs, In testimony of which, we have signed, Done at Pans
this 1st April 1714, We are, with the most profOumi respect, dear
Father, your very humble ami very obedient inferiors, , ,"
To be noted, in the first place, about this document (says Campos)
is that it both recapitulates the Founder's association with the
Society from the beginning and testifies to the contract entered into
by the vows of 1694, whereby the Society had taken definitive shape
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as an alliance of men binding themselves in the sight of God to
conduct ((together and b.r association)) free schools for the poor. These
vows had given direction to John Baptist's fulfilment of his mission
as founder: they were the point of convergence for his procedures
previous to their pronouncement and they constituted the driving
force for every subsequent act. The changes in the course of his early
life, which retrospectively he had understood to be interventions of
Providence, had all been firmly accepted by him because they
corresponded to the demands of discipleship of Christ as he read
them ill the gospel pages. God had led him, step by step, to the
point ar which he left his family home, renounced his canonry and
the ecclesiastical career it promised, and gave away his personal
wealth to rhe poor - all to bind himself in an irrevocable union with
others who h3d met him on his journey of faith and had decided to
take up the same journey in his company, their hearts burning
within rhem, like rhe Emmaus disciples of Jesus, as he progressively
revealed to them the meaning of what God had called him and them
to accom plish H together fwd by associatiOll n,
The letter recalled all this with its reminder that it had Hpleased the
Lord to make use of (him) to establish and gl/uu (the enterprise of the
Christian Schools)ftr so long a time". The words were evocative of the
Memoir which he had written to explain the ways whereby divine
Providence had brought the Institute into existence. As we saw in
Miguel Campos's analysis of that Memoir, John Baptist had realised
that God had led him "in a quite imperceptible way, and with plenty of
time)) to accept responsibility for the schoolmasters - a responsibility
definitively assumed by the "exodus" with his few companions to the
house in the rue Neuve in 1682. As to the nature of his "guidance»
of the Society, referred to in the letter, he had been obliged by
circumstances to summarise this in another extended statement, the
Memoir on the Habit.
The writers of the letter claimed that they had in vicw Hthegrmter
glO1Y of God, the good of the Clwn/; atld that of (theit) Society". The
words revealed their consciousness that their Society was now a
recognisable corporate unit capable, as such, of rendering invaluable
service to the Church and, thereby, contributing to the greater glory
of God. The latter phrase was a direct allusion to the formula of vows
and it was a logical step that the letter culminated in an appeal to that
formula as the grounds of the command uil1 the name ofthe body ofthis
Society)) to which the Founder had vowed obedience.
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In saying that they deemed it of the utmost importancc that he
should resumc the conduct of ({God's bo~v lVork}), the writers again
used terminology they had learned from him and showcd, at this
supremely critical moment in the life of the Society, that his own
long-held conviction was now firmly their own. By adding
" ... which is also your OW" (work)" they declared their belief that God
had made use of him as the responsive instrument whereby the work
was brought into being - an idea which, as Campos reminds us,
corresponds with a thought of the Founder expressed in one of the
personal rules: rrI 1"flust often recall that I am like an implement, useful
only in the hands of It 1V0rker)},
In such terms the Brothers expressed their conviction that the
form of government their ({very dear Father" had shaped for the
Society, the structure he had given it, the way he had organised till:
schools, all represented the fulfilment of a task in accordance with
God's intention. John Baptist had wondered, to the point offeding
rejected by God, whether his own unworthiness had proved an
obstacle to the divine plan, but these disciples were assuring him
now that such was far from being the case: they were telling him that
the plan had been fulfilled and that it was he who had made it
possible. And they reinforced their assurance in the strongest terms:
"We an: all convinced that God has given you the necessary graces and
/:aim" fOr the propergoverr",,,,,,t ofthis "ew Society. . a"d we acknowledge
in all justice that )'Ou have in fact a.[wa.ysguided t't lVith mud) meeess and
edification".
Such words, comments Miguel Campos, penetrated to the very
heart of John Baptist's self doubts. The burden of his opponents'
criticism had been that ((he did not know how togovern", and so often
had this been said that he had finally become convinced of its truth.
The categorical assurance he now read in the Brothers' letter told
him that God had not, after all, found him wanting. When he had
thought himself rejected by his disciples he had equated this with a
rejection by God. The converse equation held good now that his
disciples made clear that they had "ot rejected him: neither therefore
had God.
ParadoxicaHy, the message the letter conveyed was not quite the
one they wcre intending to convcy. In this sense, though written by
others, it became his parole-force, because he read in it a meaning
which transcended the writers' own. God made use of their words to
give his faithful servant a directive which went beyond what the
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words in themselves said. The letter, inspired by a desperate need of
his presence, told John Baptist, in fact, that the Society was no
longer in need of him. And when, in obedience to the summons of
((the body of the Society») he returned to Paris
resume the general
conduct of affairs1), his purpose was to do so 'only to finalise the
structures which would replace him as Superior by another drawn
from the Society itself.
((to

There remains a further parok-ftrce chosen by Miguel Campos to
illuminate the closing yeats of the Founder's life. This derives from
the revision of the Rules which the general assembly of 1717
requested him to undertake. According to Blain, John Baptist
applied himself to this task ((with great attention»,. and because a
manuscript copy exists, both of the 1705 draft of the Rules, which
was the one he revised in 1718, and of the 1718 version itself (both
published in No. 25 of the Cahierr Lasalliem series) it is possible to
discern what new insights the Foundet had developed, with regard
to this key text of the Institute, over a period of thirteen years.
Campos chooses for particular consideration two additions made by
the Founder to the 1705 text, in the form of prologues to two
principal chapters of the Rules.
The first of these two additions is to be found at the beginning of
the second chapter of the &gks Communes, the chapter on The Spirit
of this Institute. In the primitive 1705 manuscript this chapter began
directly: "The spirit of this Institute is first a spirit of Faith . .. " What
prompted the Founder, thirteen years later, his life-work nearing its
end and the charge of the Institute now in another)s hands, to
prefu.ce this abrupt definition with an introductory paragraph?
Campos)s answer is that the Saint was concerned that, in this revised
Rule, when "the body of the Society" was seeking a legislative text
which would provide for the most minute details, priority should be
given to the spirit rather than to the letter. "That whieh is of the
utmost importatlU,1} the revised chapter began, ((and tfJ which the
greatest attention should begiven in a Community, is that all who compose it
possess the spirit peculiar to it. .. »
John Baptist, able now to look back on the way God had led him
forward step by step on a journey beset with temptations to
discouragement, knew that faith was the bulwark which must
sustain his disciples through the difficulties of their mission. If they
were strong in the spirit of faith God)s work would continue to be
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accomplished in and through them. From the very beginning of
their spiritual journey ((the nfJIJices must apply themselves to acquire» this
spirit, and those who were already members "must make it their first
care to preserve and increase it in themselves», This spirit was to ((animate
all their actwns» and ((be the motive of their whole conduct»,
Having thus established the prioriry of the spirit, the Founder was
able to present the rest of the second chapter in almost the same
words as in the 1705 version. The spirit of faith was to be combined
with a spirit of ((ardent zeal for the instruction of children», We
recognise here the familiar synthesis, formulated now in the solemn
context of the Society's Rules: there was to be no dichotomy between
the duties of state and the pursuit of personal sanctification. Prayer
sustained by faith combined with work inspired by zeal, such was to

be the way offulfUling the Lasallian vocation. 1t was a way which the
charism of John Baptist de La Salle enabled him to bequeath to his
Institute; and countless disciples of his, down the three centuries of
the Institute's existence, who have taken him at his word, have
demonstrated in their lives the sureness of his previsionary insights.

Another addition made by the Saint when revising the 1705 Rules
was the whole chapter on Regularity. Campos centres attention
particularly on the prologue to this: ((It is necessary that the Brothers

apply to themselves, and take fOr the foundation and support of their
regularity, what St. Augustine says at the beginniug ofhis RuI£, that those
who live in Community shoul4, beftre all else, love God and next their
neighbour. .» The passage continued with examples illustrating the
practical application of this great principle. The purpose of this
prologue was to emphasise that regularity - the observance of a Rule
- however essential to the effectiveness of an Institute's mission -

could be valid only to the degree to whieh it manifested love tor God
and love for one's neighbour. Regularity which failed this test was, in
the words of the text, ((quite use!..ssfor salvation n) because love ofGod
and love of one's neighbour are ((the principal commandmentsgiven us

by God".
This was teaching, as Brother Maurice Hermans has shown in his
study, Pour une Meilleure Lecture de nos Regies communes (Paris-Rome
1954), which echoed the most ancient traditions of the Church's

monastic life, that had based itself on the ideal of the first Christian
community in Jerusalem, delineated in the Act< of the Apostles. But
the truth it contained could be lost sight of: structures could assume
a greater importance thJ.I1 fraternal union; the letter of the law could
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take ascendancy over the spirit of love. John Baptist, for all his
profound conviction that regularity would sustain the Institute for
the work God wished it to accomplish, wanted now to leave this
message, that love is the fulfilment of the law.
Taken together, comments Miguel Campos, the two prologues,
inserted into the Common Rules by the Founder within sight of his
death, constitute a kind of enduring parok-jime for the Brothers of
the Christian Schools, a guide-line to safeguard their mission
through the vicissitudes of time and place - faith, hope expressed in
unflagging zeal in the service of youth, and love.
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The saints have always understood, in practice, what it means to be
a member ofa pilgrim Church. They lived their lives as a journey of
faith for which their guide-book was the gospel and their signposts
the events and circumstances of their daily existence which indicated
God's will for them and which, therefore, were to be followed
unswervingly at whatever cost to self. And particularly striking
exemplars of this model among the saints were those who founded
religious congregations sincc, b}' definition, these brought feHowpilgrims along with them, blazing a trail which subsequent
generations of disciples have striven to follow, and with special
concern today in the light of the Council documents.
A few years ago an academic thesis, awarded a Doctorate in
Theology "summa cum laude" by the Latcran University of Rome,
was partly dedicated to a study of this aspect ofa particular founder's
life; the author was a Cuban De La Sallc Brother, exiled from his
country, and the founder he wrote about was Saint John Baptist de
La Salle. The present book is an attcmpt to convey to an Englishspeaking readership something of the wealth of research and insight
that make up this part ofthe thesis. Ir offers a message of inspiration,
in the first place, to the present-day Brothers of the Christian
Schools and their colleagues, aJumni and friends. But De La Salle's
pilgrimage was, in differing circumstances, that of every founder and
foundress - a story of discernment and fidelity without which the
congregations they established could never have come into existence
and rendered their manifold services to the Church and to the world.
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